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OPPORTUNITY

FOR ALERT RADIO

MEN

IN

THE NEXT GREAT INDUSTRY
Pr HE idea

of electricians, radio service men and other mechanically inclined
men, servicing Air Conditioning and Refrigeration Units is self- evident and
the thought has occurred to some untold thousands ever since air condition.
ing equipment has been installed in public auditoriums, theatres, studios, depart.
ment stores, office buildings and manufacturing plants. The tremendously broad
possibilities in this new industry are bound to give employment and success to
men far-sighted enough to see its advancement and development. We quote an
excerpt from Mr. Hugo Gernsback's editorial which appeared in the Septemb-r,
1933 issue of Everyday Science and Mechanics:

OFFICIAL

AIR CONDITIONING
SERVICE

"1 advise young and progressive men to go into the air conditioning business during the next few years; because,
this, without a doubt, is the coming industry in this country. Thousands of small firms will spring up, undertaking
to air -condition private houses, small business offices,
factories, etc. We are not going to tear down every
building in the United States immediately. It will be a
gradual growth; yet small installation firms will air -con
dition small houses, and even single offices in small
buildings."

MANUAL

PRE-

PUBLICATION

This is only partial proof of the certain success of this new field. Further
assurance is that engineering schools have already added many important courses
on air conditioning to their regular curriculum. Architects and building contractors are giving considerable thought to installation of this equipment in
structures which are now being planned and built. The beginning of this busit,s,
will probably be similar to the auto and radio industry, but in
few short years
it will surpass these two great fields.

OFFER

s4,00

Official Air Conditioning Service Manual
352 Pages
Over 600 Illustrations

9" x 12" in Size
Flexible, Loose Leaf

Leatherette Cover

-at

MAIL COUPON TODAY!
GERNSBACK PUBLICATIONS
Dept. RC834
99 Hudson Street, New York, N. Y.
Gentlemen: Enclosed you will find my remittance of Two Dollars for
which you are to send me One Copy of the OFFICIAL AIR CONDITIONING SERVICE MANUAL, postage prepaid, as soon as it comes
off the press. I am to pay the additional Two Dollars to postman when
it is delivered. It is understood that the regular price of the book will
be FIVE DOLLARS when it comes off the press, and I am now paying
only a preoublication price of Four Dollars.
Name
Address

City
_.
State
(Send remittance in form of check, money order or unused U.S. Postage
Stamps. Register letter if it contains stamps or currency.)

The OFFICIAL AIR CONDITIONING SERVICE MANUAL is being
edited by L. K. Wright, who i
expert and a leading authority on air condi.
member of the American Society of Refrig
boning and refrigeration. He s
erasing Engineers, American Society of Mechanical Engineers, National Association of Practical Refrigerating Engineers; also author of the OFFICIAL
REFRIGERATION SERVICE MANUAL and other volumes.
In this Air Conditioning Service Manual nearly every page will be illus.
Crated; every modern installation and individual part carefully explained;
diagrams furnished of all known equipment; special care given to the servicing
and installation end. The tools needed will be illustrated and explained; there
will be plenty of charts and page after page of service
rvice data.
Remember there i a big opportunity in this
field and plenty of money
to be made in the servicing end. There are thousands of firms selling installations
and pans every day and this equipment must be cared for frequently. Eventually
air conditioning systems will be as common as radios and refrigerators in homes,
offices and industrial plants. Why not start now- increase your earnings with a
full or spare -time service business.
You have the opportunity to get your copy of the OFFICIAL AIR
CONDITIONING SERVICE MANUAL today
a saving of ONE DOLLAR.
When the book comes off press, which will be August 10th, the price well be
$5.00 a copy. YOUR ORDER TODAY BRINGS YOU A COPY FUR $4.00,
POSTAGE PREPAID. This is our usual courtesy, pre -publication offer which
enables us to determine the approximate print order for the first press run.
Send us the coupon today, together with a deposit of $2.00. When the book
reaches you, you pay the other $2.00.
Here are some of the chapter heads of the AIR CONDITIONING
SERVICE MANUAL:

I

I
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Contents in Brief
History of Air Conditioning; Fundamental Laws; Methods of Refrigeration;
Ejector System of Refrigeration; Compression System of Refrigeration; Refrigerants; Lubricating Oils; Liquid Throttle Devices; Servicing Expansion and
Float Valves; Servicing Refrigerating Systems; Control Devices; Thermodynamics
of Air Conditioning; Weather in the United States; The Field of Air Conditioning: Insulating Materials; Heat Transmission Through Walls: Complete Air
Conditioning Systems; Estimating Requirements for the Home, Small Store,
Restaurant; Layout of Duct Systems; S :arting Up a System; Operating and
Servicing Air Conditioning Systems; Air Filtration, Ventilating and Noise Eliminating Devices; Portable Electric Humidifiers and Room Coolers; Automatic
Humidifiers; Air Conditioning Units for Radiator Systems and Warm Air
Systems; Central Conditioning Units, etc.

GERNSBACK PUBLICATIONS, INC.
99 Hudson Street
New York, N.Y.
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Public Address Systems offer opportunities
Radio field just beginning to grow! Prepare NOW for these wonderful opportunities! Learn
Radio Sound Work at COYNE on actual Talking Picture and Sound Reproduction equipment.

PAY FOR YOUR TRAINING
After You Graduate

I am making an offer that no other school has dared
to do. I'll take you here in my shops and give you this
training and you pay your tuition after you have
graduated. Two months after you complete my
course you make your first payment, and then you
have ten months to complete your payments. There
are no strings to this offer. I know a lot of honest fellows haven't got a lot of money these days, but still
want to prepare themselves for a real job so they
won't have to worry about hard times or lay offs.
I've got enough confidence in these fellows and in
my training to give them the training they need and
pay me back after they have their training.
If you who read this advertisement are really interested in your future here is the chance of a life time.
Mail the coupon today and I'll give you all the facts.

ALL PRACTICAL WORK

At COYNE in Chicago

ALL ACTUAL, PRACTICAL. WORK. You build radio sets,
install and service them. You actually operate great Broadcasting equipment. You construct Television Receiving Sets and actually trasmit your own Television programs over our mod-

ern Television equipment. You work on real Talking Picture
machines and Sound equipment. You learn Wireless Operating
on actual Code Practice apparatus. We don't waste time on
useless theory. We give you the practical training you'll need
-in 10 short, pleasant weeks.

MANY EARN WHILE LEARNING

You get Free Employment Service for Life. And don't let lack
of money stop you. Many of our students make all or a good part
of their living expenses while going to school and if you should
need this help just write to me. Coyne is 33 years old. Coyne
Training is tested proven beyond all doubt. You can find out
everythingabsolutelyfree. Justmailcoupon for my big free book!
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COYNE ELECTRICAL SCHOOL
500 S. Paulina St., Dept. C4 -SH 'Chicago, Ill.
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H. C. LEWIS,

500 S. Paulina St., Dept. C4 -SH Chicago, Ill.
Dear Mr. Lewis: -Send me your Big Free Radio Book, and
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Graduate" offer.
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OFFICIAL RADIO Sl- 1tVIC}; MEN'S ASSOCIATION has
lade a gIgements to supply a number of Net ire yl en's essenliais' for the use of Its members and assmiate members. Only
lu'v lber and associate members can buy these Items; they are not
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Iil In , other:.
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of the As- elation.
.l
using the letterheads. billheads, etc.. you present the
-like appearance to your customers. so essential to successnd
cult ing.
In addition, the Association has made arrangement.
il, most of the prominent manufacturers to allow special discounts
membera. providing ORSMA letterheads are used when ordering.
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ORSMA LETTERHEADS

these letterheads. Amon on the right. are furnished with your
e, address anti telephone number. printed on excellent paper.
are sold In lots of IOU or multiples thereof, with a distinct
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ing for single orders of 1.11011 or mare. You would have to pay
ally tittles mare If you ordered small lots from your local printer.
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These are furnl'dned to match the letterheads, printed with your
name and address and seal of the Association. They go hand -inhand with the letterheads and are usually ordered In the same
quantity. Per 100. 60e; per 1000, $3.00.
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double purestse; whenever you complete a job you
all out the venom -bill and hand it to the customer; this is
the "psychological moment" lo collect.
By Ilse use of carbon
paper a pennanent record is kept which is
valuable asset to your
business.
They are furnished with your name, address and telephone number. Per pad of 50, 60e; per 10 pads, each of 50, $3.00.
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No. 4 ORSMA INSPECTION LABELS

The label Is to he filled In with the proper dates, and pa c.'
Inside the set or cabinet where the customer will see it. It is
continuous reminder to him that, when service Is needed, he 1.
1all you again. The abcantage Is apparent.
Per 100, 50c; t
$3.00.
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No. 5 ORSMA LAPEL BUTTON
At the suggestion of many members a handsome lapel button
bearing the name and emblem of the Association has been designed.
It signifies to your fellow members that you belong to the same
.tesarlation; and in addition It gives your customers a better al)predation of the professional nature of your work. 50e each.
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$3.00 per 1000

No. 6 ORSMA BUSINESS CARDS
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One grade of paper ih two colors with
blotter back. Thus they present an added Incentive to your customers to keep them In a prominent place, where they will do the
most good.
They are printed with your name. address and telephone and bear the official seal of the Association.
l'er 100, 75e;
per 1001), $4.00.
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These cuts for printing. advertising. etc., are furnished in two
and sizes.
They may be used for newspaper or telephone nick advertisements nr for printing of any kind.
Large size.
l sixt y
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No. 12 ORSMA ADVERTISING DISPLAY SIGN
A two color sign printed in large letters with your name, address
and telephone. with the seal of the Association.
T111s sign is sndd
In quantities of 25 or more and is Ideal for hanging lb stares,
offices, etc., for advertising purposes.
Set of 25 cards. $3.00.
No.

Dn.
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II ORSMA MEMBERSHIP SIGN

A set of three of these signs. printed on heavy cards. and haiinc
holes punched in order to hang in your office or store, and are r.
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RADIO SERVICE MEN'S ASSORTMENT
PACKAGE

This Includes one gold filled lapel button, 100 letterheads.
,,c lopes, 50 senke record cards. and tan labels printed will
c and address as described above.
The whole assortment
,Iv -$3.00 -a worth -while saving. Complete. $3.00.
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No. 14 ORSMA MEMBER CERTIFICATE

.t handsome diplmna -like

No. 5--50c each

certificate engraved on stiff vellum -bond.
rent lfirale Is persminlly signed by tile President and Executive
rotary and the eorporation stamp of the Association Is Impressed
a red seal attached to It.
Your name. certificate nmmber and
k. of registration are lettered by hand and the Certificate Is
iied in a cardboard tube to insure safe deliver'. Each 511e, plus
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Mail This Coupon Today!
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For Postage.
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1000

OFFICIAL RADIO SERVICE MEN'S ASSOCIATION

99 Hudson Street, New York, N. Y.
Please send me the following. RADIO SERVICE MEN'S ESSENTIALS which
have selected from this advertisement. My' remittance for $
Is enclosed. Send remittance in forai of cheek nr money order. Register letter if it
Contains rash, currency or roiuocll I S. Postage Stamps.
1

Executive Secretary. ORSMA

Hudson street, New ]Cork, N. Y.
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Full Membership
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GOOD NEWS!
"If you could only see the vast amount of new material
our editorial staff

is

which

compiling for the new manual, you will

agree with me when I say that the 1935 Official Radio Service

Manual of 1,000 Pages will be the greatest book I have ever

published."

Write for our in8-page
booklet, in two colors, which tells
the entire story about the NEW 1935
FREE,

teresting

OFFICIAL RADIO SERVICE

-

MANUAL. It's FREE. Simply fill
in the coupon below
paste on a
one-cent post card, and mail to the
publishers.

411

MAIL COUPON TODAY FOR
FULL DETAILS

e

I
I

GERNSBACK PUBLICATIONS, Inc., Dept. A
99 Hudson St., New York, N. Y.

Gentlemen: Please send me without delay, a copy
the 8-page brochure, in two colors, giving
complete details about the NEW 1935 OFFI.
I CIAL RADIO SERVICE MANUAL, and special
money.saving offer.
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"Takes the Resistance Out of Radio"
Editorial Offices: 99 Hudson Street, New York.
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Y.

HUGO GERNSBACK, Editor

Vol. VI., No. 2, Aug., 1934

RADIO TRENDS
An Editorial by HUGO GERNSBACK
EVER since the radio industry came into its own, with
the advent of broadcasting, each year has shown a certain trend toward producing even better and more
modern radio sets.
If we visualize the trend during the past few years, it will
be noted that the radio industry has followed certain unmistakable paths. From the radio console, the way led to the
midget sets, which became the furore a few seasons back.
Then we had an avalanche of cigar -box models to fit the
depression pocketbooks; and last season the all -wave (shortwave and broadcast -wave combination) radio sets made their
appearance. The latter are still going strong, and the chances
are that, in the next few seasons, unless a radio set is
equipped to take care of short -wave requirements, it will be
most difficult to sell.
In other words, the radio set is still simply a radio set,
whose business it is to bring in 100% aural ( "by ear ") entertainment. The next great development in radio is the
combination radio and television outfit, not, as yet, even on
the horizon. And, while some of our large radio interests
are spending vast sums In research toward television, it may
be some time -several years at least- before a real aural -andvisual radio set is developed that will stand every criticism
of a spoiled public.
To be sure, television lias long been with us. As a matter
of fact, in one form or another, it has been with us since 1884,
when Nlpkow invented the scanning disc. But the television
image which we are getting today seems to the great public
used to the perfect vision of the movie screen, still pitifully
inadequate. As long as we cannot have an image with excellent details, and at least one foot square, that you can view
in bright daylight, it is obvious the television set of the

it

future has not arrived.
For this reason, the trend of radio sets for the next few
years undoubtedly will remain along strictly aural lines.
More and more radio engineers are coming to believe in
high -fidelity reception. If you have, for instance, a radio set
of the vintage of 1928, and a good 1934 set as put out by
first-class manufacturers today, and you demonstrate them
side by side, the difference is laughable. The tinny, nasal
tone of reception in the past is missing in the new set. Our
ears are becoming more critical to what they hear. The radio
receiver is no longer just a machine to make sounds, but it is
well on the road to become a really musical instrument of
reproduction. The trouble, even with modern sets, is that
the best dynamic reproducers which we have today are still
a long ways from giving high- fidelity reproduction. As yet,
most loudspeakers are unbalanced, and reproduce certain
notes better than others. Some loudspeakers will emphasize
the lower register at the expense of the upper, or vice versa.
For that reason, some manufacturers continue, and with good
reason, to put out sets that have two loudspeakers, to gain
higher fidelity.
It has been said by many experts that you cannot have a
cigar -box, or even a midget, radio set that will give you good

acoustic quality. The radio music expert will point out to
you that only in a large set, where a sufficient volume of air
is moved, can you have high fidelity. That requires a larger
diaphragm: much larger, in fact, than most of the loudspeakers now have.
A tremendous amount of research in this direction alone
must yet be done and the trend during the next few years,
unquestionably. will be to get better and better musical
quality -so that all notes, from the lowest to the highest,
will emerge from the speaker with absolute fidelity.
The radio broadcasters themselves have done a large
amount of research to make this result possible; and it may
be said that, today, the better stations in the United States do
an excellent job in transmission, while receiver design has
not, as yet, caught up with the broadcasters. By that I mean
that the broadcasters are transmitting on a reasonably good,
high -fidelity system; but the receivers do not reproduce the
transmitted sounds faithfully.
There has been, by mutual consent of the tube manufacturers, a breathing spell from putting out new tubes. At one
time last year we had avalanche upon avalanche of new tubes;
to such a degree that even tube experts found it difficult to
keep in touch with developments. So a halt was declared
and, with few exceptions, the tube manufacturers abstained
from placing upon the market new and revolutionary tubes
which probably will be produced during the next season).
The radio industry simply could not cope with the output of
the new tubes any longer, as it tended to scrap everything
that went on before, and the multitude of new tubes also
began to bewilder the publie. In order to give the radio set
manufacturers and the public a breathing spell and time to
digest this tremendous number of new tubes, for the first
time in the history of radio, a holiday was declared, which
probably was unique in the annals of radio itself. In other
words, an obvious trend was reversed, as far as the tubes
were concerned. Instead of putting out new tubes, old ones
are being improved at the present time.
If the tube manufacturers will now take heed, and spend a
little time and study to design tube bases that can be handled
conveniently instead of the present insanity, they would, no
doubt, secure a lot of good will from the public and Service
Men alike. When you take a modern six- or seven -prong tube,
and try to insert it in the socket, it is a most time- consuming,
nerve-racking experience. The poor Service Man who has
to replace tubes all day long is totally out of patience with
the stupid tube-base engineering, if it really deserves the
name of engineering. It may be a small detail. but it is an
important one. You could not imagine any manufacturer in
the electrical industry, for instance, getting out a connecting
plug with which you would have to fiddle around for minutes
at a time, in order to insert it in its proper place.
Let the tube industry, instead of putting out new tubes
next season, re- design its bases, and earn the everlasting
gratitude of every one who ever uses a radio tube.
I
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reception in the old days, inasmuch as
many one to three tube receivers in the
hands of experimenters at that time did
much towards winning over skeptics.
Of unusual interest is the fact that
at the Institute of Radio Engineers'
convention held in Philadelphia last
month, the board of directors of this
organization refused to take back a gold
medal tendered by Major Armstrong,
who had previously been awarded it for
his contribution to the radio science.
Their explanation was that the recent
decision giving originality for regeneration to DeForest would have no effect
on their award since the Major had
made many other valuable inventions
which entitled him to the gold medal.
RCA is not affected by this decision
since they were licensed by A. T. & T.
who acquired the rights from DeForest.
Lee De Forest, finally awarded regeneration patent by ! upren,e Court, and his

first audian tube.

DeFOREST WINS

"FEEDBACK"
CASE AGAIN
IN what will probably be the last decision in a long
series of see -saw
litigation over the "feedback" or regeneration patent, an opinion last
month by Justice Cardozo in the Supreme Court gave final honors to Lee
DeForest. Thus, the decree handed
down by the Second Circuit Court of
Appeals that Edwin H. Armstrong was
the inventor was upset, while the opposite originally decided by the Eastern
District Court of New York was upheld.
DeForest, inventor of the audion
(three-element tube) and shown in the
accompanying photograph, and Major
Armstrong have been each credited with
having discovered regeneration, by various court decisions which began back
in 1922. One of DeForest's original
sketches is reproduced on these pages
and was one of the most important factors in affecting the decision.
Regeneration in radio receivers is of
great importance since this method of
feeding back energy from the plate circuit of a tube to the grid results in
tremendous amplification and without
which principle many receivers would
be insensitive. It was also responsible
for the increase of interest in radio
70

laced rum runners.

Room, on the other
hand, explained that he was a musician
and that he had no idea he was doin
anything illegal. He claimed his broadcasts were impromptu and had no significance. Federal Commissioner Martin C. Epstien ordered him held in $500
bail for violation of the Federal Radio

Act of 1929.
The unlicensed station was composed
of a small, inexpensive transmitter, and
of the type that was relatively easy to
construct. It employed three microphones, and the radio inspectors claime;l
it had a range of about 500 miles. They
are attempting to decode the messages.

GOLD TELEGRAPH
KEY FORMALLY
OPENS WLW
BROOKLYN RADIO
WHEN President
Roosevelt pressed
SNARL TRACED TO
a solid gold telegraph key in WashILLICIT AMATEUR
ington last month to formally open
FEDERAL officials WLW, the world's largest radio station.

madly tore about he touched the same key President
New York City Woodrow Wilson tapped over 20 years
last month, in an ago to signal also the formal opening
effort to unscramble departmental broad- of the Panama Canal.
This famous telegraph key is kept at
casts and police radio calls from an interfering station which cluttered up the White House, and is shown in an
these short wavelengths. The interfer- illustration in these columns. Little
ing station was finally located in Brook- gold nuggets, which can be plainly seen
lyn, and was constructed and operated around the edges, are mounted on a slab
of Alaska marble from the first gold
by Philip Room, 21 years of age.
When the radio inspectors located the discovered in that territory. On the
transmitter, and burst in upon Room, engraved plate is a statement that the
he was sending messages "to no one in key was presented to President Taft.
particular." However. officials are in- for the purpose of opening the Alaska clined to believe that the eccentric mes- Yukon- Pacific Exposition, June 1, 1908,
sages were apparently coded and that by the discoverer of the gold, George
W. Carmack.
they were intended for one or more
be-

Right, I nspee! ora trace "bootleg" amateur,
!Wow,

DeForest's

"frntbnrk" skrteh.
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now such a vast and diversified
art it becomes necessary to make a
general survey of important monthly
developments. RADIO -CRAFT analyzes
these developments and presents a review of those items which interest all.

Radio

IN REVIEW

is

TERRIER CARRIES
PORTABLE RADIO
FOR DOROTHY LEE
any of our rcadeas been in Hollywood last month,
Photo. Harris

&

Ewing

Abort,. Gold key which when pressed Gy
President Raonerelt formally opened
iso serred on many other his 117.11'.
r,,; ;,'ally important occasions.
1

RADIO EQUIPPED
PLANE WILL FIGHT
CRIME FROM AIR
month, a new
Stinson monoplane
was donated to the
Nassau County police, Long Island, N. Y., as the nucleus
of a new Crime Detection and Prevention Bureau. The plane is equipped
with gas, smoke, and tear gas bombs,
machine guns, searchlights, a radio receiver, radio transmitter, and a powerAST

ful telescope.
Because of this new instrument in
the fight against crime, 100 county

banks are installing direct alarms to
the Nassau County Police headquarters,
and the villages have turned over master control of all traffic lights to the
county. Should a hold -up or major
crime occur, the lights will be flashed
red and kept that way until the police
crew in this fast monoplane make a
complete survey of traffic in the vicinity in an effort to apprehend the fugitive criminals.

they might have
seen the strange sight of a little wirehaired terrier to which a midget loop
portable radio receiver was strapped.
The dog is always accompanied by its
pretty mistress, Miss Dorothy Lee,
prominent radio star with RKO.
The receiver itself is extremely light,
and is of the battery -powered type.
The loop picks up the broadcast signals, and a small speaker, fastened on
the other side of the (log, reproduces the
program after it is amplified and detected.
This might be considered a novel publicity stunt to enhance Miss Lee's popularity, but it reminds us of a practical
suggestion that was recently made, and
is applicable in future wars. The idea
was to employ police dogs as scouts to
reconnoiter and determine the enemy's
position. To each dog's back was to be
strapped a miniature transmitter which
would broadcast a continuous signal
and, if captured by the enemy, their position could then be determined by directional receiving apparatus. A miniature receiver, also fastened to the dog,
would contain a small loudspeaker
which would issue commands, originating from "headquarters," to the dog.

Ma ay with Iwo -way radio ea nip m ent to

help arrest crime in Long Island
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nl:in.. passed away last month.

C. F. JENKINS,

TELEVISION EXPERT
DEAD
NOTHER great figure
the radio and
associated industries has passed
away. Last month, after being gravely
ill since March, C. F. Jenkins, inventor

of television and telephotography systems, died of heart disease. He was
born near Dayton, Ohio, in 1867 of

Quaker parents.
He had endeavored, up until almost
the last minute, to supervise important
experiments in his laboratory concerning a new development in a home-movie
and sound -recording camera. As a matter of fact, before he became prominent
in the television and radio field, he was
an important figure and inventor in the
motion picture industry.
He was founder of the Society of Motion Picture Engineers, and more than
400 inventions were accredited to his
ingenuity. In 1925, Jenkins gave the
first radio television demonstration at
Washington before Secretary of the
Navy Wilbur and other officials. In
1928 he inaugurated regular television
broadcasts on short waves.
A great many of the engineering fraternity, who always admired and respected him, had pinned hopes on his
bringing television to a successful completion so that it would be practical and
available to the radio public.
His passing will be mourned by many.
71

RADIO PICTORIAL
THE first "buoy radio beacon" ever constructed, and shown in I, was invented by French
technicians: Barbier Benard and Tereune Co. The transmitter is contained in the body
of the float from which extends an umbrella -type antenna. The signals are sent out automatically for 2 minutes at intervals of every 10 minutes. It is claimed that a distance of
10 kilometers (approx 6.2 miles) in all directions can be covered, practically,
with this arrangement. In 2 we see Cesare Sabelli in the radio room of the plane with which he and George R.
Pond flew across the "big pond" from Floyd Bennett field, New York, to Ireland. Their
destination was Rome, but, due to unfortunate circumstances, they were unable to make it.
Want to talk to a plane? Well then, just dial. As you can see from photo 3, the instrument
is similar and simple as the ordinary dial telephone. This aircraft radiophone
switchboard,
the complete equipment of which is shown in number 4, permits radio telephone operators to
communicate with an airplane in flight by dialing the correct number. This system has been
developed by United Air Lines. Much has been heard about "radio knives," used by surgeons
for surgical operations, but few radio readers have ever seen the device. Photo number 5
shows the device in actual use in a large Berlin hospital. The principle employed involves
a
high -frequency current which will cut the tissues without destroying them in the same proportion as in the case of a knife. Also, with this instrument, the cut heals much more quickly,
and reduces the loss of blood.

As

In I, a buoy radio beacon
invented by the French; 2,
Cesare Sabelli, who recently flew across the
ocean, with radio equipment in his plane that
aided him in making a
successful trip; 3 and 4,
dialing 'planes in flight

for verbal "contact."

Also in 4, the radio equipment in use at one of the
airports of United Air Lines;
the airport radio operator
dials the 'plane by number
to establish communication.
5, a "radio knife," employed
for surgical operations, in
actual use in a large Berlin
hospital. This instrument is
much more efficient than ordinary surgical knives. See
text for explanation.
2

PLmn
and
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NUMBER b, the net of aerials and the building housing the transmitter of radio
station VCSPS, Moscow, Russia. A 500 kw. transmitter is employed, which indicates
that the United States does not hold a monopoly on high -powered stations. In 7 is a
view of the variometer employed for tuning the transmitter, and the cascade of large
transmitting tubes of this transmitting station. In 8 we see an electron tube device
for detecting flaws in copper tubing, wire or other similar material. The test is based
which occurs
upon the change in electrical resistance of a small section of tubing,
when a defect is included within it. Two oscillators are coupled together and both
tuned to the same frequency. As the metal tubing or wire passes through the
machine, a flaw will change the frequency of one of the oscillators so that a beat
note is heard in the loudspeaker, and a deflect' on seen in a meter. At 9 can be seen
with a
Dr. Thomas C. Poulter, second in command of the Byrd Antartic Expedition,
scientific "divining" rod. He expects to test for mineral potentialities in South Polar
regions. When the sled -like apparatus is pulled across the snow, a buzzer sounds
if it approaches metallic deposits in the earth. Dr. Poulter heads the science department of Iowa Wesleyan College, Mt. Pleasant, Iowa. One of the most unfortunate
disasters occurred last May, when the liner Olympic sank the radio beacon ship
Nantucket. The giant trans -Atlantic boot was approaching the shores of New
England and being directed by the beacon signol sent out by the Nantucket due to a
very heavy fog which had arisen. So perfect did the beacon signal direct the liner,
and so accurately did the pilot of the big boat follow it, that before they
could discern the fog -bound boat's outline or hear its powerful fog horn,
they had run into and cut the boat in half. This beacon ship was a
marker for ships approaching the coast from European ports, and was
stationed 55 miles from Nantucket Island. It also served the purpose of
warning ships, when weather was bad, against approaching too closely to
shoals that had previously caused many ship disasters. In photo IO the
the
radio room and equipment of the Nantucket can be seen; and in
complete ship with the radio antenna that sent out the disastrous beacon
signal which guided the Olympic with such disastrous precision.
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THE LATEST

RADIO EQUIPMENT
AN ALL-WAVE AERIAL KIT (No. 496)
INCLCDED in this newest kit are the following items: 2. 50 ft.
coils of 7 x 20 stranded enameled copper wire; 75 ft. special
"transposition- cable "; 25 ft, twisted -pair lead -in wire: 2. lightning
arresters; 4, stand-off insulators: 2, nail -on knobs; 4, :: in. glass
insulators; 1, ground clamp; 2, 12 in. lead -in strips; 2 galvanized
screw -eyes; 10 insulated staples. This kit, properly installed, will
vastly improve all -ware reception in most instances,
Above, all -wave

A RIBBON -TYPE VELOCITY MICROPHONE. (No. 497)

antenna.

NEW microphone with an output of approximately -90 db.,
1 db. from 60 to 10.000 cycles.
The magnets
; the ribbon is hammered to .0002 -iu, thickness.
'l'he case is acoustically correct and sturdy.

(No. 496)

and Ont within
/q
tue 85% cobalt steel

Center, velocity

"mike."
(No. 497)

Beacon

receivers.

A NEW SHORT-WAVE SET. (No. 498)
receiver Is recommended to those who already have efficient
broadcast receivers but who wish to enjoy the reception of long
distance short -wave programs without the necessity of purchasing
an entirely new set with all -wave features.

Tills

(No. 501)

Below, shortwave set.
(No. 498)

TER,

Piezo -astatic pickup.

(No. 502)

EXCITER LAMP

A CONDENSER ANALYZER. (No. 499)

mica, and oil dielectric condensers may be tested for leakage
by using this new "condenser analyzer:'
Leakage current is
shown by a neon indicator. Other faults such as open -, intermittent- and short -circuits also may be located with this instrument.

A NEW ALL -WAVE SET. (No. 500)
UNLIKE most all -wave sets that cover a complete spectrum this
m w receiver covers only the ranges of 18.5 to 55 meters. and
_01 to 550 meters. This 5 tube set incorporates tone control
and A.V.C.
AIRPORT RADIO SETS (No. 501)
THE austere airport receiver shown nt A is an S tube snperhet.
designed to cover the range of 150 to 18.000 ke, 12,000 to 116
meters) in 5 bands. The undistorted power output is Ii W. The
chassis incorporates A.V.C. The cabinet blends well with rack -andpanel equipment.
The mure decorative cabinet shown at It uses the same chassis type described in connection with illustration A.

A

P.E. cell

relay.

(No, 503)

A PIEZO -ASTATIC PICKUP (No. 502)
THESE new pickups have no pronounced peaks throughout the
audio range. Standard lengths, 8 and 12 ins.; aright, only 2 uzs.
Being non -magnetic they do not tend to collect magnetic particles,
nor do they offer a magnetic circuit susceptible to eicctromagnetic
fields.

A LIGHT -SENSITIVE RELAY (No. 503)
THIS unit imcori cures within it both the exciter lamp and the
photoelert rie
Condenser analyzer. (Nu. 499)
A

neon test lamp.

(No. 504)

1
cell, and operates on a 110 V. circuit. Visors permit
the ray to be projected to a mirror 20 ft. distant and reflected Into
the light -sensi ti te cell. A compact, efficient unit having numerous
commercial applications.

A LAMP -TYPE TESTER (No.

504)
light -line circuit.
.\ neon hump tests polarity, and high -resistance circuits: and
n filament type, low- resistance.
Its eandembrn base may be usi -d
without the test leads as a night or pilot lamp.
A1'1

INTI XI' I'l'Y tester which operates from

n

AN UNDER -RUG ANTENNA (No, 505)
.1.1,91 ion

tllmt they raise

to plc, ions types of under

-ro

antennas tins born

the rug just sufficiently to make n ridge that soon
"Muss wear. The metallized paper used In the under -rug antenna
muted overcomes this objection.
In addition, it provides a
t
large metallic surface of relatively low re- ivt:un'c.
I

y

A SEMI -PROFESSIONAL RECORDER

TIIi: Ito
Under -rug antenna.

(No. 505)

Left, a modern. all -wave set using
the newest tubes. (No. 500)

Name of manufacturer of any device will be sent on receipt of a self- addressed, stamped envelope.
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(No. 5061

-1.t', instrument illustrated is equipped with a volume
volume control. off-en switch and n combination pickup
I indicator,
:mol recording head. Turntable speeds: 8. I /:: and 7s r.p.nm. A.comodates 12 in. to 16 in. blank nlamLnum discs. Impedance values:
466 and 50106 oh to s. Single and dual turntables are available for
permanently recording radio or personal programs, etc.
C.,

Kindly give (number) in description under picture.
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A sound recorder.

(No. 506)

15 W.

A

amplifier,

(No. 507)

(No. 507)
amplifier incorporates thr. :,is, two 2.\:;s and a
X.C. ham i. a feature.
3Z:1. .1 high- quality instrument: absence
Input impedance: gnu Mon,. with a third lap provided for n earbuu
microphone, output im ped;t nues: S, 16 and 500 ohms.
Tuts

A

W. POWER AMPLIFIER

15

class

.1

indicator.

(No. 508)

A car reproducer.

(No. 509)

Capacity

A CONDENSER CAPACITY INDICATOR (No. 508)

Ting

capacity Indira t, r consists of n number of paper :1111 dry! electrolytie condensers (-nimble of withstanding surges up to 600 V.,
11.1'.
Capacity range, 250 mitt. to lei inf. t' i reui is may lie checked
This is a sturdy and toll-built to it
by the substitution method.
that :Mould be in every s..rvice shop and

A NEW AUTO-RADIO REPRODUCER (No. 509)
:A'f111E of this unit is its dome retiree cap whlb eliminates

AI'I

A duo -channel

set.

(No.

513)

spider construction and at the same time protects IM,' yoke
coil and air gap against foreign articles. An acoustic litter assembly
is built into this electrodynamic reproducer.

AN A.C. -D.C. AND BATTERY ULTRA -MIDGET

TIl ms..

\\-rich t.

con

l

pat

extents
6

111,i.

;

(No. 510)
4

tube set engúuys
Inu hast
(cool I

dimeusi..

each of the following
cable adapts the set to

a

t, 41 and 23'/.3.
V. D.C. supply.

6

A HIGH -SENSITIVE

T.lt.E, cirru lt. The t un l ng
into the polite range.
Utilizes ooe
41/2 ins. deep.

band
x

mile r

SET

TEST

.1

plug-in

UNIT (No. 5I I)

no uure :i vnitm,ter with a
is on
one of the n:
Elie ohmmeter seetiou has
:,.ttsittity ,,f 2.000
TIIIS
ranges of 0. 2,000- 0:2- nueg'CUegs: its battery supply is self -contained.
3-30-231)-130,
'l'he milliatnmebv' range IS
The voltmeter range is
This
0.31 mm.: the micron ulueten range is 0.300 microamperes.
unit Is available in kit foret.
-

A "convertible" set.

(No. 510)

Tiny motor -generator.

A WAVE -BAND SWITCH (No. 512)
SWITCIIES h:n.' been the subi eut of COS till duos es per ment. The
uSit ill nsiat ed is the la I est dove lnpuuvit. Its features are definite
indexing, sturdy construction, low capacity. eompaetnss, single -tole
mounting, silver- plated eontact s, and grounded or ungrounded contacte. Available from S.P.S.T to 4 P.D.T.

Iron -core I.F.

coil.

(No. 514)

(No.

515)

A 6 TUBE DUAL-WAVE SET (No. 513)
incorporates not only
Till:Ill: Iaest "fashion" in radio set design it 540
to 1.300 he., but
domestic broadu ;i"t Prequoney range of
also the International channel of 5.410 to 13.3.30 he. '1'1ús li tube.
110 V, .1.C. set uses two Sas, one 2.47. one 2117, one 2A5 and one 80.
Time control and A.V.C. are incorporated.
:

AN ULTRA -SMALL, ROTARY -TYPE "B" UNIT (No. 514
ron1pnct motor -generator incorporates a reflex filter circuit.
I'h) input is 6 \'.: the oatpnt, ::30 V, Dimensions: 2''. x 4 x
TTHIS

Ins.: weight, 6tá l6x. Its thrust ball bearings do not require oiling.
The unit Is available in A.C. or U.C.: also, for operation on :.2 V.
farm lighting plants.
NEW "POLYIRON" INDUCTANCES (No. 515)
1:1'IIW -mi only an 1,1'. unit, with trimmers, is illustrated,
potyiinu" inductances ore n,vaihnble tu mmnufatturers in types
including regular I1. E. inter -strige "nits, and I1.E. and I.E. choke
roils. ¡The available I.t'. values nrr: 110. 173, 260, :170 and 4115
ke.1
Elect ro-magnetic coupling is employed. 'these new amts are
the first commercial types to appear in America incorporating the
impalpable-iron core first described in the art tete, "Permeability
Tuning." in the November, 19 ^1, issue of It.tnto- t'tt.t PT. These deore unn'r e/firient than air cure unit,.

-

vre

Sensitive voltmeter.

(No. 511)

Wave -band switch.

(No. 512)

New

radio components.

(No. 516)

A

TWO NEW PRODUCTS (No. 516)

met
et the demand for a 1 to 7 pole. .. tu 12 point gang switch
use in test apparatus and radio sets, there has been developed
the shaft -insulated unit Illustrated et A. The special-1)114g eon tacts Insure high Bond urti vi ty and nt in i mum wear: the contacts are
positive and self -cleaning. Only highest grad.'
is used.

To

lnkrlit

Suitable for use at ultra -short wavelengths. The meter shunts
illnst re ted a It are a rea ra te within 1 percent plus or minus. 'They are
permanent in value and noiseless In operation.
Cnmbi tin ti.'n lug
Insulated to permit close mounting. .1t'ulland thumb terminals.
alde in all popular resistance ranges: potter rating, 1 W. Over -all
dimensions: 2% x % -in.

((bntinued
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Right, 2 new tubes.
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AN IMPROVED

"TREASURE"

LOCATOR

From all over the world we receive letters

from people interested in treasure locating equipment.
Previous models described seemed to have been too complex in design and operation.
The
improved unit now described eliminates
previous difficulties, its sensitivity permiting detection of a piece of metal 16 ins.
square at a depth of 15 ft.

64.+0:1F,'
Photos. courtesy Radio Metal Locating CO.

C. W. PALMER
SINCE the last description of a

some little experimenting for adjustments, etc., besides the labor involved
in constructing the unit, we add that
the unit is commercially available.)
Some of our readers may not have
read the previous articles on "treasure"
finders (RADIO- CRArr, July 1933 and
June 1932) and perhaps are puzzled
as to how a device of this sort can be
useful for such purposes.

"treasure" locator (RADio-Ca.FT,
July 1933), thousands of requests

have been received from interested readers for additional information
on a more simplified and less difficultte- operate instrument. Because practical data on a locator having such characteristics were unavailable at the time.
we have refrained from publishing any
further information on this subject.
We believe that we have now an inPractical Applications of Metal
strument that is about as efficient and
Locators
simple as could possibly be made. Those
This instrument will not "select"
who desire to construct it will find all gold, or other precious metals, apart
necessary information contained in this from baser metals, nor will any other
article. (For those who prefer to save similar electrical device. It will only
themselves the expense and trouble of indicate when any mass of metal is

sufficiently close enough to interfere
with a delicate adjustment made within
the receiver. It's usefulness is not limited to searching for buried treasure,
but it can also be successfully used for
the following:
(1) Locating "lost" gas or water pipe
lines. Municipalities that do not keep
an exact record of the location of the
various pipes will find that this instrument will save a great deal of unnecessary excavating.
(2) Locating metallic ore deposits
or "pockets."
(3) For ascertaining whether saw
blades, knives, guns, or other metal
weapons are concealed upon the person
(Continued on page 115)
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Two separate frameworks are employed, the
loops being built -in as shown above (all dimensions are given in the circuit diagram.)
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A "SYNTRONIC
ORGAN
A new photocell "organ" which will produce organ music and tone qualities that
have hitherto been impossible with the
conventional instrument. While its internal
construction seems a bit complicated, the
principles employed are fundamental and
can be readily grasped. In operation the
device is extremely simple, so that a pianist as well as an organist can operate it
without considerable training or practice.

EDWARD

E.

KASSEL
Two separate keyboards are employed, cranks shown change
tone quality of each. A great variety of tones may be simulated.

Fig. A.

ASYNTHETIC electronic organ
has been developed in the electronic music laboratories of
Ivan Eremeeff, Russian physicist and authority on electronic music,
in the new WCAU Building in Philadelphia. The construction of this modern musical "giant," which is the last
word in electronic music production,
was made possible by the generous paFie. B
Analyzing wave form of various sounds.

Fig. C, above.
Tones

or

"quality" being synthesized

tronage of Dr. Leon Levy, President of
the WCAU Broadcasting Company, and
the able collaboration of Dr. Leopold
Stokowski, Director of the Philadelphia
Symphony Orchestra.
The electronic organ can well be
classed as a universal musical instrument, since it embraces so many divers
types of musical tones, expressions, and
effects. Not only producing its own
unique tone characteristics, it is capable
of producing the tones of other well
known instruments, and the musical
effects and expressions of the piano as
well as the ordinary pipe organ. Thus,
one may say that at is many instruments
within an instrument, which is comfortably small and portable, thereby overcoming all the physical inconveniences
of, for example, the huge, cumbersome,
and expensive pipe organ.
The principles employed in Mr.

Fig. D, below.
Sound waves prepared for photographing.
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Fig. 1
The construction of the organ Is shown In
this figure. See text for explanation.

1934

Eremeeff's methods of electronic music
production are based on his own theories
of sound synthesis, which are advancements on the theories by Hermann
Helmholtz, German master physicist and
mathematician. The universitality of
these principles enable Mr. Eremeeff to
apply them in various forms, depending
on the requirements and desires of those
for whom they are made. Therefore, a
person wishing for the tone quality and
musical effects of a church pipe organ,
for example and who does not care for
or have room enough for the ordinary
large pipe organ, will desire a small
electronic organ in which are installed
such parts that carry out the principles
by which pipe organ music is produced.
Then again, the broadcasting studio
which is in need of music of varied tone
qualities, such as the tone of the violin,
the flute, the saxophone, the oboe. etc.,
or, in other words, music for every
occasion, will desire an electronic musical instrument which functions on the
principles by which such varied music
is produced.
Simulating Sound
In order to understand the construction and operation of the Eremeeff syn(Continued on page 104)
Fig. 2
a single unit of a commercial assembly; Includes keyboard, pedals, etc.

This

Is
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SURGICAL -ROOM
SOUND INSTALLATIONS
J. T. BERNSLEY

Sound installations in operating
rooms of hospitals are now practical, and facilitate instruction of
student surgeons.

PUBLIC address installations now
facilitate the instruction of student surgeons in hospitals on both
coasts, by enabling the distant
surgeon or one of his assistants within
the operating room to describe each vital move during the progress of a delicate operation. The manner in which
this is accomplished, as illustrated in
the photographic illustrations on this
page, is an absorbing story whose details and money- making possibilities
until now have not been known or realized by most technicians and Service

Men.
Dr. Chaffee, chief surgeon in a Los
Angeles hospital is shown in the "action" view, A, performing a major operation while at the same time he de-

lineates its intricacies for the benefit
of surgeons assembled outside the
sound -proof operating room. This running description, picked up by a microphone concealed in the sanitary face
mask which he must wear, is carried to
a remote rack -and -panel type amplifier,
the output of which feeds reproducers
suitably located in the observation
gallery.
Medical Center (N. Y. C.) Surgical
Room Sound Installation
To continue the analysis of hospital
public address installations the reader
is transported from California to New
York where, in the Eye Hospital at Medical Center, New York City, we find
radio-type vacuum tubes again serving
in a humanitarian role. It was impossible to obtain an action picture at the
Center as the camera was considered,
in medical parlance, "contaminated,"
and not to be permitted in a room where
lives depend upon absolute cleanliness.
Since ordinary "studio"-type microphones placed anywhere in the room
picked up every noise produced in the
operating room, it remained for the
lapel -type microphone, shown at B, to
make practical the installation in hospital operating rooms of sound apparatus that would permit the low tones
of a surgeon to be picked up during an

a
SURGEONS MASK
MICROPHONE

r

A

Above
Dr. Chaffee (seated) describes an operation,
A. Another hospital uses "mike" B, in amphitheatre C, with ceiling speaker D, and
amplifier E.

trated in E, to which the microphone
wall- plates are wired, and from which
lead the reproducer connections- For,
the system is so designed that the students in the observation gallery may be
given instruction by a speaker in an
ante -room before those in main room
are ready to begin the operation.

ELECTRODES

Construction of a Lapel -Type

PROTECTIVE
GRID

Microphone
As the single-button "lapel" -type mioperation.
crophone is the "heart" of the installaHow 16 students may be grouped tion,
technical features will be disaround the sound -proof and plate -glass cussed,it's with
particular reference to
enclosed amphitheatre in Medical Cen- Fig. 1.
ter's Institute of Opthalmology, is shown
There are five essential factors that
at C. Binoculars enhance the vision, enter
into the satisfactory operation of
but it remains for the reproducer set the lapel
-type microphone in this type
flush in the ceiling as shown at D, to of installation;
(especially, if it is to
acquaint the students, in the sound - be used underneath
a surgical mask).
treated gallery, with the operation's im- These are: (1)
the soft -rubber casing;
portant details as they develop.
(2) the diaphragm; (3) the carbon
In a separate room is located the rack - chamber; (4)
the bypass condenser;
and -panel amplifier equipment, illus(Continued on page 103)
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Cross-section view of a lapel -type microphone.
The special construction that
enables this
type of microphone to function properly Is
clearly shown.
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A WELL - DESIGNED
5

TUBE

PORTABLE
A portable receiver will always help fill any
lull in recreational activities, when on a
vacation, picnicking, or a week -end trip to
the country. The portable described here
extremely sensitive, employs few tubes,
and is very economical in "A" and "B"
battery consumption. It is loop operated.
is

R.

M. DEAN
ORTABLE receiver design is largely
a matter of compromise, since
compactness, simplicity, ruggedness, and light weight are desired
on the one hand; while high sensitivity,
ample volume, good tone quality, and
economy of operation are desired on the
other. For this reason it is best for
the constructor to work out his own
design, after deciding what factors he
thinks most important. In the receiver

Fig. B.

Rear view of receiver and batteries.

146

CM)

J
TC.'1
LOOP

ANTENNA

1

I

8--

I

T

A-, A + B+'
2V

45V

675V

of design are more or less inter -related,
but they can be conveniently divided

into three groups.
(1) Type of tubes, power supply, and
economy of operation.
(2) Sensitivity and selectivity.
(31 Tone quality and power output.

Tubes and Batteries
If it were not for the high filament
drain the 6 V. heater tubes would be
illustrated here the chief considerations the obvious choice. When the receiver
were high sensitivity and long battery is used only occasionally, such as a few
life with only moderate volume output. hours a week during the summer, this
Because it was desired to experiment doesn't matter, for one or two sets of
with controlled regeneration and A. V. dry cells would last the season. But if
C. the panel has a somewhat crowded frequently used the replacement of the
appearance. After a discussion of the "A" battery every week or two becomes
factors involved in radio construction a nuisance and an expense. In the "old"
as they relate to portable design, a de- days of radio '99s were used in portscription of this receiver will be given. ables with fair satisfaction. The newer
Due to the very limited demand for 2 V. tubes are more rugged and less
the portable radio set, neither the com- microphonic besides being more efficient.
mercial manufacturer nor the set builder so if reasonable care is exercised in
has given it much attention. It is not handling the set good results can be
proposed to write here a defense for expected.
Four dry cells in series will be used
the portable set. In spite of its drawbacks and limitations the portable has as "A" supply where 6 V. tubes are
a place in the radio field and, in addi- used, or if longer life is desired, five
tion, a unique fascination all its own. cells with a suitable resistor. Two dry
So anyone willing to devote the care and cells in series or a small 3 V. "A" pack
effort necessary to making one will, I'm with a regulating (ballast tube) or non (Continued on pafc 125)
sure, feel amply repaid. The elements

Fig. 1. Loop circuit for adjusting set.

Fig. C.
Location of parts on rece
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Schematic wiring diagram of
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BROADCASTS
Every radio transmitting station is a "beacon" to the pilot whose airplane is
equipped with the new single -loop antenna
radio direction finder. 788 such "beacons"
are ready to guide him to his destination,
whether it lies near a radio broadcasting
station or not. The radio page of his local
newspaper is his map, and he can set his
course toward any station, or find his location by taking radio bearings on two
A

directional -loop installation in

a

Stinson Reliant airplane.

stations.

(Washington Inst. of Technology Photo)

IN last month's

issue of RAnio-CRAFT
we told how radio beacons guide our
air liners on their courses. There are
now 92 such beacon stations, serving

our major air lanes (Fig. 1). They are
the backbone of our commercial and
military flying; but the private pilot off
the beaten track would often find himself in a location not served by these

beacons.
This new radio direction finder gives
the pilot his direct course toward any
radio broadcasting station which he can
tune in on the receiving set. Thus, the
pilot of an airplane equipped with such
a set has at his disposal 788 true "com-

passes" dotting the country: there are
592 commercial radio stations, 92 Department of Commerce airway radio
beacons, and 104 marine range beacons
along the coasts and the shores of the
Great Lakes. With their aid, he can
always bring his ship to any point on
the continent, whether there is a radio
station at his destination, or not. The
pilot can always locate himself by merely tuning in on two stations, read his
compass, draw two lines according to
the indicated bearings, and mark the
point on his map where the two lines
cross.

What is equally important, the radio
direction finder can be used equally well
anywhere in the world, for there are
broadcast stations everywhere.
In long distance flights, the finder is
especially useful, as it always guides
the pilot along a great circle route,
which is the shortest distance between
two points on a sphere, like our earth.
Wiley Post, who last year girdled the
globe, alone, in 7 days, 18 hours and
491/2 minutes, used one of the first experimental models developed by the
Bureau of Standards, and was enthusiastic in his praise of this device. It
relieved him of the arduous task of
making observations with a sextant, or
even computing compass bearings, while
piloting his speedy Lockheed. The radio
direction finder brought him unerringly
to his destination all the way around
the world.
The reception of radio signals is
visual, and the course toward (or away
from) the radio station is indicated by
the pointer of a zero-center type course
indicator. At will, the pilot can both
listen to broadcast and at the same
time have his direction shown on the
course indicator.
This radio direction finder, like the

DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE AERONAUTICAL RADIO RANGE BEACONS

airway beacon and the blind landing
system, was developed by the Bureau
et Standards of the Department of Commerce. A commercial version of this
direction finder, called the "Direct- Aire,"
which can be connected to any standard
receiving set, (photo below) has recently been placed on the market by the
Washington Institute of Technology.
The simplicity of its operation, its
low weight and low cost, and its tremendous value in the operation of aircraft, render this appliance of particular
interest to the radio man. as it will undoubtedly soon find the way into most
of the private airplanes in use, and also
into many water craft as well, where it
can be used to equal advantage. Again
a new field is opened to radiomen.
Principle of Operation
The direction finder requires the use
of a single -loop antenna, the bi- directional field pattern of which is distorted, and periodically switched, so
that the larger lobe of the distorted field
pattern lies first on one side of the airplane. and then on the other (Fig. 2C).
The normal figure -of-eight field pattern of a balanced loop antenna can be
converted into a cardioid, or a heartBeacons

Fig. 1, left
serve only the major

air routes.

Below
The Direct -Aire mounted alongside a Lear aircraft receiver makes a compact unit.
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GUIDE AIRPLANES
application of radio aids to aviation is intended
primarily for the sportsman pilot whose destination usually
lies away from the major air routes served by radio
beacons. This important contribution to flying, recently
developed by the Bureau of Standards of the U. S. Department of Commerce, is now available commercially.
Radio again adds another milestone in the progress of
aviation, our youngest and the most promising industry.

This latest

S
INVt of l 'mines e photo)
1I
The zero -center type course indicator tells the
pilot at a glance whether he is on course.

HENRY W. ROBERTS

shaped pattern (Fig. 2A), either by in- synchronously with the loop patterns, nient of the single-loop antenna radio
troducing a vertical antenna (the ver- and when the larger lobe of the pattern direction finder. as developed by the
tical antenna current being 90 degrees is to the right of the airplane, the signal Bureau of Standards. Loop antenna LI
out of phase with the loop antenna cur- received deflects the pointer of the is tuned by condenser Cl; the incomrents, or in phase with their result- course indicator to the right, and vice ing signals are applied to the first R.F.
ant); or by utilizing the vertical effect versa. The audio output of the finder amplifier between the center point of
of a loop antenna not symmetrical with is applied to the rectifiers, and the cur- the loop antenna and the ground. The
respect to ground. If perfectly phased rents so produced are proportional to ends of the loop antenna are connected
patterns in such a loop antenna are the field patterns. As long as the air- to the rectifiers V1 and V2, through
required, careful adjustment of its tun- plane points directly to the radio sta- equal condensers C2 and C3. An altering is necessary; on the other hand, pat- tion, the alternate deflections of the nating voltage is applied in opposite
terns similar to that shown in Fig. 2B pointer remain equal, and the pointer phase, through RF. inductances L2 and
are readily secured, the smaller lobe of appears to remain in center or "On L3, to the plates of the rectifiers; this
the field pattern resulting from a phase course" position. The "switching" is voltage should be of a frequency readily
angle between the vertical effect and done many thousands of times a second, passed by the audio amplifier of the
and the eye does not notice any vibra- radio receiver used in the installation.
the loop antenna effect.
With the loop set at right angles to tion of the indicator pointer. When The cathodes of the rectifiers are conthe fuselage, the intersections of these the airplane heads away from the true nected through resistor R1; the adjustdistorted field patterns lie directly course, the prevalence of signals re- able center-tap of the resistor passes
ahead and behind the airplane (Fig. ceived from one side results in a dif- through the audio output transformer
The field patterns are switched ference in voltages developed by the of the radio receiver to ground. The
2C.
electrically, by grounding the ends of two field patterns, and causes the indi- course indicator, M, is connected across
the loop antenna through two rectifier cator pointer to deflect, warning the this resistor, and a high-capacity low tubes to which an alternating voltage pilot that he is "off course," and to voltage electrolytic condenser C5 damps
is applied, so that they pass current which side. A reversing switch can be the course indicator.
The voltage to the rectifiers is supprovided for obtaining correct indicaalternately, as shown in Fig. 3.
The course indicator is connected in tion when flying toward or away from plied by an audio oscillator, T1, using
vacuum tube V4 with tuning condenser
the cathode-return leads of the rectifier a radio station.
C4. Resistors R2 and R3 serve as a
tubes, so that the current of the rectivoltage divider, and are matched to
Arrangement of Circuit
fiers passes through in opposite direc(Continued on page 103)
circuit
arrangethe
3
shows
Figure
is
switched
indicator
tions. The course

Circuit diagram of U.

S.

Fig. 3, right
Department of Commerce single -loop antenna
radio direction finder.
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Fig. 2, below
The normal figure -of -eight pattern of a loop antenna can be modified
by Introducing a vertical -antenna effect.
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INTERNATIONAL RADIO REVIEW
HERE is what the radio experi-

menter has been wanting for a
semi -technical relong time
view of the thousands of new
ideas which are continually appearing in overseas publications. Each month there are received at the offices of RADIO CRAFT hundreds of daily, weekly
and monthly magazines originating from all over the world.

-a

Fig. A
The

new

duo -diode- pentode

English

output

tube.

SINCE the cost of subscribing
to each of these would be prohibitive for most radio men, we
have arranged with technical
translators to prepare for our
readers reviews of all the really
important, new developments illustrated and described each
month in these publications.
NOTE that the only available information is that which is published; the experimenter must
adapt the ideas to whatever
equipment he has on hand.

A DUO -DIODE OUTPUT PENTODE
NE\V tubes seem to be the fashion in

Fig. B, above
Two speaker units provide full

room coverage.

Fig. C, below
The

mirror tuning dial

which Introduces

a

-A

novel

French invention
cabinet design.

radio today and our European cousins are certainly not far behind us in
the development of new types. The tube
shown in Fig. A, is of a new composite
variety designed primarily for midget
sets. It contains both a duo -diode detector and a pentode output section. By
the use of this tube, sets which employ
only one A.F. stage can conserve one
tube by the use of this double duty
tube.
While we have numerous composite
tubes in this country, this particular
variety will be new to American readers. It is pointed out in the descriptive
material which appeared recently in
WIRELESS WORLD that by its use in conjunction with a pentagrid frequency
converter, and one additional tube as
an I.F. amplifier, a 3 tube superheterodyne of practical design can be manufactured. Such a set can combine such
features as A.V.C. and interstage noise
suppression, due to the flexibility of
the diode output pentode.

panels in which the reproducers are mounted.
Another novelty in cabinet design
which appeared in RADIO MAGAZINE, a
French publication, is shown as Fig. C.
This consists of a cabinet in which the
tuning dial is located on the top instead
of in the usual position on the front
panel. A cover conceals this dial when
the set is not in use and when the cover
is raised, a mirror is found on its inner surface. This mirror reflects the
image of the recessed dial and because
of its large size, the station call letters
or locations (in Europe the city is often
used to identify a station) can be
scribed directly onto the dial. A thin
pointer moves across the dial to indicate which station is being received.
The set contained within this cabinet
is modern in design, and includes such
features as automatic volume control,
interstage noise suppression and all
other features that make up a modern
receiver.
2 off-set

MORE NEW TUBES
be no end to the numI ber of elements that can be inserted
within one small glass bulb. We were
all startled when the pentagrid frequency- changer tubes, such as the 2A7
and 6A7 were placed on the market but
apparently tube manufacturers in Europe are not yet satisfied with the present complement of tube designs. A
new tube known as the "octode" was re-

THERE seems to

cently described in TorTE LA RADIO, a
French magazine. The octode is a further development of the pentagrid converter tube and contains an additional
suppressor grid between the plate and
the fifth grid, which is internally connected to the cathode. This additional
element has several effects upon the
operation of the tube. In the first place,
a tube constructed in this manner has
a. much higher conversion -amplification
factor than previous types and is entirely free front the critical operating
points found on certain frequencies with
the ordinary pentagrid converter tubes.
Also, this tube will operate on much
lower wavelengths than previous types,
being quite efficient on wavelengths as
low as 7 meters. A typical circuit for
the new octode tube is shown in Fig. 1
and it will be noticed that it is very
similar to the circuits advocated for ordinary pentagrid converters.
Some time ago we displayed a new
English tube which was peculiarly
christened "Catkin." This tube was
constructed after the fashion of the
large, air-cooled types used for radio
transmitters in which a copper -to-glass
seal was substituted for the usual glass
envelope. (RADIO -CRAFT, August 1933,

NOVEL CABINETS
EUROPEAN manufacturers place on
the market from time to time, novelties in cabinet design that appear "different" to the American radio fans. The
cabinet at Fig. B which appeared recently in the BROADCASTER AND WIRELESS
RETAILER, an English trade magazine,
shows the use of 2 balanced loudspeakers to facilitate "full room" coverage. page 75).
This set is housed in a table -model
The latest developments of the Catcabinet with a front panel containing kin series of tubes are designed for battuning and volume controls and with tery operation. The construction of
82
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Fig. 1
The frequency- converter circuit for the new

SEAL

BAKELITE
BASE

connections.

"octode."

+

CIRCULAR

D

These 8 contact tubes and sockets employ side
instead of base terminals. for prong and socket

these tubes is somewhat different from in actual renditions of instrumental
the original Catkins, as shown in Fig. music but are usually missing in radio
2. although small size and rigid con- reproduction.
The system is a develstruction are the results of this varia- opment of G. V. Dowding, Technical
tion in tube manufacture.
Editor of the above magazine. Mr.
Last month we showed a picture of Dowding found that the main difference
a new midget tube which had just been between hearing instruments, and reprointroduced by the Marconiphone Co., ductions of these instruments, is the
Ltd. As it will be remembered, this loss of those very low frequencies which
new tube was exceptionally small in size are "felt" rather than "heard." Those
and economical in battery requirements. who have attended symphony concerts,
A further examination of this midget are familiar with these extremely low
tube showed that no contact prongs frequencies and while it is technically
were used on the base. At that time, possible to reproduce them, with preswe predicted that this method of tube ent -day radio transmitters and receivbase construction would find wide use ers the amplitude of these "infra- sonic"
on both the European and American frequencies is attenuated a great deal.
markets. In Fig. D. are shown several
In order to compensate for this loss
new types of English construction which Mr. Dowding artificially compensates
have just been shown in the BROAD - for these low frequencies by the intro(':LHTER & WIRELESS RETAILER. They em- duction of a special amplifier system.
ploy the same type of tube base con- This amplifier works on an inverted
struction as the midget tube mentioned A.V.C. principle so that any increase in
above. Also, these tubes are 8 contact the bass response of the receiver is
types which illustrates how many con- brought out by the "infra- sonic" amplitacts can be placed around the circum- fier. While this is an artificial means
ference of this new type of tube base. for arriving at the desired result. those
who have heard the new amplifier in
operation claim that the difference between reproduction and actual instruREAL LIFE REPRODUCTION
SEVERAL issues of POPULAR WIRELESS ments can not be detected.
The "infra- sonic" amplifier combines
magazine recently have contained descriptions of a new system of reproduc- a dynatron oscillator which creates the
tion that it is claimed brings back cer- "infra- sonic" frequencies, with an audio
tain characteristics, which are present
(Continued on page 109)

Fig. 2
The construction of the battery

"catkin"

tubes.

Flg. E, above
Here

is

a

new

projector,

German 16 mm. sound -film
and reproducer.

amplifier

Fig. F, below

tuning dials are used for the long,
intermediate, and short-wave broadcasts.

Three

Fla. 3
The "Infra- sonlc" system of "real -life" reproduction. A dynatron oscillator generates the sub-audible
frequencies which are amplified by a D.C. amplifier.
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IMPORTANT FACTS ABOUT THE NEW

ALL -WAVE ANTENNA SYSTEMS
'UNIVERSAL OR

ALL -WAVE"
COUPLER

this article the author
continues his discussion of
new antenna systems especially designed for use with
all - wave radio sets. For
In

highest efficiency, modern
all -wave sets must be used
with modern antennas.
Fig.
"Transposed

lead

B

Fig. C
"Transposition- cable" antenna kit.

-in" antenna kit.

R. D .WASHBURNE
RADIO set owners should realize that although their
set has limped along with an antiquated. "hay wire,"
and inefficient aerial, the application of modern ideas
in antenna design will greatly improve even their old,
200 to 550 meter set operation; and that, in the event they
own, or contemplate purchasing a new set, a modern design
of antenna system is necessitated by the high efficiency of
late radio receiver models-most of which are capable of
receiving at least police-band signals and, in many instances,
wavelengths as low as 15 meters.
For this reason Part I of this article described the fundamental principles upon which these new antenna systems are
based. The first system to be considered in more detall was
the new "double doublet," which was illustrated in Figs.
1 and A. Now go on with the story.

Limitations of Early -Type Antennas
(2) Inverted -L With Unshielded Lead-in. In Fig. 2 is
illustrated our old stand-by. the "inverted -L" -type antenna.
Where does this design fit into the all -wave antenna picture;
what are its uses and limitations?
When correctly installed, excellent all -wave operation may
be obtained-provided the local -noise level is extremely low.
In other words, this antenna system can only be recommended to the rural -ite living in a location remote from
sources of man-made interference.
The best means of supporting the antenna is by two rigid
poles, one preferably on the house and the other mounted
about 40 or 50 ft. away, so that the antenna is clear of the
ground by the greatest distance. A metal roof underneath
the antenna wire will tend to reduce its efficiency somewhat.
Trees are not desirable supports for an all -wave antenna,
owing to their tendency to sway and cause fading, as well as
their tendency to absorb energy and thus reduce the signal
strength. If located close to a road, or with the down -lead
end toward the road, excessive interference from automobile
ignition systems may be experienced on the shortest wave-

lengths.
As recommended in past issues of RADIO- CRAFT, experiment carefully to find the best antenna "spot."
It is very important that the horizontal span be as far as
possible from chimneys, walls, trees, or any other wires; the
lower or vertical section should also be kept "in the clear"
and well away front rainspouts, telephone or power wires,
tree branches or any other foreign objects; the lead-in or
down -lead section should not approach the side of the house
closer than about 6 ins. These points are brought out by the
illustration, which should be carefully studied.
84

PART

II

The Antenna a Continuous Wire
Note that the antenna wire should be in one continuous
length from the far insulator, through the house-end insulator marked "insulator," and so on to, and through, the
stand-off insulator. To keep the lead-in or down -lead section
of the antenna system from sliding back and forth in the
stand -off insulator a tie -wire may be used, as shown. The
lightning arrester is mounted on the outside of the house in
order that its ground post may be run directly to a "driven"
ground. This is made by driving a 5 or 6 ft. metal pipe or
rod into moist earth, leaving above -ground only about 6 ins.
of the pipe or rod, to which the ground wire can be securely
fastened by means of a good ground clamp.
For the antenna use at least No. 14 B. & S. stranded copper
wire, and No. 12, if possible. Keep the antenna and ground
leads well apart at all points. Locate the radio receiver as
close as possible to the point at which the antenna enters
the house.
(Reference to Fig. 8 indicates that antenna lengths 2530 ft. or 100-105 ft. may be used for reception of frequencies
within the "good" sections. However, although either length
is optional, use the longer one to favor broadcast -band reception, or if part of the building shields part of the an-

tenna system.)
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HOW TO IDENTIFY THE FOREMOST OVERSEAS BROADCAST STATIONS
Most foreign short -Brave stations announce
In several languages, including English. However, numerous stations have characteristic
signatures, the most important of which are

listed below:

('Flt- RAIIA'C,

Moitocco, AFRICA (8.050, 9.300
and 12.830 megacycles; 37.3, 32.3 and 2:1.4
meters, respectively) ; 12 kw. Announces
"Radio Rabat duns Moroc." l'ses beat of
metronome iTIC-toe, tIt -toe In Intermission.
CTI.\A
LISBON, PORTUGAL (9.590 and
15.340 megacycles; 31.3 and 19M meters,
Siz cuckoo calls between
respectively I.
selections.
I0.1.t to 11.111
7.6E:si:N, GERMANY (9.560,
15.2011, 6.020 and 11.700 megacycles. respectively: 31.4. 111.7, 49.8 and 25.5 meters,
Signs in English,
respectively : - kw.
Spanish and t ;cr 11am. )'lays characteristic
eight -bar chime selection during intermission.
EAQ- \I:unun. SPA 1N 110.000 megacycles; 30
meters) ; 20 kw. Signs in English.
FVA- l'oNToIME, FRANCE (11.705, 11.905 and
15.240 megacycles: 25.0 25.2 and 19.7
meters, respeetívely : 12 kw. ifarvritlnfae"
at start and *close of program. "Hello,

-

-

.

hello, iei !'aria, Radio- Coloniale, 103 Ruo
de Grenellc."

(:SA to t: St:

lIí1Q

-

I1-í VSNTRT,

ENGLAND

11:91.ií1,

11.750, 11.805, 15.140 and
17.770 megacycles, respectively; 49.0. 31.0,
9.í045,

:;1.3, 25.5, 25.11,

TO

meters, reAnnounces
"London coiling," )'lays Uod Noce the
King, and gives Big lien chimes on the
hour.
IIV9- VATICAN CITY (5A170 and 15.120 megaeyries ; 50.3 and 19.8 meters, respectively)
10 kw. Announces "Pronto, pronto, Radio

Ci

1211(1 -110ÁI E. ITALY 111,220

L1

spectively) :,

and

111.8

to

15

l-aticano,"

and 11,810 mega -

cycles; 48.2 and 25.4 meters. respectively) ;
9 kw.
Lady announcer, "Radio Roma" or
.Rodin Rom. .Vapoli.-

OxY- SEAMLEa1ACE,

DENMARK

To
TRANSPOSED

LEAD -IN

_J

L,-

.-

TRANS Shun
LINE

1

J

TUNABLE ALL-WAVE COUPLING UNIT

-.--------- PTO

respectively :
Broadcasts midnight
chimes at 0 P.M. (E.S.T.).

Tuned

and 9.570 megacycles; 31.0 and 31.4 meters. respectively).
A nnouoees I(rllo. hello, Polski Radio 11(41111

ANT. Ir GND.POSTS OF ALL-WAVE SET

Fig- 3B
coupling Insures high efficiency.

n

Sill- l'o?N.N, P0I..LSU

(ROTATABLE

TO

REC._

L

and

(0.0110

)/ COIL)
I

RAD.

TO

I

DOUBLE
LIGHTNING
ARRESTER

T-AÑS.
LINE

1

492 and 31.5 meters,

9.520 megacycles;

RADIO

RECEIVER

111,'9

kw.

20

STqpIN INSULATORS

-

PoRnan."

TI4NILI1- IIE:ImEI1,I.t,

('oSTA RICA (9.670 and
15.075 megacycles: 31 and 19.9 meters, respectivelyI. ltugle call or tic -toc between
select inns.
\'E2 3II:- \rsTnALtA (9.5110 megacycles: 31.3
Metes, ; 12 kw. Laughing notes of the
Eooka burro bird open and close program.

201V2

Í-- 201/2 FT-+I

FT-1

ç

-A

SPECIAL 'ALL -WAVE'
LOW- IMPEDANCE
TWIN - CONDUCTOR
R.F. TRANSMISSION
LINE ^TRANSPOSITION -

.

STANDOFF
INSULATOR

CABLE'

To convert above megacycle figures to kiloeyelet:, change the decimal point to a comma.
Example- 0.000 megacycles o 0,060 kc.

ANY ALL -WAVE

NAIL-IT GLAZED

SHORT -WAVE OR

PORCELAIN
KNOBS

BROADCAST
RECEIVER.

NON -GLAZED

The important points to keep in mind
A High -Quality Doublet Antenna
are: secure (a) height; (b) insulation.
System
and; (3) freedom from surrounding
(3) Doublet With Transposed Lead -in
objects.
and Tuned or Untuned Impedance Note that the use of indoor antennas Matching Transformer. Use of a "tranof every type must be discouraged by sposed" lead -in permits good reception
the radio man who wants his customer to be obtained in localities where the
to be satisfied with his all-,rave set. noise-level is quite high, as previously
montent that. as mentioned. (Note that, inasmuch as
Do not forget for
stated in Part I, the satisfactory recep- we are using every artifice to entirely
tion of signals below 200 meters is al- remove the antenna system from all
most entirely a matter of securing the sources of man -made interference, the
highest possible signal -to -noise ratio. use of an electric light, telephone or
This condition cannot begin to be satis- telegraph line, or an "indoor antenna"
fied when the pick -up portion of the unit that utilizes the ground lead for
antenna is placed indoors where it can an aerial, is taboo; such makeshifts or
respond to every house -wiring radiation substitutes will only increase the noiseof man -made interference generated both to- signal ratio.)
However, the trick
within and outside the house.
is to keep the two down -leads as far
The antenna shown in Fig. 2, for apart as possible, within reasonable limpractically all locations in the United its, if the shortest wavelengths are not
States, should be run north -east by to be too greatly attenuated. This figsouth -west, with the lead -in taken from ure of "reasonable limits" is convethe north -east end, to secure best recep- niently obtained by using "transposition
tion of overseas stations.
(Continued on page 107)

PORCELAIN TUBE

( INWARDLY
SLANTING UP)

INSULATORS
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20E7 TOMETAL

~
CONTINUOUS
W RE TO FAR

INSULATOR

MAST, F
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STRAIN

r- 7e

i

^11r -le

AI

PORCELAIN

NAILT KNOB

TUBE

I

LEAD -IN STRIP
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Fig. 2
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WW
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ATENE
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INVERTED -L
ANTENNA

ANTENNA

LEAVE ONE END
ENTIRELY
UNCONNECTED.

A

,

ANT. A GND.

TO

POSTS OF

CABLE. LEAD-IN,
RUBBER COVERED.

Fig. 5
applications of "transposition-cable."

Useful

AI

"TRANSPOSITION

HORIZONTAL ANTENNA LENGTHS

-.l -A2--

AND A2 SHOULD BE EQUAL,AND AS HIGH AS POSSIBLE

Al
U'-

1NSULATORSr

INSULAREN
LEAD -IN. USE TWISTED,
RUBBER- COVERED WIRE,
OR.IN NOISY LOCALITIES,

LEAD -IN SHOULD BE AT
RIGHT ANGLES TO THE

ANTENNA FOR AS MUCH
OF ITS TOTAL LENGTH

ARMORED 8V CABLE.
WITH THE ARMOR

POSSIBLE.

AS

UNGROUNDED.

1

QP OT SW

r

INSULATORS

TRANS POSITION BLOCKS
(NOTE METHOD
OF WIRING TO
PREVENT TWISTING)

LI '507 NE 2a ENAM. WOUND
SOLIOMND(EN1ER-TAPPED) ON A
t' IN TUBE. 12.107. NE 26
D.SC.SPACED 17.
OVER LI IS
WOUND A LAYER OF EMPIRE
PAPER ;NETT, NEARLY A TURN
OE TWIN SHEET BRASS. 7/a IN.
WIDE (ELECTROSTATIC SHIELD);
ANOTHER LAYER OF EMPIRE
PAPER; THEN, L2 I WOUND
IN THE SAME DIRECTION
AS L1).

TO-ANT "POST
ON SET

I

TO

1
®

BC
TO COLD
WATER PIPE

POST

ON SET

1.

GROUNDS

S.W

A

AS HIGH AS

POSSIBLE

"T -" or "doublet" selector switch.

h

T

I

GND'

Fig. 6

151

LONG

ANTENNA

TO- UNIVERSAL'
ALLWAVE COUPLING
UNIT (CLOSE 10

/

A

SET).
1

SHORT

AD

2

ANTENNA

A

DOUBLET
ANTENNA

A
LONG

ANTENNA

AD

AD

GD

GD

Fig. 3A

GROUND

PIPE DRIVEN INTO MOIST EARTH

I

(SINI

A2 G

SECURE WITH
IT KNOB

FT

STRAIN

STATIIELC

NAIL-

LIGHTNING ARRESTOR

A

STAND-OFF
INSULATOR

IN
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I
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SHD
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FT.
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Fig. 4
"transposition- cable" antenna.
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A good

dipole antenna system.

Fig. 7, right
The wavelength range switch of a modern
selects the most suitable antenna.
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THE P. E. CELL

PHOTOVOLTAIC

application of photoelectric cells in
the radio and electronic field are becoming more common every day. However,
a great many Service Men are not completely familiar with this subject, particularly concerning the characteristics of
each type and what they are adapted for.
The

A,

A. J. McMASTER

copper- oxide. B. caesium or other types. C. selenium.

HE various forms of light -sensitive
cells are classified as follows: (1)
photo -emissive, (2) photoconductive. (3) photo-voltaic. Each type
is analyzed as to color sensitivity, static
response to variations in light intensity, and dynamic response at audio frequencies. Curves are shown illustrat-

reversible as evidenced by friction, electrical heating, the turbine, and thermoelectricity. Chemical energy may serve
as a source of electrical power, and
when we charge our automobile battery
we again reverse the transformation
process. One could name other examples of this universal effort to change
ing the operating characteristics. A one form of available energy to anbrief comparison of the merits of each other, but sufficient mention has been
type for different uses forms the con- made to establish the desirability of
clusion of this article.
seeking engineering means for making
Although some of the electrical ef- all forms of energy interchangeable.
fects of light on certain substances have Let it suffice to call attention to the
been known for nearly 100 years, it is breadth of engineering and industry
only within the past decade that sub- based fundamentally on the conversion
stantial and significant progress in the cf acoustical energy to electrical energy
engineering application of light- sensi- and vice versa.
tive devices has taken place. In order
But we have not as yet considered
that we may find a proper place for one of the most abundant forms of enphotoelectricity in the modern scheme ergy, namely, that of light. Abundant
of engineering practice, let us consider not only in nature, it is of course profor a moment some of the many forms duced artificially on a tremendous scale.
of engineering in which the primary The utilization of solar energy goes on
objective is the transformation of one everywhere about us, but not in a diform of energy to another. Thus, we rect and readily controllable manner. It
have various forms of so called electri- is not the purpose of this paper to sugcal generators in which mechanical en- gest a photoelectric method for the diergy is converted to electrical energy. rect transformation of the sun's energy.
This process Is readily reversible in This process, though possible is yet too
transforming electrical to mechanical inefficient to be of the least economic
energy by means of motors, solenoids, value. However, we shall direct our atetc. Again, either mechanical or elec- tention briefly to the devices available
trical energy may be changed to heat. for the utilization of light energy for
Such processes are in some cases also measurement and control purposes.

Photoelectric Cells

Photoelectricity has been defined as
any electrical effect produced by the action of light. Three fundamental types
of light- sensitive phenomena will be considered briefly. The photo -emissive effect, though not the oldest, is perhaps
(('ol/lin1rd of page 120)
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The above curves show the various characteristics of the 3 most used type of P.E. cells; namely, photo- voltaic, photo- emissive, and photo- conductive
The first is popularly referred to as the copper -oxide cell, the second as the caesium or other gas-filled tube types, and the last Is typified by

types.

the older selenium cell.
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A LONG -WAVE TUNER
There are few receivers that are able to
receive broadcasts from European stations. This is due, primarily, to the wavelength these stations use. The author
describes a "tuner" which permits the
reception of these foreign programs on
wavelengths between 500 and 2,000
meters.

ONO-WAVE TUNER
POWER PACK

Cr1-UN EW

TUNINU

5

VOL CONTROL

F. R.

WAVE- CHANGE
SWITCH

HARRIS
SI1O}tT.WAVE reception has, recently, become quite the fad and
the general public has become
"short-wave conscious." It is not,
however, so generally realized that
there is a considerable band of frequen-

Station
Location
Moscow (U.S.S.R.)
Paris (France)
Konigswusterhausen
(Germany)
Minsk (U.S.S.R.)
Warsaw (Poland)
Luxembourg
Kalundborg (Denmark)
Leningrad (U.S.S.R.),.
Oslo (Norway)

Time
Standard

difference
Time.

on L.W.

Station

Power

Hours

Meters

in Kw.
500
75

Ditf'

60
100
120

6

150

5

75
100
60
from

7
5

1,724
1,648
1,571
1,442
1.345
1.304
1,261
1.239
1,181
figured

summer).
Another

feature which will make
cies below the regular broadcast band long-wave reception increasingly reli(higher wavelengths) in which there is able and interesting to American radio
much worth hearing. Marine police, fans is the rush to greater and greater
aircraft dispatching and weather reports power on the part of European stations.
are all carried on in phone within this With these points in mind the "long band. In addition to this, for those wave tuner" illustrated and described
who can read code, there are innumer- in this article was designed and built.
Design
able government and other services. By
In laying out the set several points
International agreement, also, regular
broadcasting is carried on within the were given especial consideration. The
hand from 160 kc. to 230 kc. (1,875 me- set must, of course, be sensitive in orters to 1,340 meters), stations within der to be of any use at all. It must
this range being located all over Eur- be selective in order to cut through the
maze of local code and other service
ope, some using considerable power.
Luxembourg, for instance, on 1,304 stations and bring in the much more
meters (230 kc.), is rated at 200 kw., distant phone station that we want. It.
and has been consistently heard in the must be simple to construct and to put
United States. For those who have into operation if the average home
tired of the, nowadays, commonplace builder is to have any chance at all of
reception of world -wide short -wave pro- building it, and it must be reasonable
grams here is a new mark to shoot at, in price.
After much consideration the choice
and a mark which is much more likely
to result in the reception of really en- finally fell on a straight tuned radio
joyable programs since long-wave trans- frequency set of 4 stages having no
mission is not affected by daylight or audio frequency amplification, and dedark conditions to the extent with which pending on a separate power supply.
(Continued on page 116)
is is found on the shorter waves; long-

Fig. A
Location of tubes, coils, etc.

Possible European Stations

wave fading is almost unknown and
man-made static is almost non -existent,
only electrical storms causing any considerable interference (mostly in the

7
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UPLIFTING THE
SERVICING
PROFESSION
In this concluding chapter, the author
suggests numerous ways for augmenting
the Service Man's income. Some very
pertinent advice concerning the technician's obligations to the customer
should be thoroughly digested and considered by readers.

COLT

F. E.

IN THE June and July issues of Kanto-

the writer discussed ways and
means of setting up a profitable radio service shop. In this, Part III
installment, we go into details, and
now take up the subject of the guarantee tag. The guarantee tag is only
an acknowledgement that you are ready
to make your work right in case of defective parts.
If you make a real effort to do your
work right and are careful to do it well
and use only parts from well- established
old-line manufacturers whose wares
have proven good, you will not have to
worry about guarantees. Of course
there may be exceptions to this rule, as
in all rules, but if you do have a comeback, make the necessary corrections
and do it with the biggest smile that
you can possibly muster. This will win
you more customers than you now
realize, and helps develop better service technique instead of slip -shod habits.
CRAFT

RAPID CHASSIS.

MASONITE PANEL

SWITCH iNG

PANEL

ro.

4

MIKE
PHONO

CELOTE

PANEL

t2

SPEAKER AND
2BE. AMPLIFIER
COMPARTMENT

HANDLE

Fig. 1.
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Fig. A.

PART III

Complete public address panel, for
testing, and store ballyhoo.

Third -prize winner. Nat'l Union Radio Corp's. Best
Bench contest. Lyon Radio Service, Syracuse, N. Y.

A Profitable "DX" Trip
This reminds me of a trip I made one
time. Although it cost me some lost
time it, in turn, brought me about 25
new customers. A man came into my
shop with a Crosley battery set packed
in a dust -covered box
soon found out
that he lived 20 miles beyond a neighboring town which was 15 miles from
my shop. The set needed new tubes,
new batteries and a good cleaning and
balancing. I reconditioned the receiver,
set it all up, tried it out, and it worked
splendidly.
He came in and got the set and I did
not hear from him until a week later
when he brought the set in again and
asked me to try it out saying he could
not get a thing over it! I hooked up
the set and it worked again excellently,
so we came to the conclusion that he
must have had it connected wrong. This
time I connected it all up, marked the
wires, made him a pictorial diagram
and schooled him about getting the polarity right on the "A" battery, which
was the only thing he did not bring in
with him. He said that on his way
home this time he would get his "A"
battery which he had left in the neighboring town to get recharged and then
he thought he would be able to receive
the opening game of the World Series
the following day.
Imagine my surprise when I got a
long distance call that evening from
him out on his ranch 35 miles from niy
shop, telling me that he couldn't get
any response! He was disappointed and
half -way angry. The first thing he
asked was if I guaranteed my work and
would I make it right. After a brief
conversation to find out whether he had
got it hooked up all right, I told him

-I

This was agreeable so I drove out.
When I arrived I just looked over all
of the connections. Everything was
O.K. I then started to work by testing
the "A" battery. This battery showed
shorted cells and as soon as a load was
connected it went flat. He watched me
and saw the test himself so be drove
to the nearby town and bought a new
battery. When he got back we connected it up. How the stations did roll
in from all over the U. S. Did he pay
nie? I'll say he did -not only mileage
plus time, but he slipped me $2.00 more.
Was he happy-and was I?
A week later I received a call from
the only radio dealer of this town where
the man bought the battery, saying that
he had a few sets he wanted me to
check up. I went up and as a result
had 2 day's work of about 30 sets to
clean, test and repair.
Did this guarantee business pay?
(Continued on page 101)

that I would come out on one condition -that if the trouble was due to
any error on my part I would not charge
him for the trip but if it was a case
of a bad "A" battery or a wrong hookup, I would charge him for the trip.

Service

REMOTE

POWER

C

uEPS
'POwP

iGASCuPPir

Fig. 2. Connections of various eauipment em
ployed in public address rack.
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CONVERTING OLD RECEIVERS
There are, unquestionably, numerous receivers, purchased IMPROVED DETECTION AND A.V.C.
FOR APEX MODEL 7
years ago, that still function satisfactorily, but which can
circuit change in Apex model 7
be made more efficient and brought up -to -date by a few THIS
may be used by the Service Man to
make
"extra dollar" or as an original
changes and alterations. It is the purpose of this and sub- by thean set
builder and experimenter,
sequent articles, to inform Service Men and other interested due to its high efficiency and stability.
In making the change the heater cirparties regarding these modifications. Also, "conversion" cuits
remain as is, except winding
data will be given for revamping old electric sets to those "H" the center -tap of which is grounded.
27 tube socket is replaced by a 6
of modern "dry -cell tube" type-those who live in rural sec- The
prong socket for the 55 tube. The old
tion, where electric light line power is unavailable, will be 24 A.V.C. socket is used for the 56 tube,
which may be coupled to the 47 as shown
especially interested in this data.
in Fig. 1, or transformer -coupled, as
.1.v,

t2

DET,

A

LT

L

OX

35

0(.Mr

DET2

OR
L3

pENAMR EMl00u<ER

0.5.MED

f

(óxim)

c SS

1eT.

1

st

50.000

OIS

preferred. The grid and plate connections are the same on the R.F., first detector and I.F. stages, only grid -return and cathode leads being changed.
A 0.5-meg. volume control with builton switch may be used. This eliminates
the need for the A.C. switch on the side
of the cabinet.
Alignment: R.F., 1,400 and 600 kc.:
I.F., 175 kc. The revised circuit is
shown in Fig. 1.
IRBY WHITE
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Fig. 1
APEX MODEL 7. This is a revised circuit incorporating improved detection and A.V.C. The
detector tube (a 27) is replaced by a 55 tube and appropriate oscket, and the old 24 tube, by a
56. All necessary values are Indicated.

SANO SELE<TOR

SAME
AS

27
TS,TE

TGG

Mi.
20v

It MT

.04MC.

-444411r
O.l-ME0

Fie. 2
TEMPLE 8-91. The new circuit shown above is a considerable improvement -accomplished by
employing a 2A6 as a half -wave detector, self- biased, and an A.V.C. arrangement that was derived
only after considerable experimentation.

Fig. 3
WESTINGHOUSE WR -7, RCA 80, 82, etc. A combined second -detector and A.V.C. stage is the
improvement shown in this circuit. This change will improve the set considerably, and Incidentally
bring It up -to-date with later models.
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ADDING A.V.C. TO A TEMPLE 8 -91
NO DOUBT many Service Men throughout the country have experimented
from time to time with the problem of
a workable A.V.C. modernization of old type radio receivers. The very provocative possibilities of the duo -diode-triodes
finally snared the writer into such a
venture, and, while the results achieved
were excellent, the resultant headache
was a wow!
The set selected for the experiment
was a Temple 8- 91-one of the models
using a tuned antenna coil and coupling the 24 first R.F. to the 27 second
It.F. via a .002 -mf. mica condenser, with

appropriate chokes in the plate and
grid circuits.
The circuit diagram, Fig. 2, shows
ill detail the new connections. The 4
gang tuning condenser is so constructed
as to lend itself readily to insulation
from the chassis which, of course, is
absolutely necessary. The blocking condensers C 1, 3, 4 and 5, are essential,
but are not at all critical as to capacity.
Condenser C7 is somewhat critical, and
should in no case be less than .5-mf.
Condenser C17 proved to be the real
stumbling block in the job. Every experimental change in R4 called for a
corresponding change in this particular
capacity and the overall sensitivity of
the entire circuit centers around it.
Those who care to try it will find that
a variable condenser at this point will
enable them to bring the R.F stages up
to oscillation at any point on the dial.
Exhaustive experimentation showed
a considerably better overall efficiency
with the 2A6 tube used as a half -wave
detector, self- biased and, contrary to a
great deal which the writer has read
(Continued on page 112)
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SELF - POWERED 2 TUBE

SHORT -WAVE CONVERTER
Short -wave converters offer the Service Man a splendid
opportunity for making extra money. This simple and inexpensive unit will readily sell itself on every demonstration.
ELLIS

COHEN*

short waves offer
almost unlimited reception possibilities and is becoming increasingly popular every day,
it is not available to most radio set
ALTHOUGH

I,

,

.i In,.

Corp.

or

America

Fig. 1
Diagram of 2 tube S.-W. converter.

listeners. Perhaps this may be due to
a mistaken idea that a complete new
receiver is necessary if both broadcast
and short waves are desired; but more
likely it is probably because most local
technicians fail to keep their customers
acquainted with new advances and progress made in radio. Where this obligation to the customer is not fulfilled, a

Fig. A
Chassis

A

appearance

and layout.

most satisfactory and quick sale, and
therefore a means for augmenting his
income, is being overlooked by the Service Man.
The sale of a short -wave converter
can be easily expedited, when the features of the reception possibilities are
pointed out to the prospective customer.
They should easily interest the customer, and are as follows:
(1) Police calls;
(2) Amateur radiophone -the gossip
of the "hams";
(3) Broadcasting;
(4) Airplane radiophone conversation;
(5) Extreme "distance"----an inherent
characteristic of short waves.
Principles Underlying Short-Wave
Converters
Since the ordinary broadcast receiver
Continued on pape 113)
I

VERSATILE OSCILLATOR

i

An oscillator such as described below is a most valuable
asset to the Service Man. It is entirely self -powered, operates from either A.C. or D.C., and generates A.F., I.F.
and R.F.

AUDIO

OUTPUT ti
AIR CORE
A.F CHOKE

S. S.
S.

EGERT*

BAGNO

.006
MF

WITHIN the past two years the service equipment becomes almost hopestandards for radio receivers less.
One of the most essential instruments
of simple design have beOUTPUT
16A7
come increasingly compli- necessary to check a really modern
Dsc
cated. With the introduction of the radio receiver is a signal generator, or
multi -grid and double- purpose tubes the service oscillator as it is more popularly
-006JMF RT average Service Man, when confronted known. There are many characteristics
with the general service problem must which can be included to make a good
necessarily be the equivalent of a good oscillator. (1) The unit should be uniradio engineer. In other words, the old versal in regard to its power supply; 12)
hit -or -miss method of cut and try is it should be stable in regard to freslowly evaporating into a myth, since quency; (3) it should have adequate
with some of our modern receivers we modulation, and, (4) it should be accurcan "try, try again" for the next year ate in regard to frequency readings.
without getting anywhere. Also, with Also of prime importance, the instru,.
word coming from the manufacturers ment should be capable of covering a
that receivers now being designed for wide band spread since at present
CABLE
next year's models will be even more there are no such things as standard
4 M..
350
complicated than those which have here- intermediate frequencies; also, most of
OHMS LAMM
I
(EACH)
tofore been sold, the prospect of doing next years sets will be designed to oper110 V,Á
a good service job without adequate ate either over a greater wavelength
Fig. 1
range than at all- waves, or at least part
Oscillator output
1,000 cy. (A.F.), 105500 kc. (I.F.), and 500-3,000 kc. (R -F.).
(Continued on page 114)
1Cireless Tigert Engineering. Inc
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A COMPLETE
SET TESTER
Servicing equipment, if it is to aid the Service Man in solving all troubles, must be as
complete as possible. The author describes
in this article equipment that will not only
reflect credit on the technician who owns
it, but will permit him to make any desired
test or measurement.

W. H. ASHCROFT*
THE most "professional" portable set testing equipment is that which includes, in one handy unit, all of
the testing facilities which are required
for either preliminary or complete and
detailed tests and adjustments of any
radio receiver. Such a tester should
include the following units: (1) an
efficient English - reading tube tester;
CO an accurately -calibrated service oscillator, and; (3) a complete, "straightforward" analyzer with, (a) an ohmmeter. and (b) capacity - measuring
facilities. It is recognized, of course,
Derelopment Engineer. Supreme Instruments Corp.

in a high -grade tool, why should he not
expect that its worth be made apparent, within certain limits, to the layman by the way in which its appearance is "dressed up "?
Two meters are included in the tester.
One is provided with an English -reading scale, marked "good -bad" for the
tube tester.
Instrument
A New Test
The other is used for the analyzer.
The latest development in test equipand for the capacity-measurin
ohmmeter,
illustrated
man,
radio
the
for
ment
It has the following
functions.
ing
these
meet
to
figure has been designed
potential, 0/5/25/125/250/500/
requirements. Also, it has been de- ranges: A.C.
and D.C.; current, 0/5/25/
signed with a view to having "eye 1,250 V.,
ma.,
and 1.25 A., D.C.; re125/250/500
is
technician
a
value," for, after all, if
(Continued on page 118)
going to invest any considerable sum

that all of these testing and adjusting
serv-

facilities are not required on most
ice calls, but there are times when they
are convenient for use in homes which
are located at a considerable distance
from the Service Man's shop or laboratory.

AN IMPROVED MAGNETIC SPEAKER
A new magnetic speaker has made its appearance which
will do much toward redeeming the "one- time" popularity
of this type of reproducer. The construction of this unit is
unique, yet so efficient in design that remarkable sensitivity
and faithful reproduction are attained. It is ideal for
portables and dry -cell tube receivers.
MAGNETIC speakers still serve
to fill an important gap in radio receiver design, and construction. As a matter of fact, present

auto - radio receivers would have had
a unit of this type included in their
construction had it not been that up
until this present time an efficient
magnetic type of speaker unit was difficult to obtain. As it is, we still find
them in use in farm or rural receivers,
portable sets, and in practically all
forms of dry -cell tube types of radio
receivers.
The important points in favor of magnetic speaker use enable it to fill a
void that is otherwise impossible with
the dynamic type. It should be remembered that a speaker of this construe (Continlud on pane 118)
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PERMANENT

MAGNETS

1

RECTANGULAR
LAMINATED - IRON.
VIBRATING ARMATURE

WINDING

BOBBIN
FASTENED RIGIDLY IN POLE
PIECES

COPPER

LEAF
U- SHAPED

LAMINATED

SEMI -CIRCULAR

LEAD ROCKER
BEARING

-

IRON POLE
PIECES

REENFORCED
LEVERAGE
ARM

CONE
TIE -ROD

DIRECTION OF
MOTION

Fig. 1

Illustrating, in detail, construction of

a new

improved magnetic speaker.

Fig. A, extreme left
Complete appearance of new speaker.
Winn. roane >y. Ctal, Rodin Product, Co.)
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A DELUXE 4 TUBE
SHORT -WAVE CONVERTER
The features

that distinguish this converter from others

include not only its careful design and construction, but
additional high gain and selectivity; also, an unusual and
most efficient means for band changing permits complete
short -wave reception. The unit described here is for 110 V.

A.C. operation.
S.

MILLER*
Fig. A
External appearance of converter.
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swirC. ow COwKRrER
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F

.-

ONO

1
Fig. 1
Schematic wiring diagram of 4 tube converter.

THE question often arises as to whether or not a combination of high -grade converter and a fairly good broad.
cast set can perform as efficiently as a receiver designed
specifically for short-wave reception. The writer states, emphatically, yes!
A correctly- designed converter, coupled to an average
broadcast receiver may be more sensitive than a short -wave
receiver because the use of an efficient converter automatically changes an ordinary T.R.F. broadcast receiver into a
super-het., or it changes a broadcast "super" into a double shift short-wave superheterodyne with three detectors and
two different intermediate frequencies.
Actual performance tests have conclusively proven that
a real, high -class converter will increase the overall sensiChief Engineer, Postal Radio Corp.

(Continued on page 110)

A MOBILE

P.

A. SYSTEM

This public address

outfit is a completely self- contained,
compact system. A 6 V. storage battery supplies both
"A" and "B" power, and the amplifier has an output of
20 W. A 2 speed phonograph motor permits record reproduction, besides "mike" use.
W. F. MARSH*
Fig. A
Everything necessary for P.A. work.

THE public address market has been
offered from time to time, a large
variety of amplifier units intended
for mobile use. While many of these
outfits proved effective and fulfilled certain essential mobile requirements, few
of them really represented a functional
coin old eness.

single steel cabinet with a baked crystalline finish, measuring only 11% x
14 x 16 in., and weighing only 65 lbs.
Contained in this cabinet are a powerful, high -quality 6 V. class B amplifier
of the latest design
having an output
in excess of 20 W.,
an input control
True Compactness and Completeness panel, and a 2
Figure A demonstrates at a glance speed, 6 V. phonothe compactness and completeness of a graph motor with
new mobile unit designed to overcome weighted turntable
the faults of previous types. The posR,,,,,,
sible applications of this sound system
are numerous.
Fig. 1
All of the necessary equipment (with
diagram of 20
the exception of speakers and micro- Wiring
W. amplifier. A 6 V.
phone) is completely contained in a motor-generator supplies
611111111111

Chief Engineer, Allied Radio Corp.

92

and pickup. Provision is made on the
side of the case for plugging in speakers
and 6 V. supply leads. A microphone
input socket is placed conveniently on
(Continued on page 110)
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high -voltage "B," and
Is operated by a relay
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THE ANALYSIS OF RADIO RECEIVER SYMPTOMS

OPERATING NOTES
WHAT THIS DEPARTMENT
It is conducted especially for the
In it
professional Service Man.
will be found the most unusual
troubles encountered in radio serv-

-A-

IS

FOR

Have you, as a professional man,
encountered any unusual or interesting Service Kinks that may help
your fellow workers? If so, let us
have them. They will be paid for,
upon publication, at regular rates.

work, written in a practical
manner, by Service Men for you.
ice

REAR VIEW OF SET

600

OHM

WITH

24

1000

OHM

UNIT

-BCANADIAN "NOTES"
LOUD squealing as the set was
THE following are a few of the more
unusual service problems encountered
first turned on, after being turned
off for a short time, proved to be due
by me in the past month or so.
to a gassy 45 power tube, replacement
being the only cure.

OHMS

R"

Eoo
OHMS

DeFOREST CROSLEY ARIA

X, 700

VOL. CONTROL

A

A

ATWATER KENT No. 82
complaint on this model was
ONE
"set dead." We checked all voltages carefully only to find everything
O. K. We then removed the 24 A.V.C.
tube which is located at the rear of the
chassis as shown in Fig. 1A. The set
then worked perfectly. We immediately
tried several new tubes but with the
same result. We looked over the schematic, which is shown in Fig. 2A, and
found a bleeder resistor, connected from
one side of the volume control to
ground, which measured 700 ohms. We
found that by replacing this resistor
with a 1,000 ohm unit the trouble was
completely remedied and the set would
perform with the original tube. The
owner of another set of the same model
complained of "motorboating" when the
volume control was set at low-volume
level. The trouble was traced to an
open detector plate filter condenser
the .25 -mf capacity shown at X in Fig.
1C. The remedy was replacement of the
defective unit.

-

Fig.

NORTHERN ELECTRIC No. 101
ALL -WAVE RECEIVER
THE owner of this set complained of
low volume. A check was made of
the voltages. (It might be well to
state that this model contains 5 I.F.
transformers.) It was found that the
voltages on the last I.F. tube were seemingly low. We checked over all condensers and resistors, etc., which we
thought would cause this condition, and
found all checked O.K. But wait, a
happy thought-we open the last I.F.
transformer and there we find another
tubular condenser which proved to be
leaking; by replacing this unit the
trouble was eliminated.

Fig. 2
A

defective

"kvAOTORBOATING"
i

for

unit

causes

PHILCO TRANSITONE 5 and 6
LOW volume was found to be due to
a shorted 20 mf. cathode bypass in
the 41 output tube circuit as shown in
Fig. 2. This condenser is part of a
block of 4 condensers and, due to
cramped space in these models, the
whole unit must he replaced.
NORTHERN ELECTRIC MINAKI
MIDGET SET
NO PLATE voltage on the pentode output tube of this model is usually
due to a shorted tubular -type plate bypass .1 -mf. condenser (and not, as
might at first be expected, to the bypass condenser block which is located

was the complaint in this set. As we approached a station, in tuning, the set
would motorboat. A complete check
with the schematic was made of voltages, etc., and everything checked perfectly. As a last resort we tried readjusting the set completely, but with- directly beneath the condenser gang).
out any success. We finally hit upon
the defect by cleaning the condenser
THE DeFOREST CROSLEY
gang contacts, whereupon the set again
B TUBE SUPER
worked perfectly. However, this we
was the complaint and
DISTORTION"
alunusual
case
very
to
be
a
found
we traced the trouble to the outthough well worth while bearing in
mind as a probable reoccurrance of this put circuit which, as shown in Fig. 3,
(Continued on page 110)
trouble elsewhere.
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condenser -block

trouble.

GENERAL ELECTRIC 125 -J -I2
TUBE SUPER

1

Several trouble makers in the A.K.
model 82 set.
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A

"kink"

saves

Fig. 3
buying a new audio transformer.

Fig. 4
A hard -to- locate, defective resistor in
Majestic 230.
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SHORT- CUTS

ALUMINUM

THUMB TACK

SIX

"TIN"

LAMINATIONS FROM
OLD TRANS-

IN RADIO

FORMER

MUIR

11111nno

HOLE CUT
IN PANEL

GROUND

FORTY
TURNS NP

GLASS

:1`

TWENTY
WIRE

VERNIER
RESISTOR

-L---

SCRATCH

THIN PAPER SCALE MOUNTED ON
GLASS; HOLE IN PANEL ACTS

SHIELD'

TO

ILLUMINATE

SCALE.

I/4

IN DIA
HOLE
FOR SHAFT
TEST PRODS

--'1.nl

CLEAR
DISC OF
CELLULOID

DESIRING

IT IS difficult to grasp the controls of ultra
midget sets without marring the surface
finish. The transparent scratch shield illustrated prevents this damage to the cabinet.
-

--E.

E. YEI-YCEIK

to test

Box

STIFF

/SEALING

TEO
WIRE
HANDLE

INSULATOR

of

some

FUSES
110V,

WAS

STOVE

BINDING

S

BOLT

if Ì

FILL WITH

INSULA-

ANTENNA

the conductivity

seemingly poor connections, and not wishing to invest in a milliammeter at the moment, the above qualitative unit was made.
It "reads" the resistance of a 1 In. length
use of knife- switch clips permits shield of wire, -MASK JoNt's
T cans to be removed or replaced in a
second. No longer
there need to wonder
how to make contacto "baking power can"
shields. -CHARLES LATOI-a, JR.
SWITCH
10 AMP

PRONG
TUBE
BASE

POSTS
IO WATT

TIP-

LAMP

JACKS

C o

Y
SNAP

SIDE

FRONT

CURTAIN
BRACKETS

UCE

of

the

i

FELT

WASHERS

inexpensive standoff

CLIPS

wIRE TO
BATTERY

VIEW-

VIEW-

PINS TO SOCKET ON SET

insulator

illustrated above, which utilizes ordinary

window shade brackets, will improve reception on the shorter wavelengths.- 111Es-ríai

M. C1.1 STOCK

THE little service shop gadget shown above

[makes It convenient to disconnect all bat-

A USEFUL

test unit. Tip-Jacks
R, test
/1
transformer primaries for counter E. M.
F.: R. C,

teries from n radio set. or make batteryfull current supply t', II, condenser
wiring changes, without disturbing other and continuity tests; .L, C, battery
-voltage
ft.aitt'l'ti,ns. -Lv r,,s O. :11F.ESí:
test?.- CI'ITISS Ne1I.sOS
1

- CIRCUIT -

DRILL HOLE
HERE

RF

SOCKET

n

\

GRID LEAK ANO
CONDENSER
GRID

CAP

6-32
BOLT
TUBE SHIELD

SOCKET
G

R

AROVE, is shown the use of discarded
midget -set knobs and 'y lank -bo" components as drawer handles.- .IosEeu Lta:l:

OLD
GRID
CAP

GR
JACK
a method for securing additional
connection points to an existing receiver.

RIGHT,

FRANK L. FI-rzENnr:aut:l:
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A VARIABLE -NOTE CODE

PRAC-

Harold

L.

NOTICE:

SECONDARY AND
CORE FROM

TICE SET
Kramer

'CORE POSITION
ADJUSTABLE

USING most A.F. transformers in conjunction with a triode for use as an
A.F. oscillator, a low-pitched note is ob-

tained unless "A" and "B" are greatly
reduced, in which case the volume is
greatly reduced.
Connect up a Ford coil as shown in
Fig. 1, use rated voltages, and your
troubles are over. Any note may be
obtained at loudspeaker volume. Any
type of tube may be used.
Melt out the tar, remove primary and
secondary, and discard former coil. Use
the secondary sections in the manner
shown: reverse the leads to one coil
if the circuit does not oscillate. Arrange the core to slide within these
two coils to vary the output frequency.

Mr. Experimenter-what is your
idea of time- or money -saving ideas?
Most rodio men have a great number of short -cuts that they employ in
short -cuts that
their doily work

FORD SPARK
COIL

.2,-,
_.0""

-

SPEAKER

speed work or save cash.
RADIO -CRAFT will pay, upon publication, space rates for clever ideas
in radio -and its allied fields.
The items, which must be NEW.
may include ideas in radio recep-

a

KEV

tion; photoelectricity; television;
electronic music; radiodynamics; and
Fig.
A code practice set

public address.

1

with variable tone.

L. MEG. RESISTOR
(GAS TEST)

THIS CHOKE
ODEN

DT

X
-i1uLSHORTING

C

ADDING "GAS TEST" TO

STRAP

GRID RETURN

PRESS

ANALYZERS

ao
Fig. 2

co.
meg., s-W. resistor in

A.

S.

Adding "gas test" to analyzers.

CONNECT a 1
the manner shown in Fig. 2, to add
to analyzers a test for gassy tubes.
Make certain that the pushbutton breaks
one circuit before making the other.
Only one change in plate current
should be noted. If the tube is gassy
the plate current will change twice, first
because of the gas content and consequent grid current. and second because
of the usual change in grid bias.

HIGH
MEDIUM

'`®-

OUTPUT

VOLTAGE

0E7.

DIVIDER

0)

-

TYPE B- 2. 2.5 A DRY-1)15C RECT.

ESOo

7,200

5000)

OHMS

OHMS

OHMS

shop

A

set-up

Fig. 3
for testing speakers.
.

B-'

TO

"A" BATTERY
CONNECTIONS
ON SET
TO

Fig. 7

SET

f ON

The Dumont

T

I

TO

'A-

TO
ON

BATTERY

A service -shop

-Br,.

BATTERY

11OV,A

JI
SWITCH
BRIDGED

110V,

C

Fig. 8
"megger " -range, 1 to 15 megohms.

A.C.

A

12
OHMS

10

have defects such

;

as leaky condenser blocks or other
circuit components that cause current
drain. This becomes a serious item to
the Service Man in rural districts who
must depend upon batteries for his hiyhvoltage power supply. By revamping
the relay from an old Philco or Bosch
"A and B" eliminator and connecting it
as shown in Fig. 4, the "B" batteries
will be automatically disconnected when
the "A" battery circuit is opened.

.7
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.4
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.2
o
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0
TO

OTHER
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Fig. 5
Remote control
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X
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(Continued on page 114)
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Fig. 4
"B" battery cut -out.

W. Rasmussen
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"B" eliminator.

ELIMINATOR

RADIO SHOPS
sets

and

27

"B" CUT -OUT RELAY FOR RURAL

MANY battery

"A"

RELAY SWITCH
FROM OLD -A =B-

(POWER PACK OF SET)

A

-A +'

s

of the field -winding.
-.5

CH;

p

T,
I/-°

Allyn J. Warner

the reproducer input transformer primary.
The two condensers are used in series
with a good, correctly -baffled magnetic
reproducer.
The tapped resistor takes the place

LEADS

MF
3oov.

TESTING REPRODUCERS IN THE
SHOP

AGADGET has been made up by the
writer for testing radio sets that
come into the shop minus the reproducers.
Mount and identify tip -jacks on a
panel in the manner shown in Fig. 3.
connecting P, B +, and P, to a center tapped choke coil: the writer used a
unit salvaged from an old Radiola IdIThis inductance takes the place of
A.

Fig. 6
Emergency operation of an A.K. 60.

CONDENSER

P

of the

radio set.

I

2

3

4 5 6 7 8 9
MEGOHMS

10

II

12

13 14 15

16

S

Fig. 9
A graph for the megohmmeter.
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SPECIAL NOTICE

-

"TUNGSTEN," "OXIDE" AND
TUBE FILAMENTS
REACTIVATION
\Ir. .1. N. A. L:Iep., .bnkinctow n.
I2721

(-BARIUM-AND-STRONTIUM

"THORIUM"

OXIDE LAYER

.002 - IN THICK

Pennsylvania.
(Q.1) What is the difference between tuba
filaments classed as "tungsten," "oxide," and

-A-

"thorium "?

(A.11
Tungsten-filament tubes are those
having filaments made of solid metallic tungsten. Due to the strong affinity which the
tungsten electrons have for one another it is
difficult to liberate them from the filament.
The electrons are released only by raising the
Man-lent heat to a very high degree. Now.
If there wee(' some way in which the electron
affinity could be reduced, there would be less
difficulty in obtaining a copious electron flow
with moderate filament temperatures. here
Is where the oxide -filament tube enters the
picture.
Oxide -filament tubes are those having filaments of a solid metal, as for instance platinum, or, less expensively, a nickel- or Iridium pla ti n tun alloy, over which there has been
placed a film of alkaline -earth oxides having
ex namely low electron affinity.
Sow, our filament will not be called upon
to liberate electrons directly
has only to
bring the oxides to a moderate temperature,
whereupon the oxides themselves liberate
electrons freely.
The Oxide- coated filament is represented in
greatly magnified prupurtions at .\ in Fig.
Q.272.
The oxide layer has a thickness of
abut .002 -in.
This layer may peel and scale from the
filament. leaving the hot tungsten filament
t" Lrillianfly shine through In spots, without
gi ,a I Iy affecting the operation of the tube.
For the filament is radiating plenty light but
very few electrons, in comparison to the far
lower affinity oxide layer that retrains adhered to the filament. and yet which only

iNICKEL- PLATINUM

-_...

ALLOY

IEM FILAMENT
r THORIUM LAYER

SECTIONAL VIEW

ONE MOLECULE

THICK

-8- THORIUM

IM-

PREGNATED
-TUNGSTEN
FILAMENT

SECTIONAL VIEW

Fig. Q.272

"Oxide"

and

"thoriated" tube filaments.

-it

16j`
EACH COIL:
12 LAYERS
NR. 22 D.C.C. WIRE.

.11

CORE ROUND.
WROUGHT IRON
OR MILD STEEL.
:

STOI2V,D.0

A

Fig.

reaches

Fig. Q.273
battery-operated magnetizer.

small

Q.274.

a

questions which are found to
represent the greatest general interest will
be published here, to the extent that
space permits.
(At least G weeks must
elapse between the receipt of a question
and the appearance of its answer here.)
Mark such inquiries, "For Publication."
Replies, magazines, etc., cannot be sent
C.O.D. hack ism., of It.1 DI0- CRAFT
prior to December, 1932, are available at
50e per copy; except the following isThose

dull -red glow.

sues; 7f'29, 2, 3, 4, 6, 9 and 11/'30:
5. 8 and 9/'31; and 1O/'32, which are
out of print.
Succeeding issues are still

available at the regular price of 25c per
copy.

Inquiries to be answered by mail MUST
be accompanied by 25e (stamp.) for each
separate question; answers are subject to
subsequent publication if considered of

exceptional interest.
Furnish sufficient information (in reference to magazine articles, be sure to men lion issue, page, title, author and figure
numbers), and draw a careful diagram
(on separate paper) when needed to explain your meaning: use only one side of
the paper. List each question. Be SURE
to sign your name AND address
Enclose only a STAMPED and self -addressed envelope for names and addresses
of manufacturers; or, in connection with
correspondence concerning Corrections to
articles, as this information is gratis.
Individual designs can be furnished at
an additional service charge.
The fee
may be secured by addressing the inquiry
to the SPECIAL SERVICE department,
and furnishing COMPLETE specifications
of desired information and available data.

affinity for the tungsten. This it

does as the
tungsten reaches operating heat. There is
formed on the surface of the tungsten is
"perspiration" of thorium which cunt in acs
to boll to the surface as rapidly as it evaporates, thus continuously- maintaining a surface layer of thorium.
.Ls the illustration
show's, this layer Is only about 1 thorium molecule thick.
This boiling -nut process continues smoothly, maintaining n uniformly active surface
condition, throughout the life of the tube.
provided the filament voltage is net increased
more than 10% above the rated value.
(Q.21
Can all of these tubes Is reactivated?

There is a remedy, however, for the peeling propensity of the CI sued ft lament. Tho
(A.21 It is possible to "play around" with
solution lies in the use of an alloy -metal
instead of n single -metal filament, the electron both the oxide-coated and the thoriatedaffinity of the farmer being considerably less tungsten filaments, and secure very creditable
I'Fhe tungsten
than that of the latter. .\ suitable alloy is reactivation of both types.
secured by impregnating a tungsten filament filament tubes cannot be reactivated.)
'tungsten filaments are used in the folwith thorium.
The thorium, or thoriated-tungsten fila- lowing tubes: 71. 12. III, and Ou, The last of
ment has the thorium content evenly dis- the tungsten -tilsl incut type tubes was made
tributed throughout the body- of the wire, in iu about 1920.
Thoriated- tungsten filaments are used in
the manner represented at It In Fig, Q.272.
If this thorium remained inside the tung- the following tubes: (I1.1, 00A. 10, 20, 2240
and 99. The last of the thoriated tungsten it would be of no benefit, once the surface thorium was used up. The trick is to sten filament tubes were produced alunit 1928.
oxide
f
Electro-acoustic wavemeter.
-con tell filaments are used In all heaterget it to lose, throughout the filament, its
type tubes. in addition to the following types:
1.\0, 2.13, 6A4,
q'Ú11, W \1,", 12.1, 19,
Below, Fig. Q.275. "Add -on" 1 stage amplifiers.
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\Inny tube manufacturers produce the
type 10 in both oxide- coated and thoriatedtungsten filament: the "oxide" tube operates
with a considerably lower filament temperature.
Oxide -coated types
including "Indirect
heaters." such as the 27. may be reactivated
by employing the process described in detail
Ln
the article, "how to lteartivate OxideCon ted
Pi la ments." ItAD10- 1'iAFr, October

1932( Pg. 220.
The-minted tungsten filaments may be reactivated by first lighting the filament for
10 seconds at n flashing potential 400%

MF

R

REPRODUCER

:

26, 30. :11.:32, :u:l. 34,
,
40, 47, 48, 49, 50,
71A, 5%3, 80, 81, 82, 83.

-D

greater than the normal filament potential.
and then operating the filament for 30 minutes at an aging potential :0
the normal filament potential.

f

greater than
if at
end
of the half-hour the minimum normaltheomis (eontDlued on page 119)
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GRUNOW MODEL

REMOTE CONTROL

101

1

11

TUBE SUPERHETERODYNE

(Utilizes SI -Lec -Trol remote -control tuner 2A chassis and amplifier 9B chassis. Incorporates A.V.C., inter -station noise suppression, 10 station preselection, parallel push -pull output triodes, tone control, and 6F7 combined first -detector and oscillator.)

making contact the suppressor -grid voltage
Is el usidernbly reduced tas determined by
the positkm of 11) and reception is then
obtained.
Power to the tilt amplifier unit is controlled by a relay contained in the switch

REMOTECONTROL
ITUNER

_,',.04 -MF7
1

9

f04-MFi
D4-MFi

Type

8.-0.
Volts

90
90
230

90
67
60

\ -1
V2
V3
V4
V3

284'

V9
V10

200
200
250
250
250
230

V11

400í:\.C.)

\O
V7

\'8

CABLE...,.

} Correct

75

-

I

1.5t

2.4

0.5f

0

r

-- 0.i
---- - -

IS

0.5

0.1 -MF

i
i

01-MF

i

-1,

0.2}t

28.0
28.0
28,0
28.0

GNO. TO

CONNECTIONS

meter.
These ligures are taken at a line potential Of 112 \'. and with the volume control
at minimum. The suppressor-grid potential of \':t is 211 V. The (lode plate to
cathode potential of V4 is 20 V; Vá, It.i -V.
The triode control -grid to cathode potential
of V2 Is 2.4 V.: the triode plate, 00 V.
'l'he voltage readings for the tube element
connections are read to the respective
cathodes.
In aligning the IX, section connect the
service oscillator to the control -grid of
the first -detector section of \-2. through a
._i -mf. condenser to the grid lead of the
oscillator section of this tube, in the 2.\
Compensate the A.V.C. operation
chassis.
by using a low output from the service
oscillator,

To align the It.I'. section connect the
service oscillator through a 2(10 mmf. condenser Ito prevent disturbing bias voltages)
to the antenna and ground binding posts

A

GREEN

©
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BLANK LUG
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DYNAMIC
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10

©
e OD
011©ODO
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300 V
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I
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YELLOW 200V

i

I

-11'O.l-MF.

Ì
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10.0
30.0
50.0
30.0
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ORANGE 300 V
GREEN- YELIOW 200V_

-,,O I-MFI

1
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I
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J

J

BYPASS

rending across 75 ohm section

SPEAKER PLUG
PRONGS UP

-

caws
<BLACK

FIELD
COIL

REDS

145

fONMS

BROWN

YELLOW

BLACK

of the

913

chassis.

.align

nt

1,400

000 kc.

and

To align the A.V.C. section. shunt out
or disconnect the output meter from the
set. Then, increase the output of the service oscillator to the point where the receiver begins to distort, at 11011 kc. Reduce
receiver output by adjusting its volume
cunt rid. It. and put the output meter into
service.
Increased

frequency

indication

of

the

-DaCR,SySls-.%

-1

DE,-1105[

Volts

Cath.
Volts

of voltage divider, 2.0 V.
t Correct reading across 400 ohm section of cathode resistor. 3.6 V. Correct
reading across 1.000 ohm section of voltage divider, 12.0 V.
Itead with 150 V.

This modern set has n sensitivity of
about 1%4 microvolts per meter for an output of 50 milliwatts : ratel power output,
with a power -line input of I00 SV., is 12 W.
The frequency range is 550 to I,7(U) kc.
The receiver (gxrates as a remote control
model, the Si -lee -t rol or remote control portion f 2.' chassis I being eoutaliel in is
small, portable cabinet, and consists of the
ILL-'., oscillator and first -detector units. The
I.F. is fed through is shielded cable to the
amplifier unit. where it is further amplified.
The second -detector is coupled to the
grid circuit of the 78 I.F. tube through a
small condenser and the signal amplified
by the 6117 tube is also reetlli,d in its
diode section. The rectified current flowing through the resistors connected in the
cathode circuit furnishes grid bias for the
first -detector and I.F. tubes, to obtain
A.V.C. action.
The Si -lee -trot is is device for limiting
reception to Only 111 pre -selected stations,
litter- station silent, being obtained by applying a high negative voltage to the suppressor -grid of the I.F. amplifier except at
the time that one of the Si -Ire -trot fingers
Upon
is touching the SI-lee-trot contact.
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READERS' DEPARTMENT
A department

in which

the reader may exchange thoughts and ideas with other readers.

"6F7 SERVICE OSCILLATOR"
Eul'îoa,

RADIO -CRAFT:

I bave built the

instrument described

department of RADIO-CRAFT has contained descriptions of motor- generators
designed to deliver 110 V., as well as
regular "B" potentials, from a 32 V.
source. The Boor. REVIEW department
has mentioned a new book which contains complete information for the conversion of motors and generators.
One simple way of obtaining good set
operation is to utilize a receiver designed for operation on a 6 V. source.
as for instance, on auto radio sets, reducing the 32 V. D.C. to 6 V. D.C. by
means of a series resistor. Some of
these sets require an external "B" supply unit of the ordinary rotary or vibrator type, while many late models
incorporate a built-in "B" supply unit.

in the article, "How to Make an A.C. D.C. '6F7' ,Service Oscillator," which
appeared on page 534 of the March, 1934
issue of RADIO-CRAFT. However, I did
not have a center -tapped choke, so I
used an old A.F. transformer. Neither
did I have a Wunderlich tube, so I used
a type 67 tube instead. (This is a National Union tube with a filament potential of 6.3 V. and current drain of
0.4 -amp. This tube may be replaced by
a 37; a 56 tube may be used with practically identical results if a transformer
secondary is available for lighting this
tube.)
The oscillator is very powerful, and
HELLO, CANADA!
I like it very much. I thought some
reader of RADIO -CRAFT might like this Editor, RADIOCRAFT:
I was wondering whether something
arrangement, shown in the schematic
circuit on this page, better than the couldn't be done about circuit diagrams
and troubles as applied to Canadian
one published.
receivers.
EVARISTF: FLta'I{T,
We read every month about troubles
58 Falmouth Street.
in Zenith, Atwater Kent, Crosley, and
Rumford. Me.
many other American sets, but I have
never yet seen anything about DeForA VOTE FOR 32 V. SET DATA
est Crosley, Rogers, Majestic, Grimes.
Editor. RADIO- CRAFT:
Williams Serenader and many other
Maybe it is because
I believe the 32 V. radio sets deserve Canadian sets.
a little attention in your service col- your Canadian readers do not trouble
umns. There are a great many of these to write in-or don't you think our
sets being sold to farmers having 32 V. troubles are interesting to the majority
D.C. lighting plants and as you know of your readers?
How about it, Canadians? I am sure
these sets are very efficient.
One of the chief difficulties in servic- if we got together we could help ouring these sets is the source of voltage, selves a whole lot.
I have a complete set of service manin the service shop, for voltage and current tests in the receiver. One source uals but the chance is only about 50 -50
is a pair of 16 V. demonstrating bat- that it will have in it the diagram of
teries of 8 cells each, slightly larger the set I am at the moment servicing.
than the old Dodge 12 V. auto battery. I am sure some enterprising publisher
Another idea is to convert a 32 V. 1Q- could make himself some money by
hp. or so, motor to a generator. I won- publishing a set of Canadian radio
der if some 32 V. plant manufacturer diagrams.
I would not be without RADIO-CRAFT
does not make a small generator which
will provide sufficient current to test and have been reading Gernsback pub32 V. appliances? Or can someone give lications since about 1914 when I saw
us details on how to convert a small a trial offer of three ELECTRICAL EXPERIMENTERS for 25c.
32 V. motor to a generator?
H. E. BECKER,

Becker Radio Service.
Grand Ledge. Mich.

There is one concern that specializes
in the manufacture of radio sets for
operation on 32 V. farm lighting plants.
And most of the big set makers now
make "32 V." models, the schematic

circuits and servicing descriptions for
which appear in the "Official Radio
Service Manuals." The Latest in Radio
98

Mr. Fleary adapts the

"6F7 oscillator."

I tell you I got more kick out of those
three magazines than anything else I

have ever read. Baron Munchausen
was telling his adventures on Mars, and
did I eat them up. I can remember
them as if it was yesterday.
I would like to see some articles on
test equipment, particularly tube testers and oscillators that could be easily
made and be efficient. (I think a tube
tester using a neon tube as indicator
could be easily made as you described
in a past issue, but I seem to have mislaid that issue.)
Would it be possible for you to publish an index of all the "operating
notes" you have published so far? Why
don't you publish them in a separate
book? I am sure it would sell at a
profit.
Wishing you every success.
WI,I. NYE.
150 Albert St..

Ottawa, Canada
We regret that Mr. Nye has failed to
see the operating notes on Canadian
radio sets which have been published
in past issues of our magazine; subsequent issues will contain additional

data-provided

our Canadian Service

Men come to the rescue of their comrades in set troubles and furnish us

with the "fuel." However, they must
bear in mind that the majority of our
readers live in "the States" and they.
too, must be served.
As regards the publication of Canadian radio set diagrams in service
manuals, may we point out that one of
the objections to, for instance, Supplement No. 5 to Vol. II, and the 1934 Edition of the OFFICIAL RADIO SERVICE MANUAL was that it contained too many
Canadian receiver circuits!
Yes. the adventures of the Baron fired
our imaginations. However, the wonders of today seem to be catching up
with our hero, whose exploits were first
chronicled in 1785!
The article, "A Neon -Type, Meterless
Checker," appeared on page 413 of the
January. 1934 issue. We shall be glad
'o advise experimenters as to where
the special neon tube may be obtained.
It is possible that we shall publish
an index of operating notes that have
appeared in RADIO -CRAFT but, in most
instances, this would merely be duplicating the records kept by the average
Service Man. Our BOOK REVIEW department recently mentioned an entire book
of indexed operating notes; the volume
is quite inexpensive.
(Continued on page 117)
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1934

Official
Radió Service
Mánuai.

$350

:

Completè Directory

400 Pages

Over 2,000 Illustrations
9

x 12

Inches

Flexible, Looseleaf

.

Leatherette Cover
1933. 1934 Radió
Receivers

Reg. List Price

Full Radio Service
Guide

There's plenty

in

of Servicing Material

the NEW 1934 Manual

THE necessity of GERNSBACK Manuals in the
radio field has been shown by the fact that the
total sales of the first three OFFICIAL RADIO
SERVICE MANUALS, including the new CONSOLIDATED EDITION, now exceed 80,000 copies. Radio
Service Men and others engaged in various branches
of radio know the importance of such books, and how
they must depend upon them for reliable information.
Whether for public- address work, tube information
or a circuit diagram, the material needed is certain
to be found in one of the OFFICIAL RADIO SERVICE MANUALS.
In preparing this new edition many of the outstanding problems of the Service Men have been considered
-methods of servicing, the new equipment constantly
needed to cope with new tubes and sets, and the
other fields of radio, such as public- address systems,
short waves, auto radio and others.

s

The illustrations in the 1934 Manual are more explicit
than before; inasmuch as the diagrams are not limited to the
schematic circuit, but other illustrations show the parts layout. positions of trimmers, neutralizers. etc.
There are
hundreds of new circuits included, and not one from any
previous editions of the manuals has been repeated. This
we unconditionally guarantee.
As in previous years, the 1934 Manual also includes a
FREE QUESTION ANI) ANSWER SERVICE. In each book
will be found 25 coupons, which entitle you to free consultation on any radio service topic. These coupons give you a
complete mail service- questions on servicing and operating
any set or circuit are answered promptly and accurately
by the editors. Remember that, at the regular rate of 25e
per question which is usually charged by radio magazines,
this service alone is worth $6.00. And for the Manual, we
charge only $3.50.
It is quite evident that the 1934 Edition of the OFFICIAL
RADIO SERVICE MANUAL is a decided improvement over
previous volumes.

It

ORDER YOUR COPIES NOW

important to every Radio Service Man and Dealer
to get his copy of the 1934 OFFICIAL RADIO SERVICE
MANUAL now. The new book will prove itself to be invaluable as those volumes of previous years.
No need to delay sending us your order-the 1934 MAN UAL, like its predecessors, is a necessity in your business.
We strongly advise you to order your copy today.
Is

Contents of the

1934 Manual

in Brief

Diagrams and service notes, more complete than ever before in any MANUAL. Not merely the schematic hook -ups
will be found. but chassis drawings showing parts layouts.
positions of trimmers. neutralizers, etc.
Voltage readings for practically all sets, as an aid In
checking tubes and wiring.
.A11 vaioes of intermediate- frequency transformers used
in superhetrodynes, with the manufacturers' own suggestions as to correct balancing.
Retailed trouble- shooting suggestions and procedure as
outlined by the manufacturers' own engineers
other
words, authentic "dope" right from headquarters.
Values of all parts indicated directly on all diagrams,
Section for reference to A.C. -D.C. eigarboz midgets.
Section for reference to public- address amplifiers.
Section for reference to short -wave receivers.
Section for reference to remote -control systems.
A complete compilation of radio tube data, covering both
the old and the many new types.
Section devoted to test equipment, analyzers, etc., with
full diagrams and other valuable information.
A complete lint of American broadcast stations with their
frequencies in kilocycles; extremely useful In calibrating
and checking test oscillators and in calibrating receivers.
Free Question and Answer Service, the same as In our
last two Manuals.
No theory; only service information in quickly accessible
form.
Absolutely no duplication of any diagrams; nothing that
appeared in any of the previous Manuals will appear in the
1934 MANUAL. This we unconditionally guarantee.
A handy, easily- consulted master index making it easy
for you to find almost anything pertaining to your service
problem instantly. This index includes all the diagrams
published in all the previous GERNSBACK Manuals, as
well as the 1934 diagrams. A big convenience and time
saver:

-in

Clip

-Mail

This Coupon Today
1

GERNSBACK PUBLICATIONS, Inc.
Hudson Street, New York, N. Y.
Gentlemen: Enclosed you will find my remittance of $3.50
for which you are to send me, Postage Prepaid. One Copy
of the 1934 OFFICIAL RADIO SERVICE MANUAL. (Send
remittance by check or money order; or register letter if it
contains rash. currency or unused U. S. Postage stamps.]
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Name

Address

GERNSBACK PUBLICATIONS, INC.
99 Hudson Street

New York, N. Y.

RADIO -CRAFT for AUGUST, 1934

City

L-

State
RC -834
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BOSCH MODEL 360 ALL -WAVE (15 TO 550 METERS)

SUPERHETERODYNE

7 TUBE

cabinets-and proportionate-size reproducers -are designated by supplementary letters added
(Various styles
This chassis incorporates A.V.C., tone control, and a band selector to prevent image- frequency interference.)

to the above chassis -model number.

of

A feature of this Instrument design Is the exceptional rare that has been exerel.sed to prevent the
An 11.F. cirreception of Image -frequency signals.
cuit band -selector is used. in addition to high- selecClvlly charaeleri stirs in the I.F. circuit.
Operating bands are distinguished by dial color:
black. 310 to 17011 k'.; green. 1.310 to 1.111111 k..;
red. 3.500 to 9.000 kr.; and; blue. 6.1100 to 911.111111 k..
Power tunwnption. 011 N., at 115 V., line potenControl -grid bias voltage of V6, across Ií16,
tial.
Following are operat22 V.: output of V7. 360 V.
ing voltages measured to ground:

Vl

Catli.
Volts

S. -G.

Plate
Volts

Tube
Type

Volts
90

220

2.8
0.0

V2
V3
V9
V5
V6

240
90
233

95
95

2.0

240

0.0

2.7
1.9

response.
Now. re -tune the set and semi., oscillator to 1,5011
kv. and make whatever readjustments of the first (red coded) screw are necessary to secure accurate alignment with the scale reading.

Next. connect the s nice oscillator to the antenna
lead. tasking sun' that there 'is an antenna equivalent
capacity (about 200 nunf.l in the elrcult.
Continuing the adjustments at 1700 ke., align the
tuning condenser trimmers (the Bret and second sections. from the front of the net l for loudest response;
check sensitivity and calibration at several points on
the dial, Including checks as follows: 1,500 ke., 5
microvolts; 600 kc., 10 micromicrovolts; 1.1010 kr..
volts. This completes the broadcast -band adjustments,
Do not attempt to adjust the short-wave rireuits by
means of a seniee oscillator that senores its shortwave signals as the harmonics of Ionia drast -band frequencies. as this will usually result In the adjustments going so far oil normal as to require (sentry
.service (states
Included In 3
the manufacturer.
available types of suitable test Instruments Is the
RCA model T]IV -18.

Band

To align the broadcast band, first adlust the I.F.
circuits. Tune the senile oscillator to 456 ke.. and
adjust its :n tenuator fur an output of about 211,11011
microvolts, and feed the oscillator signal to the eon-

trol -grid of V4.
Adjust the small screws in

the front of I.F.H.3
for maximum response I reducing the service oscillator output Io 5.000 microvolts).
of I.F. T. 2 for maxiAdjust the alignment sec
m

.signal of about
es
a senicenoitIator
microvolts. with the test signal inn ro,oeed Into
the control -grid cl nuit of V3. Senile oscillator output for final sensitiity adjustments. about 300 mlrruvolts.

mum response to
1000

aligning screws. with a service
Adjust
oscillator Input to VI of about 30 microvolt s ; Mal
1

about 20 microvolts.
Haring completed adjustment of the I.F. circuits.
the broadcast- frequency cinuits ran now be aligned.
Sel the signal generator to 1,500 ke., with Input
from the service oscillator to the control -grid of VI.
Place the pointer of the radio set to the 1.3 mark
ndenser crew
Adjust the trimming
un the dial.
In the top of the rear shield container until the s
(This screw is usually designated
is tuad in.
by a red color.
test

signal value.

d

pit

-f2-

Ya-![lBCTOR
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11

setting.

prQTe.I

._.l tmö

Laal ed
to

eta WO
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i,1[1"`
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...,.'.,a

Adjust the Seri Ire ow-111.01w to 5.000 ke. and tune
the rot-elver 111a1 near 6.0, noting the exact point of
duel lvat r this procedure ovil it the Ben Ice
oscillator re -tuned to Luno kv. and the set dial
adjusted near marking 4.0.

1;1
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In this Illustration are shown the locations of
all the aligning units.

chi.

¿30ICOM.IF fracs)

*IL

1411

VA-wAn

IFT3

1

the underside of the base. and adjacent
and high -frequency selector coils are

:

Band

Red

un

switch

and only a feeble mie at. 19.
Note Hutt the factory diagram does not indicate all
of the component values.
The supplementary figures
are as follows: Voltage divider its. section a. Imo
ohms, ,0:. - \V, ; b, 12.000 ohms, 113 W.
c
6,000
ohms. .311 -\v.; d, 0,006 ohms.
11 -W.
Tone ,enrol
resistor it l Ina.
value of 0.3 ' eu.
Resistur 1115
is a 511.0011 obm. .v25 -\P. unit.
Condenser C42 has a
value of .05 mt.; C43. 0.1 -mf.

Adjust the service oscillator output to a frequency
of 3.600 Ire., set the radin -set pointer at the 3.1;
mark on the dial, and adjust for maximum signal
strength the trimming condenser Ired- rnded1 in the
right -hand front shield container. Next. adjust the
service oscillator to 1,600 kas and the dial scale
printer to the Ice mark, and tell. the opposite condenser In the shield ran for usa xiaunn solume. Return
to 3.61111 ke. and repeat the adjustment.
In adjusting to 3,6011 kc. it is possible to Obtain
Iwo settings for different positions of the trimming
condenser in the shield contained.
This merely denotes resonance tu tho plus and minus frequency between the set oscillator and service oscillator frrqucnries Ivhieb will late the correct I.F. The correct setting of the trimming condenser is rile nue
wherein the screw Is turned furthest out.
In any
event. an Incorrect setting will always be denoted by
lack of senslt Pity when the set and servire osi-lllat or
This valuable
are tuned tu 'L 500 kc. (amid -bane,.
sensit i I IO- iheek .should Indicates sis follows: 3.600 kc.,
10 microvolts; 2,400 kr., 10 microvolts; 1.000 ke.,
5 microvolts.

iro0OIFTIIK))

the

trimming condensers which are used for correct adjustment at this high frequency. Increase the setting
of the service oscillator ait enuator until its signal can
be tuned in al 2 paints on the dial (say. at 20 and
191.
Then. with the set pointer at 211. adjust these
trimmers for umxi tout, response. decreasing the service oscillator output as far possible.
At the correct
adjlstineut a very loud signal will be reeehed at 20.
2

Band

Green

I.F.T.

Blue Band
Set the service °seillator for an output of 2
the service (oscillator signal is received on the dial
Ire.
und tune' the set to this frequency. noting where
scale.
Then set the service oscillator at 10.11110 kr.
and adjust the set oscillator padding condenser (front
unit on side plate) until the service ' ,- IIitor signal
Now remue the
is tuned in at 10 on the dial scale.
service oscillator and the radio set to the 20,000 ke.

o

The control -grid of V2 has a potential of _. V.
A service oscillator wills output eallhrated in miNote that no attempt should be
crovolts Is required.
made to re -align the set unless it Is practically a certainty that carrel410K tau ley circuit condition, (defrtlive ronden,ers, resistors, tubes. etc.) will not bring
the set operation up to par.

Broadcast

Nest. adjust the set oscillator padding render,...
(rear unit on right -hand side plate) until the servi
oscillator signal is received.
He -pute the set and sen Ice oscillator to 8.000 lo
and observe the pointer setting and set sensltltI,
Slight deviations from calibration can be routpensuo -i
by manipulating the stiff wires connecting the Oscillator coil to tie switch.

Having obtained resonance at this point. tune the
service oscillator to 61111 kc. and the set pointer to
the 11.6 murk on the station Indiralar, and adjust
the other screw in the shield container for maximum
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Schematic circuit of a representative, reliable, moderate -priced all -wave set.
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Cap'n Henry pilots Mary Lou
to finer radio reception

SERVICING PROFESSION
(Continued from. pout' SS)

-I

the Judge
made the money. This
little example was not the only one; many
You be

others followed. If you make an effort to
please the public, they will find it out and
you will not have to worry about not having
enough work. Naturally profits also increase
when "re -hash" service calls are infrequent.

-AND

"Don't Take Anything for Granted"

SHOWBOAT

mention at
Don't take anybody's word for

-another- rule I would like to

this time is:
anything.

1

faltered

RE

HIARSAI

OH. UNCLE HENRY,

LATER
NO

POINTED LAST
NIGHT I COULDN'T
GET THAT SPECIAL

(ERIN' THIS

YOUR RADIO SET

REHEARSAL. WE'LL

LAST NIGHT

SO DISAP.

BROADCAST

WANTED

LANNY
TO

TELL ME ALL

ABOUT WHAT
HAPPENED TO

FEWER

AND FEWER.

LANNY

4

OF COURSE NOT, MY
DEAR -HOLD ON A

THEN YOU TROT RIGHT

OUT AFTER THIS

MINUTE. HAVE YOU
HAD YOUR RADIO TUBES

REHEARSAL AND GET
YOURSELF FIXED UP

DO YOU

TESTED RECENTLY*

DID
SOMETHING
WRONG TO
MY SET,
UNCLE HENRY,

ROTH OUR SETS ARE
OVER A YEAR OLD, YOU

THOUGHT OF
THAT,

KNOW...

UNCLE HENRY

I

GET ALL THE
STATIONS. BUT LATELY
l'VE BEEN GETTING

FIX IT UP WITH

ALE

LISTEN TO

SUPPOSE

IT WASN'T ONLY LAST
NIGHT. UNCLE HENRY.
I USED TO BE ABLE TO

MY DEAR,

WHY, THAI'S TOO
BAD, CHILD. JUST
THE MINUTE I'M
THROUGH SKIP.

1

One time a customer brought in to the
shop, an all- electric set, saying he could not

get It to work and that it just Came out of
a service shop but still wouldn't "percolate."
I took the chassis and speaker out of the
cabinet, set it upon the test bench and con nected it all up. As the customer had packed
the tubes in a separate box, I noticed that
he had a complete set of new tubes and
from Il dealer whom I knew to be very care ful when selling tubes to test each one out,
and then date and guarantee them. I placed
the tubes in the set, turned on the power
and what reception I did get. The set
worked great. The customer said : "That's
all right but let It run awhile and then see
what happens." The set played about 50
minutes and then dropped down to less than
one -third volume and IO minutes later
stopped. I was surely puzzled and worked
on the set all night. I even took every piece
off and tested it separately and put it back
together again. Everything would test U.K.
but still the set would stop operating after
running about an
.long In the wee
hours of the morning I became very provoked
and .lust about tore my hair; to let a set
get uN this way was maddening! I decided
to find the trouble if it was the last thing
I ever did!
I
left the shop and went out
to get something to eat and cool down. I
canoe back and put in n new set of tubes,
turned it on and sat down to wait out the
hour. I sat there _% hours and it never

CHARTS A COURSE
FOR EVERY RADIO LISTENER

CAarO.s WinafnpeP
as Cnp'n Henry

1

PUT ALL

1

NEW

NEVER

IN MINE A WHILE
BACK THAT'S WHY

WITH THOSE NEW
MICRO SENSITIVE
RCA RADIO TUBES
THEY'LL DO THE TRICK

TURFS

IT SOUNDS LIKE NEW

!

I had tested each of throe tumbes time after
time but did not wait until the faulty tube
reached the break -down point, depending all
the time upon the fact that the tubes were
new. I went home and got about two hones
sleep, 'vent back to the shop and started
testing tubes. I put the set of 27s in a
pre -heater for one hour and then tested them.
I found a had 27
It would hold up and
then die down. I till you ever ha ve a like
experience? You are not a full -fledged radio
Service Man unless yon have been dumb and
fooled at least n halt -dozen tlines.
I must repeat another experience at this
time, the moral of which I will leave entirely
up to you.

NeXT REHEARRAL, ABOARO THE SHOWBOAT
OH, UNCLE HENRY, THANK YOU
SO MUCH FOR THAT SUGGESTION
TO GET NEW MICRO .SENSITIVE
TUBES LANNY LISTENED WITH ME
LAST NIGHT AND EVERY PRO.
GRAM CAME IN JUST FINE.

THAT'S ONLY TH' BEGINNIN', MARY LOU.
ONLY -THE- BEE.GINNIN' Of THE GOOD

d:

Y

TIMES YOU'LL. HAVE. ITS LIKE RLOWIN' TH'
WHISTLE AN STARTIN' TH' ENGINES -YOU'RE
OFF TO A LOT OF JOY AND FUN WHEN
YOU PUT NEW RCA TUBES IN YOUR SET

Write Your Own Moral To This One!

e

I had a Soivlee Man working for me who
was an exceptionally line technician and
thew his stuff. A ensl"mer brought in an
R tube battery set from the eon nt ry.
This
Service Man went over the set, repaired it
and had It on reception test. The set worked
well except that it did not have enough
C" battery on the first A.F. tube. This
"t "' battery current came from the "C" bnttory through n resistor so this Service Man
had to disconnect the set, change values in
Om resistor network and again connect the
set back up. for trial.
About this time the customer returned for
his set. The Service Man stepped up to the
customer and asked him to tome over to
the set and hear it play. The Service Man
started in to connect it up: one of the "It"
battery wires fell out of his hand across the
'A" battery on the set binding post strip
antibingo! Sou know the rest -H new type
°o
and ::I tubes at $2.00, each. This Service
\tan became violently mod, jerked the wires
off the set, slammed the set bark across thl
beurll, pulled out the tubes and threw them
on the ft
and jumped on then'. The next
thing I knew the customer picked up his set
and out the door he went. About an hour
later the Service Man moved down the road
with his tool ease. t\We contend that it is
poor practice to permit customers In the service shop -demonstrate the set on an outside
eennter.- -Ent Tort
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FOR THE REAL JOY OF RADIO PUT IN
NEW RCA MICRO -SENSITIVE RADIO TUBES
FOR true -to -life reception a
radio tube must be sensitive
enough to pick up a microscopic
electrical impulse -the millionth
part of volt. In RCA RadioTubes
you will find such "Micro-Sensitive" accuracy. Have your RCA
Radio Tube agent test your tubes

1934

today. Replace worn tubes only
with radio tubes guaranteed by
RCA Radiotron Co., Inc., to give

big improvements: 1
2 Quieter Operation. 3 Uniform Volume. 4

these

5

Quicker Start.

Uniform Performance. 5 Every
Tube is Matched.

FQ
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AMERICA TURNS TO MIDWEST

r''~

'....._..

only reason I relate these experiences
lty procedure and
to point out faulty
msitable methods to operate a radio shop
instead of making a set of "do and don't"
rules. Some of these experiences happened
in the "old" days, but they still happen today.
hass been

Purchasing Test Equipment

AMAZING NEW

le axe

uper

ALLWAVE

RADIO

.i.
g.t!,.v

-,

9T0

2,000

\

METERS

331MGOCYCLES WORLD-WIDE
TO 150 KC
RECEPTION

BEFOIE you buy amp
radio, write for big net,
FREE

Midwest

.:whited in four

catalog

colors.

has helped thousands of

It

satis-

fied customers sate from 1/3
to 1 on their radios
. by
buying direct from the Midwest
Laboratories. You, tots. can
make A positive saving of from
30% to 50% by buying a Midwest

16 -Tube

Super Del.uze

ALL -WAVE radio at sense!tonally low di reef- front -laboralnry prices. They bring in

WITH NEW DELUXE

AUDITORIUM TYPE

SPEAKER

broadcasts from stations 111.000 UM tube
miles and more away
and gire complete wate length coterage of 9 to 2.m10
meters (33 megoeycles to 150 KC's
LOW AS
These bigger, better, more powerful.
clearer toned, super-selective cad
have 1'IVE distinct wave hands: Ultr.,DOWN
sherL short, uaedium, broadra -t a
long
,
putting the whole world of
radio at your linger tips. Now, llslen
in m1 all U. S. programs
Canadian, police. amateur, commercial. airplane. and ship broadcasts.
Try this Midwest radio for 30 days before you deride.
New four -color catalog pictures a complete line 01
beautiful, artistic. ionsoles and rilassi s. See tor your el! the 40 new 1934 features that insure amazing performance. These features include: Automatic Select -O-

...

r IPINS`
A/

!.g0o

i

...

Iland, Amplified Automatic Volume Control. 16 New
Type 'rubes, Balanced Unit Superheterodyne Circuit.
4utmuatle Tone Compensation, 29 Tuned Circuits, 7
En Selectivity, etc. These and many additional features are umaafly found only in sets selling fn.m 31110

f: -ill

to

\Cull,

l,r rill'/: ruL,

DEAL DIRECT WITH t%EORATORIES
MONS
aü Ìoshrr
,s ww qç
ruio price, SAVE TO
before the big
300 .1.:1nee Buy
-NOW. -while you
.ow t.m take advantage of 3I1dte,t's amazingly

30

low prices.
No middlemen's profits
to pay. You save from 30% to 50%
when you buy direct from \Ildwev
Laboratories -you get 30 days FREE

Concerning service test equipment, thank
goodness the test equipment of today has
changed to incorporate basic designs, and
the new instruments of today will be with
us for a year or two at least.
I strongly
advise the Service Man to charge enough
for his work so that lie can take a small
percentage from the earnings of each job to
be applied to the purchase of new test equipment, tools and machinery so as to enable
him to keep up-to -date in his shop. This
is the only way to make headway and keep
abreast of the times.
There is a definite ratio between the earning power of the radio shop to the class
and expense of test instruments to purchase;
there are very few occasions when a very
expensive test instrument would be justified.
That is, supposing there was available some
complicated laboratory test instrument almost superhuman in operation which would
enable you to make much quicker and more
accurate analyses, and the use of which
world cut in half your cost of time to perform certain repair jobs in a shop running
a fairly heavy amount of work ; under these
conditions you could pay out the cost of this
test equipment in, say, 2 years time -for
this instrument would commence to pay back
right from the start of its use. Ytnl would
he justified in purchasing it.
Ilowever, your
sloop would certainly have to prove this instrument was needed very greatly.
Let's go into this subject from the angle
of elements and compare radio sets with
other commercial nui eh intry. To the writer,
radio is a very fascinating subject because
of these elements. when you purchase an
automobile and you fill up with gas and oil
you are most likely to get to the place where
you will want to go without an outside element preventing you. However, with a radio set. you set it up, put in the tubes, and
turn on the power -but, you can't say to
yourself, "I am going to tune in on such and -such station a fairly good distance away."
You don't knots, you merely hope that you
will get this station, yet the set is mechanically perfect, electrically perfect and will
operate- except for the variable elements
which enter into reception. Such elements as
fading, man -made stalk, poor reception due
to daily changes In reception conditions, electrical storms, power lime variations, and station congestion, will be eneoun tered.
Let nie give an example concerning how
actual proof that a device will work plays
an important part in successfully operating
a service station.
I worked in a nmstnr rewinding shop and when a motor came in to
he rewound, after having burned up, we
would rewind it and part it on a horsepower test. we would Insert our ammeters
and voltmeters on the power supply lines.
Then we would put at pulley on the motor
and apply the various springs and weights
This would register the
to this pulley.
horsepower being applied with the motor under test and we would compute our power
applied, against the power the motor deliv'ered, and would have n fair idea that
the efeieney of this motor was exactly as
specified on the name plate on this motor.
The customer was then entirely satisfied.

Now about "side lines' to the service
shop. The addition of side lines to the radio
service shop entirely depends upon the size
of your commmdty. At the present writing al
radio shop taking care of the following: radio
sets, automobile receivers, public address
systems and office call systems, has pretty
near enough work to keep a corps of expert
specialists busy. However, the very nature
of the electrical work required in radio servicing, the type of equipment and tools used,
besides his natural training, make the Service Van very adaptable to the varied demands in efficiently servicing electrlral household appliances of all types, Including Vacuum
sweepers, mixers and ultra -violet ray equipment, '/'here will be a little extra study required to tit the Service Man to this appliance field; however, not all Service Men will
care to do this kind of work. So, with the

advent of air conditioning. refrigeration, electrically- operated furnaces and oll burners,
or any combination of the above, desirable
field work is now available to sustain your
repair shop if there is not sufficient radio
work obtainable. In concluding this treatise
I would like to deal with the subject of obtaining new customers,

Obtaining New Customers
Never will I forget an article I read about
a college professor addressing a class of
graduating medical students who were to enter the field of battling for a life's existence.
The professor did not go into a lengthy and
eloquent speech of what the Willi Id field
was or had been. Dot as he took the door,
he spoke with n sharp commanding voice,
"Graduates, to each and every one of you,
the best thing I know of for you men to do
is to take an agency for some insurance line,
book agency, magazine subscription agency,
or piano agency and go out and sell your
wares to the public. Take n whole year off
and go from place to :Inert selling, I know
of no more titling training and experience
than this will afford you when you cone back
fo follow your profession and open up your
practice, because when you open up your
office and hang up your shingle, you will
have ever before you the art of selling your
services, since you must sell yourself to
the public, before you can sell your services,"
Ilow well this applies to the Service Man
who intends to open up a radio service shop
who uuist continually sell himself in order
to sell his services! A little study on salesnuunsh Ip will certainly' pay big returns.
Now that the radio field has public address
systems and small inter -office call systems,
there is no reason why- many new customers
cannot be added. with a little study nnd
planning, this will open up a nice field for
future business. There are a lot of places
,-her the inter -office call system can be put
to use. Such installations are not very expensive, but will require salesmanship and
some pioneering in order to get this type
of business sl a rted. The field for P.A. systems to be used in show' window demonstrations is another place where new customers
may be added. fuddle dance halls constitute another field where P.A. systems find
valuable use.
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-as 11111e as $5 down pats
Midwest radio in your home. ai1

Satisfaction guaranteed or
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Now supposing that in our radio repair
work we had same kind of a moderate priced
iustrunmot. simple to operate that we could
similarly make tests with. Such as a tube
adapter that would measure the "gain per
tube per stage" and compute against the
manufacturers data sheets that he would
supply, ¡low much better we could render
our service and what a satisfaction the customer would feel. The writer may have entirely the wrong Idea but would like to see
comments from other Service Men in the
field, (Editor's note: An instrument for the
S.tvg Toni OLD TUBE 'l't:1TElt.
Service Man which will permit gauging a
receiver's efflcteney- was deceribed In the TILE correction-circuit above indicates the
cop connection in Fig. 1, page 602, in the
July, 1934 issue of R.tnto- a'a.tt-r, in the arApril, 1034 RAD10-CRAFT,
ticle entitled, "A Set Sensitivity Tester. ")
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NEW

SPORT

A. SYSTEM
FOR IN OR OUTDOOR USE

Try BUD
Sound Equipment
F O R

F I V E

D A Y S

AIISOLUTELi FREE!
You've wished for it! You've needed it! You've asked for
it! Here it is! A brand new, highly efficient, powerful portable I'. A. system for BOTH IN AND OUTDOOR USE!
Think of it! A portable P. A. system which features, as
standard equipment, a high quality condenser microphone! R ith this new system you can cover a large sized
theatre or a 2,500 outdoor gathering. Speakers are mounted
on their own adjustable stands, and housed in a new and
improved type of all aluminum baffle design. Write for
details of BUD'S amazing FREE FIVE DAY TRIAL offer
and beautifully illustrated booklet covering our complete
line of laboratory-built sound equipment.
BUD SPEAKER CO.

1116 Jackson Street, Toledo, Ohio.

BUD
LABORATORY -BUILT
SURGICAL ROOM SOUND
INSTALLATIONS
IYOf in and from page

îs,

turd, I:u the control robinet. These factors
are described in greater àetttil as follows.
'fife soft- rubber casing, which tuensures
I a_ Ins. in din., tits over the
ropi
and
is provided as a guard to prevent the noise

of

clout rubbing against the microphone.
t'am'ing the Jack and plug assembly In the
pocket is another aid to quiet operation by
preventing mechanical vibration being transmitted through the cord to the ndcrophone
The diuphrngm of the surgeon's luirropl
is made of thin altnninum ; it is conical In
shop. in order to prov die sttll11eut rigidity.
Impregnated paper rings which support the
edge of the diaphragm also provide a dgne,
of damping to critter resonat and so insure a sufficiently fiat respotlse chmra.teristic
over the normal voice-frequency range.
The carbon chamber is compltely tilled in
order to render negligible any noise that
I

i

result from shifting of the carbon
granules when the microphone Is Jarrell or
Moved about. Electrical connection to the
carbon granules is male through two stationary, circular electrodes insuluteii from
each outer by a ceramic barrier, the carbon
granules being insulated from the diaphragm
by it coat of phenol varnish. A grid in the
front of the microphone protects the diaphragm from injury.
.%
fixed con i,user shunts the two leads to
the microphone, on the microphone sill,- of
the connection plug at the end of a 2 ft.
length of twin- conductor card.
'Phis con d.nser absorbs voltage surges which otherwould
tend
wise
to arc across the carbon
granules, causing them to cohere. when the
plug Is disconnected from the jack.
Between the microphone and the rack -andpanel amplifier equipment there is interpos.sl
This instrument provides
a eont rei cabinet.
noans for suplying the 12 V. required by the
might
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Combination
Amplifier tir
Power Supply

ELECTRO- DYNAMIC UNITS
CARBON & CONDENSER
MICROPHONES
4, 5 & 6 FT. ALL ALUMINUM TRUMPETS
FIELD EXCITERS
LOW AND
AIR COLUMN HORNS
HIGH FREQUENCY UNITS FOR WIDE RANGE THEATRE USE.

microphone, for suppressing clicks when the
microphone Is switched in and out of circuit,
:nul for altering the acoustic characteristics
to compensate for the conditions under which
the surgeon's microphone must operate, for,
in this service, the device picks up sound
that is rich in low frisluencies. If unattenu:ttcd, ibis would result in deep, unnatural

current. and
the grounding point of the antenna is reversed about its center point.
Is cut off and the second draw's

Radio Solves Many

Problems

Careful analysis of this brief description
brings to light some of the less obvious, but
extremely important characteristics of this
reproduction.
unique radio direction finder. it has no movTh.. march of time is thus shown to have ing parts to get out of order. The phasing
encompassed one more essential field of op- of currents is accomplished automatically. It
eration for the vacuum tube and its associ- is non -ambiguous. i..., it gives milt' cue nerve
fete engineering and in- course, with accuracy in the Order of one
ated equipment.
stallation of the Western Electric system at degree. It operates
on both modulated and
the i ost i tu te of Ophthalmology w,re the work non-modolatcd radio waves without destroyof the I: rayhnr Electric Co.. Inc in associaing the elm ra rteristles of the received sigtion with James O. Oliver & Co., Inc..
nals. Last but not burst. Its design makes
it possible to use it as a unit in conjunction
with any standard radio receiver.
The bast obstacles to thorough practicablllr' of private frying are being rapidly surby wider use of radio, and the alert
GUIDES mounted
radio man will do well to acquaint himself
this
with
next great industry. The country
AIRPLANES
is ripe for privately owned airplanes, reasonl'on,ì t,uId It
pnu, s1
ably independent of weather.
And radio Is
to platy a greater and greater role
within one -half of one percent, to ensure destined
equal voltages to the rectifiers, Resistor It4 in aviation.
is added to guard against changes in the
resistance of the rectifiers themselves, although It reduces somewhat the seusit ivvity
THE RADIO "CHUKKER"
of the device.
'Phis is the name which has been given to
Units It and ltd are biasing resistors It7
provides a grid return for the first R.E. am- a unique servicing chart, w'Idrh presents in
convenient form the recommended cltarg.s
plilìer, V:;.
The output of the radio receiver is applied for almost the entire gamut of service operato the rectifiers through the ontpnt trans- tions in connection with the repair of faulty
former, '1'2. thus allowing the rectifiers to sets.
The "Radio Chukker." which was compiled
operate as the output switching device. in
addillon to grounding alternately the ends of by Paul I:, Freed, of Freed's Radio t'o., Is
available. for a small sum, as a heavy Bristhe loop antenna.
It will be observed from the diagram that tol -board card soltnble for with mounting.
Note that in addition to furnishing recthe rectifier which draws torrent has a momentary low- resistance to ground. cutting off ommended fees. this card also speeds service
the other rectifier, which then has high re- by indicating the probable sources of tomtit..
sistance to ground. When the phase of the In most sets, provided the symptoms are
applied voltage is revered. the first rectifier known,

BROADCASTING
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CONDENSER

ANALYZER
A NEW

INSTRUMENT FOR RADIO SERVICE

CONDENSERS OF PRACTICALLY
ANY CAPACITY OR TYPE
.
PAPER
ELECTROLYTIC
MICA

ORDER

..

TODAYI
USE

THIS

Tested Scientifically by the
Voltage- Resistance- Leakage Method.

COUPON

Tobe

\\

Deutschmann

.N.

I. Measures condenser quality.

\ '\

Corporation,
Canton, Mass.
Enclosed find $11.40
plus
for postage.
\\
(Shipping weight six pounds).

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

\\ \

Send me one Tobe Condenser Analyzer.

Street
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thetir electronic organ itself, It will be necessary to say a word regarding the preparation
of the various important features of the
instrument. such as tone synthesis, preparation of the sound tllms. etc. In Fig. B a
musician is shown performing before the
studio microphone, which has electrieal con nection to the visual wave indicating device
shown at the left. This device is provided
for the parpus of projecting on its visor
screen. the ware forms of the sounds which
are picked lip by the microphone. (See "OrVolume Indicator,"
It.sulo- t'r..sr°r,
Chestra
Is may be
June 1934. Pg. TI I.1 These s
or
effects
created by
speech, music.
the
special sound producing devices or musical
instruments. It is the duty of the draftsman and calculator shown seated at the
drawing board. to make linear graphs of the
wave forms of the sound waves which are
visualized on the wave indicating device.
When it is necessary. the wave forms are
modulated or synthesized in graphs, in order
to conform with certain requirements or to
avereouni. any unpleasant interferences such
as harshness, poor clarity of tone. undesirable geineral tone quality, etc.. for ensuring
From the final
more perfect reproiluct ion.
wave patterns. which have been calculated
in the graphs, the mechanic. shown at right,
produces sound wove- bearing rams, wills the
aid of a micrometer wave transferring device.
The sound waves are cut into the peripheries
of the cams with great precision. since it is
purely by mathematical calculation. These
cams are made of light opaque material which
le easily handled for taking on any peripheriel
outline, regardless of how tine or intricate
the characteristics of the wave patterns are.
The enlarging device, at right of this illustration, is provided far the purpose of magnifying sound patterns of these "quality" films,
of which more will be said later.
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Indicates poor, leaky condensers.
Indicates "shorted" condensers.
Detects "intermittent" connections.
Indicates "open" condensers.
Tests voltages up to 700 volts D.C.
Identifies all condensers as "replace"
or "good."
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Simulating Notes or "Pitch"
will be made more apparent later in this

article. just how the quality and pitch films
of this instrument are utilized. In the production of pitch films, the Eremeeff universal
recorder, shown in Fig. C, plays an important
part. A number, 8 at one time- to be exact,
of the afore- mentioned wave -bearing cams are
installed in the recorder, where they revolve
at predetermined speeds in the path of the
variable -Intensity light sources that are placed
just behind the wall in which the shafts of
the cams are jon rna lied. The wave-bearing
calms act as light choppers. and each revolves
at a predetermined speed, which is just twice
as great as the one before it. That Is to say,
if the first cam revolves 20 times per minute,
the weld <9m revolves 40 tithes, the third
revolves MI times, the fourth revolves 1110
times, etc. each cam chopping a light ben In
at such a number of times that it produces
It "pitch track" on a running raw film, seen
in the foreground, at a predetermined representative frequency.
Beginning with the note .\ (27.5 cycles per

wood),

and ending at the note C (4,185.05
cycles). every frequency of a musical scale
is recorded on the pitch flint due to the displacement which takes place in the flicker
cabinet, of which the eva ve -ben ring cams are
a part.
As I have said. there are S pitch
tracks recorded at one time, each track representing a frequency which is one octave
higher than the frequency represented by the
preceding pitch track. However, on the raw
film, space is left between the 8 simultaneously recorded pitch tracks, which is large
enough for 11 more auks, in order that each
track may represent Its own frequency, to
produce the remaining notes of n musical
scale. The device is known as a "universal"
recorder since it is very pliable, being capable of producing wave patterns representing
sound and music of any desired tone quality.
pitch, and volume. The recorder, of course,
Is also provided for producing quality waves
as well as pitch tracks.
The pitch tracks are composed of numerous
repeating uniform slits or apertures. which
are produced by rains of such shape. that
light is permitted to pass through their open-

logs for predetermined pe rinds of time, allowing a definite amount of light to pass. The
flicker cabinet is displaced by n novel adjusting means, and functions with the assistance
of a micrometer indicating device, so that
the amount of movement is gauged by degrees, representing small fractions of a meas-

uring unit.

Simulating Tones or "Quality"
The method of producing quality films is
similar to that of the pitch films. However,
in the former, cams with predetermined wave
patterns cut into the peripheries, as described,
are revolved in the path of the light beams
projected ou the running rase (lint. Of course,
the quality tracks are produced at predetermined frequencies. to correspond to the
frequencies of the pitch tracks. Infinite numbers of different tone quality patterns are
cut into the wave cams, and anyone who Is
skilled in the science of musical sounds understands that every sound of any description has its own peculiar wave form charI See
'l'he 'l'olyt
CR.vFT, May 1934, pg. I137 ; also,

acteristics.

'

R.snio-

"The Radio
Organ of a Trillion 'Pates," January 1931,
pg. 402
and, "Drafting Musical Compositions," September 1032, insert pg. 1t12.11.)
The quality films are recorded in divided
sections, far producing "masks." When these
quality masks are placed in the electronic
organ, they are selectively shifted to desired
positions for choice in the variety of tone
qualities. The frequencies of the quality
tracks are determined by the length of each
repeating wave form, and the frequency of
the pitch tracks are determined by the size
of the space between the pitch slits.
:

Two Manuals
The electronic organ which Is described In
this article, has two manuals. Each manual
has its own self- contained sound producing
unit. Each unit contains one pitch film and
one quality mask. the latter having any predetermined number of divisirms which contain different quality patterns as described.
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The pitch film is in the form of an endleas running belt, which is so spliced, with
the aid of microscopic magnifieation, that the
pitch tracks are matched. to avoid any extra
parasitic nuise resulting from poorly matched
pitch tracks. The quality mask, however,
is nut run as an endless belt in this particular
instrument, but rutila over two cylindrical
rollers. either by manual adjustment, or by
motor. An indicator, which shows the quality
selected is also provided, and by referring to
Fig. A, the indicator can be seen in the
front of the eiectrmic organ.
The enlarger shown to the right, Fig. 1t,
is provided for suitably magnifying the size
of the quality masks, for such occosluns when
a wider mask is more desirable. When it Is
necessary to have more accurate reproduction
of tone, a wider mask is used to advantage.
This also permits of employing larger light
shutters, with!' will be explained later.
The inventor of this electronic organ, Ivan
Eremeeff, is shown in Fig. C, beside the uni-

diminishing in the electronic organ is lid
justible, by the aid of the pedal which is
shown having connection to the main shaft
of the diminisher, by the slipping clutch
which controls the speed of the induction
motor drive illustrated.
These musical effects, such as diminishing,
tremulo, volume control, etc., are accomplished
without causing any interference to the general tune quality which is produced at the

versal recorder,

Broadcast Studio Syntronic Organ
In Fig. 1 there is represented the electronic
musical .system which is the basis of the electronic organ built for broadcast studios. The
pitch film, a, is shown riding on several
padded rollers with the aid of an Induction
motor drive. which is brushlass for the purpose of avoiding the creation of any unnecessary parasitic noises. The motor is provided
with speed contralüng means for regulating
the rate of travel of the pitch film for maintaining the note A in the International pitch,
440 cycles per second. The quality mask, b,
Is divided into sections, so that It may he
retarded or advanced to predetermined positions by means of the manually operated or
motorized lever, e, which shifts the mask
into position with the aid of the push and
pull gearing system shown. Said mask shifting Is accomplished automatically by the
aid of the motor drive, d.
The system operates as follows: light from
the sources, c, which are in the form of
several lamps of predetermined intensities
for the correct light distribution for the different fregnenries Of a musical scale, is projected through a selected portion of the
quality mask and through the variable tans1ucency disc, c, which, with the aid of the
co- operative pedal shown, controls the volume
of the output. by regulating the intensity of
the light passing into the lens shown, From
thence, the light passes throngh the variable
translucency disc, y, which. by the assist a nee
of its co- operative pedal, produces n variable speed tremolo .effect. finally. the light falls
on the running pitch tiln,, o. in such a manner that when any predetermined key of the
keyboard shown, is depressed. a light shutter,
as h, is raised, allowing a slit of light to
pass through the quality mask and fall on
one pitch taelt of the film, o, the frequency
represented by that pitch track being equivalent to the frequency of the musical tone
denoted by the predetermined key which was
depressed, The light shutters, h. ride in the
spacers of the diminishing rollers, i, which
revolve at predetermined speeds in the direction wide!' carries the light shutters downward to their resting position. This arrangement, for prods ei ng diminishing effects in the
tones, also permits of producing staccato
effects.

time.
'l'he shaft of the lower roller of the quality
mask, b, is provided with an indicator which
has graduated degrees for the purpose of
pointing out to the operator the quality
selected. After the light has been modulated
as desired, it falls on the photo- sensitive element behind the running pitch film, a.
Signals are then transmitted to an amplifying system, which includes a mixing element and n required number of reproducers
These loudof various frequency ranges.
speakers may be housed in the organ console,
or may be plowed at any dista riee from the
source of suuud. For example, in broadcast
work, if it is desired to broadcast the electronic music, one line from the power amplifier is sent to the control room, from whence
it is broadcast. Another line may be sent
to a reproducer ur several reproducers which
are placed in an auditorium in which great
numbers of listeners are able to hear the
output. For a small group of listeners, the
loudspeaker which Is housed iu the console
is sufficient.

Commercial -Type Syntronic Organ

The "Sound Effects" Shutters

:rtes n single unit of a
Figure 2
commercial assembly, which includes key motors,
etc., as shown in Fig,
board, pedals,
2. The illm, a, is shown riding over the
padded rollers with the aid of an induction
motor, at predetermined controllable speeds.
One of said rollers has spring attachments
for providing suitable tension to the running
film. The goon ring arrangement shown in
Fig, 2, for driving the film a was not Included
in Fig. 1, for the sake of simplicity- The
quality mask b, seen in the foreground, is
wound on rollers which have push and pull
gearing with the aid of the shaft of lever r,
by w'hi,h selective sections of the quality
mask are shifted in the path of the light
originating ill the light sources C. As previously mentioned. the quality mask may be adjusted by hand. or may be operated auto
matiea fly with the aid of an induction motor.
to Fig. I:, the light shutters, h, and their
cooperative diminishing rollers are shown to
greater advantage. There are 88 light shutters.
and. of course, SS spacers in the diminisher
rollers, i, Each roller to the shaft of an
induction motor whose speed is controlled by
the adjusting means, j. The lever, 1, controts the speed of the induction motor which
drives the gears of the rollers driving the
pitch film, o.
The shutters, h. are held at n tension
against the diminisher rollers by means I
springs. not shown, which connect said .shnitens to the frame. I. when it is desired t..
operate the diminishing apparatus, the levl
ar, which controls the eccentrics as n, Is
turned Lt such :t direction that the eccentrics
press the frame backward. causing the springs
to beeone tense. thus pressing the light shutters against the diminisher rollers in such
manner that they follow the movement td
the rollers, and thus, the tunes are given a
sustained effect. 'l'he staccato action has
been described with reference to Fig, 1.

Each light shutter is provided with a
spring attachment. which will it made more
apparent when reference is made to the complete assembly atilt which will Ire described
later. The Springs. when held at a tension,
tend to ',res.'s the light shutters against the
diminisher rollers in such a manner that
the rollers carry- the shutters to their original
positions for the purpose of permitting the
I lowever,
musical tones to "fade away."
when the tension of the springs is released,
the shutters are free and, after a key is
depressed, the co- operative shutter drops by
its own weight to its resting position. This
permits of producing quick, short tones which
oumpare to staccato tones produced on a
piano,
Also, the diminishing device produces
effects which are similar to the sustained
tones produced by holding the pressure on a
piano key, but, of course, the speed of the

Manual Adjustments
In the illustration of the organ in the console, shown in Fig. A, the various adjusting
means snob as the device, j, the lever, E', the
lever, e, and the lever, oy can be recognized
If
protruding from the front and sides.
course, since the organ console houses two
individual units, there are two of each of
the above- mentioned adjusting means.
While the pants of Fig. 2 are the same as
those shown in Fig. 1, the tremolo -producing
device is shown with a slight change. In
Fig. 1, the variable translucency disc, f7,
which revolves in the path of light originating in c, Is controlled by the tremolo pedal
shown. However, in Fig. 2, the tremolo
pedal is provided for the purpose of dipping
the dise, y7, into the light beam, while the
manually operated knob shown is provided
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sensitive element Is shown harbored in a
metal tube casing, which has an aperture
which is just large enough to expose the
cathode plate of the photo- sensitive elemcut.
There are SS light shutters and x8 keys
in each keyboard, each shutter having connection to its own cooperative key by minas of
a
flexible ribbon which runs over suitable,
.ry small rollers. Naturally, at the pressure
the key, its cooperative light shutter is
The degree of lift of mart individual
utter Is controlled so that each frequinr5
he musical scale has its own predet ern!lned
rushy which Is gauged ,according to the
w of intensity control in n musical scale.
known to those in the piano tuning profest

Devoted Exclusively to the Problems Involved in Purchasing. Designing. Measur-

5

for the purpose of controlling the revolutions
,if the motor which revolves the tremolo disc.
Ilowever, the principle and the result Is the
same. Behind the lens is shown the variable
translucency disc whose purpose it is to
control the volume.
Behind the running pitch film, a, the photo-

I
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P. A. AMPLIFIER MANUAL
AND SOUND SYSTEM TREATISE
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A Syntronic -Organ "Orchestra"
At the present writing, plans are being
discussed with a view to a symphony orchestra which is composed exclusively- of
electronic organs, of which there will he
about :17,. These Instruments are designed to
be portable and compact. and will utilize the
synthetic wave films as described, for the
production of various types of music, such
as produced by ordinary well -known musical
instruments as the violin, the flute, the clarinet, piccolo, etc., and also music the timbre
or tone of which has not been heard before!
In such an orchestra, the individual instruments will, at specified intervals, play
with definite qualities. When it is required
that the quality be changed, the individual
Instruments themselves will take on, selectively, an entirely new and different tone.
The tonal effects, such as the tremolo,
which produces a rapid or slow fluttering
rt iteration of the tones, the diminishing or
"fading away" of the tones after the performer's lingers have left the keys, the volume
control, and the effects produced by the
manner of key attack. are all controlled and
varied by the individual touch of the artist.
That is to say, the player must be an artist,
since, In any symphonic music, the many Intricacies of music modulation must he completely understoosi by each participant.
A New Musical Technique
The electronic organs permit of the finest
musical control and expression, due to those
devices which change the musical effects as
well as to the many qualities which can be
had from the quality masks.
Each instrument has its own output wiring,
and in au oriIl esl ra composed of electronic
organs, there Is connection to a common line
which feeds a centralized mixer. 'l'he orchestra leader will have control over the output of all the instruments by means of regu
lilting the mixer, so that the tones are mixed
and altered If necessary before entering the
tine feeding the loudspeaker system.
For the purpose of "silent practice," each
artist Will he supplied volt h i-a 11110 es. so
that he Is the only person who is able to
hear the output of his own instrument. at
times when he does not wish to disturb others.
1

Buried

GOLD

Fig.

Silver, iron, etc. Located by
Radio. Notary Public Guarantee.

D

Figure D shows how sound waves ore non
lyzed, synthesized, and prepared for being
photographed on pitch and quality films for
the electronic organ. Wave furors are studied
under a microscope, sorted anti selected, and
FREE CATALOG!
drawn up in graphs for synthesis. nu, final
drawings of the wave patterns, which are to
be utilized in the organ, are obtained only
!!'rite Today
after all corrections, additions, and alterations have been made. In the background of
RADIO METAL LOCATING CO. the photograph can be seen a plate of wave Box 48
New Orleans, La. bearing earns Into whose peripheries the
wave forms are cut in preparation for placement in the universal Eremeeff recorder.
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the high- fregitency current carried Ity the
transmission line is not in a form which can
be effectively radiate i, and losses occasioned
(Continued from page 85)
by nearby objects are less serious than those
high -quality ceramic 1, T. as shown in Fig. B. which would result in the case of au ordinary
In Fig. B is shown the complete kit of lend -in, it is desirable to take the usual
components that comprise the system shown precautions.
in Fig. :::\, as follows: 15 transposition
That Is, keep the lead -In as far as possible
blocks (sufficient for an 18 ft. transmission from parallel fiat metal surfaces such as
linen; 8 strain insulators; 1 "universal" all gutt revs, etc. It can be braced where neceswave coupling unit; 100 ft. No. 1S stranded sary by well -insulated gays or stand -off inwire: anti. .0 fl. No. 14 stranded wire. 'fire sulators. This Is amt so important. it u,WeVel',
No. 1R wire is used for the lead -in. The No. as with an ordinary lead -in, as swinging of
14 wire is used for the horizontal dipoles. the transmission line will have a negligible
for very short wavelengths. However, several effect on tuning.
Inside the building there
lengths of this wire will be required if the is no reason why the trunspusecl lead cannot
manufacturer's recommendation is to be fol- be run flat against the wall for short dislowed for an all -wave antenna ; the total tances. providing it is not near sheet girders,
horizontal length then would Ile 159 ft.
etc.
Ins., (allowing for the central strain lostAll -Wave, "Transposition -Cable"
section,
X.
Or
ft.
per
latorI.
78
Doublet Wit h 'l'rtnspesit ion Cable
141
Run the horizontal whys northwest and
southeast. Transmission-line terminals 1 and Lead -in and No Impedance ->tt tching TransAlthough the transposed lead -in
2 may be connected to the "Ant." and "God." former.
posts of most radio sets. after removing the utilizing special ceramic Iranspositon blocks,
ground wire in order to maintain balanced as described in et nneet ion with Fig. 3.\, is a
operation of the antenna and lead -in system. "swell" proposition for the chap who can't
If lack of a ground connection results in sleep unless he has "the best," the antenna
circuit oscillation or increased hum it will set -up shown In Figs. 4 and C is considerably
he necessary to use a coupling or impedance- less expensive and complicated, and will have
It is recommended greater appeal to "you and vu."
nia truing transformer.
The all-wave antenna kit illustrated in
that a manufactured unit be used; however.
In Fig. :t.\ construction data is furnished for Fig. C incorporates the following units: apIroxtmately 45 ft. stranded No. IS antenna
the experimenter.
Still another, but less dosi ra Irle method of wire: 35 ft. special twin -conduct in, gum
connecting the transmission line to the radio rubber covered "transposition- cable," the two
set utilizes two 400 ohm. 1 W. resistors. leads of which are twisted, or "transposed"
One connects In series with the transmission - every 9 ins.; 3 high -quality ceramic strain
line connection to t he "Ant." Post of the insulators: t stand-off busulator; 2 nail -it
unglazed porradio set. and the other connects in series glazed porcelain knobs, and
with the transmission -line lead to the "God." celain lead -in tube.
For those Service Men who are always
post : the ground wire may then he connected
In a hurry, the kit illustrated in Figs. 4 and
to the "Gad." post of the radio set.
C will have especially strong appeal, for it
Lightning Arresters
may be installed in a 'Jiffy." The stand -off
tile
It is advisable to use a lightning arrester insulator should be so positioned that
not rub
with any type of antenna. Those designed lead -in, if strayed by wind. will
or
the
roof.
of
for use with a doublet not en na are tart bled against the sidea ins.theof house
the transposition.
with n center -tap which Is to be connected Remove about
anti spread the
directly to a good outside ground IIf pns- cable gutn rubber covering term
to the two
connecting
siblel, the remaining two ends being con- two condueturs, doublet
as shown in Fig. 4.
nected to the two terminals of the transmis- sert funs of the
sion line, where t hey connect to the radio Ile sure to tape, lìrst with friction tape and
then with rubber tape, the open juncture of
set or any coupling unit.
lead of
'flits manner of connecting a doublet -an- the cable blfa rea t tun. 'Tire velte
retina lightning arrester unit Is clearly shown this cable connects to the "Ant." post of the
"(Ind. ",
in Fig. 3B. This figure also illustrates the radio set, and the black lead to
Instances 11 may be adtismanner of connect ing n tun n Ale coupling unit, although In slimethese
two rontlect stns,
for matching the bow-impedance ILF. trans- aable to reletse
It is especially interesting to note that an
mission line to the radio set. as well as for
Impedance -matching transformer is not reseveral other purposes.
Why n "tunable" coupling transformer? quired with this all -wave "transpositioncable" type of transposed ILF. transmission
Kell, here's the story.
litre. yet, a ground may he connected diThe Tunable Coupling Transformer
rectly to the "God:' post of the radio set.
By resonating the antenna for most effecAny fixed coupling device is a rumprtmlise,
for. the noise- reducing properties of a trans- tive reception of the shorter wavelengths,
mission line depends upon maintaining it In generally "flat" sensitivity is obtained. In
perfect electrical balance. and grounding one many instances. This is due t" tut hurrncr
end of the secondary, as shown in Fig. 3A, in sensitivity, with an tiiercwse in wavelength
of the average radio set.
tends to unbalance it.
Tire variable condenser, C. In the coupling
unit illustrated in Fig. alt. however, cunst- Adding An "Anti- Noise" Lead -In to the
Inverted -L Antenna
t111es part of the transmission line and thus
(.I Inverted -I, or 'l' -Type, With Trans enables the operator to keep the line in
perfect balance. Result: noise pick -up may position- t'a ble Lead -In and No ImpedanceIs completely balanced out at all times. This :Matching '1'unnsfurmer.
balance, or matching of one side of the
For the technician who would like to use
transmission 11t1, with the other may be se- the inverted -1, type antenna discussed in concurd at any time, regardless of the moulding nection with Fig. 2. or Its companion, the
between the transmission line and the radio T -type, but who cannot quite make the grade
set ns secured by adjustment of the setting because of excessive local- Interference pick-up
of con I..
by the lead -in portion of the antenna system,
Greater selectivity without loss of sensi- the arrangement shown in Fig. . is recomcorrectly
obtained
by
adjusting
the
tivity. Is
mended.
position of the coupling roil. L.
metal
This design utilizes the "transpositionshield can enclose the entire tunable coupling cable" mentioned in connection with Fig. 4,
unit. Including the lightning arresters shown but does so in a somewhat novel manner.
in the figure.
One of the two cm,ductots in the cable Is
The advantage of the tunable coupler is connected either to the end of the Inverted -I,
more apparent at the shorter wavelengths which points in the direction from which it
where it Is most efficient. The loss which Is desired to receive most stations, or to the
it occa sinus on the broadea st wavelengths may center of the T -type antenna, as shown. The
be compensated by turning up the Velunle unused end, std nls0 the "pen iunclure of the
control on the radio set.
taro lends cl
Id be well taped. The remainWhile it will usually be most convenient ing two ends connect to the radio set and
and desirable to terminate the actual trans- its grotmd eonnectton : reverse the two transposition line outside of the building-gener- position -cable connections to the set to deally n t a window very close to the receiver
termine wh ire is best.
there is no reason why the transposed lends
'l'Ilis "anti-noise lead -in" may he ruin from
cannot be continued within the house, While the flat -top, down the side of the building.

ALL -WAVE ANTENNAS
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BETTER

fiée lesim'!

t,ydüt
NOS. 421- 422

announces two new
tube testers: the
No. 421, for the dealer's counter
and the No. 422, a portable unit for
the service man
out in the field.
These improved testers are characterized by many unusual and outstanding features that give a new conception of tube tester performance. They
are so simply designed that anyone,
without experience, can operate and
understand them.

READRITE
and better
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These testers incorporate a 31/2" Triplett
Precision Meter, which has a shaded two color scale. It indicates in simple English
that the condition of the tube is either
"good" or "poor." No longer need you
reassure skeptical customers as to the worth
of tubes that you are testing for them.
A line voltage control A.C. meter is incorporated. Cathode and grid shorts are also
tested.
A simple push button provides
two -plate current readings for determining
the worth and conductance of all types of
new and old tubes.

Your Jobber Can SupplyYou
with the No. 421 (counter tester) at
the dealer's net price of $24.00 -and with
the No. 422 (portable tester), at the dealer's
net price of $25.50. These testers come in
a beautiful quarter -sawed oak case.

Readrite Meter Works
121

College Are.

Bluffton, Ohio

Cr

SEND COUPON FOR FA(

:

-

V1

READRITE METER WORKS,
121

College Are.. Bluffton.

Ohio.

Gentlemen:
Send me
catalog on Iteadrlte Tube Testen. and
your complete line of radio servicing equipment

Name

Address
City

state
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If You Do Public Address Work

right through an area of strong man -made
interference, and continue on to a radio set
400 or 00 ft. away. if lee, sniy, with excellent efficiency as regards maintaining good
signal strength and a high signal -to -noise
ratio.
A Combination Inverted -L and Anti Noise Doublet Antenna System
(0) Doublet With Twisted -Pair Lend -In
and Broadcast
Short - Wave Change - Over
Switch. For best all- around radin reception
on short suaves as well as long, under average
conditions in n district that Is not ton plentifully supplied with skyscrapers and staticproducing machinery. the standard single wire antenna, correctly installed, will give

-

and have not

yet ordered

WrightWRIGHTDE COSTER
P.A. 20

adaptable

a

De-

Coster P. A. 20,
you are not taking advantage of the most
money- making unit it is possible to have.

The unit housing is detachable from the horn and can be

easily removed without the use of any tools. In this
manner it can be used for indoor installation where general sound coverage is desired.

Write for literature and general information concerning
the P.A. 20.

Wright - DeCoster, Inc.
2251 University Avenue

St. Paul, Minn.

Export Dept. M. Simons & Son Co., 25 Warren St., New York
Cable Address: Simontrice, New York
Also see

page

115

For Sound Cars
the 608 -E Amplifier

an excellent account of Itself, as previously

stated.
The
tuned
ranges
sired.

l'or short -wave reception this happens
to he the 'Si and 40 meter ranges. A length
of exactly _0 r {. ft. for each leg of the antenna
gives the correct tuning effect.

Preventing "Noise Pick -up"
When interference is not extreme, transposition-cable may be fused. Or. -in a pinch,"
ordinary- twisted lamp cord nifty he used for
the lead -in. However. where the interference
is very great. armored -,able P.\ wire should
be used. Cables of this type have been run
for distances up to :WO ft.. with pract leally
no red t ion in signal strength -by net tai

INEXPENSIVE

FROM YOUR
CAR BATTERY

...

High Gain
Quality Performance

No

..

Batteries .. .
No Vibrators...

B-

Write for Circular

UNITED SOUND ENGINEERING COMPANY
Manufacturers of Specialized Sound Equipment
2233 University Avenue

St. Paul, Minnesota

BE

ELECTRIC CHIMING CALL SYSTEM

-a

real opportunity.
AmplifyTelechime
Write for our special offer tc radio men.
General Kontrolar Co., Inc.
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SURE

TO

READ

THE

AN-

NOUNCEMENT ABOUT THE NEW
1935 OFFICIAL RADIO SERVICE
MANUAL WHICH APPEARS ON
PAGE 68 OF THIS ISSUE.

t

o

comparison.
It is extremely important, in most instances, to Insulate the armored cable for the
length of Its run so that It cannot ground,
but remains "floating." or unconnected to
either lead or the ground.
If excessive interference pick -up is still
noted, It is proimble that the lint -top portion
of the antenna is to blame. Consequently,
it may be necessary to place the antenna on
another building in order to take it out of
the zone of Interference. running only the
shielded lead-in through this area.
A switch Is shown in Fig. G to permit the
set owner to select either a doublet antenna
and transposed Ica tl -in arrangement. for noise free, directive, remuant reception of short
wavelengths, or a type-'l' antenna and
ground, single -conductor (equivalent) lead -in,
for senti -directive and efficient reception of
broadcast wavelengths.
In general. a shielded lend -in or a transmission line lead -in with trais sfmmers or
coils nt either end will interfere with the
short -wave signal reaching the receiver.
(7)

OPERATES

aerial proper, exclusive of lend -in, is
so that it responds to the frequency
in which umtd nun un sensitivity is de-

Versatile Antenna Connections
Composite Marconi and hertz

An-

tenna. Continuing the tendency to simplify
and combine construction elements, the
modern all -wave radio set now incorporates
an Input terminal board that permits the
use of the following antenna arrangement:
(a) long Inverted -I, antenna: (b) short and
long inverted-1, antennas, and: (c) long and
doublet antennas. Furthermore, the wavelength range- changing switch (In the Strom brrg- Carlson Model OR receiver and Model
au Selector [4 tube, self -powered converter]
within the set) automatically connects the
correct antenna into circuit, as shown in
Pig. 7.
(A) When one antenna is used for all
four ranges, A and AD are connected together and to the antenna, while in) and G
are connected together and to the ground.
(B) When a long antenna is used for the

and B tuning ranges and a short antenna
is used for the C and D ranges, the long
antenna Is connected to A, the short antenna
is connected to AD, while CI) and t: are
A

connected together and to the ground.
(C) When n regular antenna is used for
ranges A and B and a doublet or other
antenna with transposed lead -in is used for
the C and D ranges, the regular antenna is
connected to A, the ground to G and t he
two leads of the transposed lead -in are connected to AD and CD.
When two antennas are installed as described above, the operation of the range
switch automatically connects the proper
antenna for the desired range. This is a new
feature which insures the use of the best
antenna at all times withmnt thought or
effort on the part of the user.

RADIO -CRAFT
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proper switching arrangement a
DJ, it
doublet of sulfa hie size can be used in the
latter case for both purposes. When used
as tho regular antenna for the A and H
tuning rouges, the two leads of the transposed lead -in are connected together.

Fig. .\, in part I, illustrates the new RCA
double -doublet all -wave antenna kit. In part
II, figures .i and C illustrate respectively the
"transposed lesti-in" and "transposition cable"
all -wave antenna kits manufactured by A.
H. Lynch und Co.

The Effect of Different Antenna
Lengths

BOOK REVIEW

The chart shown as Fig. R gives an IndiIN COMMERcation of the relation of the effect of antenna ACTUAL 'I'ItOUBLES
length On short -wave reception. The lower
CIAL RADIO RECEIVERS, by Berhorizontal axis is marked in megacycles
tram M. Freed. Published by Servicewhile the upper side has the locations of the
men's Publishing Co. Size 4 x 7 ins.,
hands
indicated
16. 19, 25, ::1 and 49 meter

180 pgs. (plus 8 blank memo. pages),
46 illustrations, paper covers. Price,
the majority of the stations broadcasting
$1.00.
programs for popular entertainment are conWritten by n practical Service Man (and the
centrated.
first contributor. in 192'.1, to the Operating
The vertical axis of the graph shows An- Notes department of ItAUto-t'u.tr°rt. for pracareas
unshaded
The
feet.
tenna length in
tical Service Men, .\c'r r-.tt. 'Picot-10.t:s iN
show good antenna action for the lengths of ('osl SIERCI Al, IH.toMO RE, et vrrs pulnts the linantenna anti frequencies Indicated. The light ger of expert experience right at the probable
shaded areas represent fair antenna action
ce of trouble in more than oho different
and the heavy shaded areas poor action.
sets of foremost radio receiver manufacturers.
chart,
of
of
the
the
use
an
example
As
'rite volume has nothing to sell but straight suppose that we are interested for the moment from- the -shoulder pets concerning faulty rato the 23 meter band only. To find out what dio receiver symptoms-the items are arantenna lengths could be used we start along ranged In alphabetical order for quick refthe 12 megacycle (25 meter) line and go 1111.- erence.

BE AN

AUTO-RADIO
SPECIALIST!

(bands designated by International agreement for short -nave broadcasts, and where

.

ward until we find an unshaded area. Doing
this we see that antenna lengths between
and 37.3 fret would give good results. Going
farther we see that lengths between bet and
îR feet would also be good. going to still
longer lengths we see that 106 to 12: feet
are also indicaled 1.3' unshaded area.
As this chart only applies to the type of
antenna system in the Stromberg-Carlson
Model 60 receiver, we are interested in seeing
what lengths of antenna will be most satisfactory for the 19, 23, 31 and 49 meter
bands. Therefore, we will look for an unshnded area that will include n range of
antenna lengths for these four bands. From
the large unshaded area at the bottom of the
chart we see that a range of antenna lengths
from about 25 feet to about 30 feet will be
good for these four bands. Looking for longer
antenna lengths (which would be more suitable for broadcast reception also) we conclude that the best would be between 100
and 10.E feet. This range of lengths shows
good reception on the 49 meter band, fair on
the :ti and 25 meter hands and fair to good
on the 19 meter band.
A study of this chart will indicate that
when
it is desirable to have two antennas
best possible reception is desired on both
ease
n
this
In
broadcast and short waves.
switch would be used to select the long
antenna for the broadcast range and the short
antenna for the short -ware range. It slued
be Ito ru. in mind. however. that bemuse ati
5 ft.
long is indicated as being
antenna
poor on a, wm wel en gt h of :l1 meters, does not
mean t ha t it is Impossible to receive stations
at this wa volengt h. Indeed, it is often pos.
sible to receive ft rei go short -wave sta thins
with a very short inside antenna or by oven
touching the antenna post of a sensitive receiver with a linger and allowing the body
that theta son'. as an antenna. It does;
notice. though, that the signal -to -noise ratio
will suffer and that reception of very distant
and low- powered short -wave stations will not
be probable.
In eonelusion, we wish to extend our appreciation to the following organizations for
their coopera don in the preparation of this
article: General Electric ('o., RCA Victor
Co., inc.. Strmnberg-Carlson Mfg. Co., . \twater Kent Mfg. Co.. Stewart-Warner Corp.,
Arthur II. Lynch, Inc, and Philco Radio &
Television Corp.
The writer sincerely hopes that this presentation of facts concerning new developments In all -wave antenna systems will find
acceptance as a useful supplement to the
rather extensive amount of theory which is
generally available. ( "The Antenaplex System," RADIO -CRAFT Oct., Nov. and Dec. '31:
"Solving the Problems of City Aerials," "Dec.
'29; "Reducing Noise with Short-Wave Collectors." "Sept. "t^_: "Reducing Man -Made
Interference," and, "Noise- Reducing Antenna
Systems,' Jan. '33,)
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amplifier especially constructed to reproduce
vey low frequencies. This amplifier is attached to the regular radio receiver through
an automatic control tube, which nets, as
mentioned before, as an inverted J.V.1'. tube.
Those Nebo wish to try this new development
will find all of the required details, as furnished by the designers for the use of English tubes, in the schematic circuit, Fig. 3.
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A GERMAN SOUND -FILM

Clip coupon

PROJECTOR
\I ea.tztxt:
itolowlarr
.0

N A recent issue of

a description of a new 16 nun. souhd-onfllm home projector appeared. This projector,
which included the actual projection apparatus, a sound rep rt al aver. and an amplifier.
all in One ease, followed very closely the
methods followed by American manufacturit.
ers in the design of their types of nod'
In other words, the films tt r, perforated on
one edge only, the other edge of the film
being used to carry the sound track. The
film is designed to run at a speed of 24
frames per second.
'l'he appearance of this unit is shown in
Fig. E. The entire unit is operated from
a standard A.C. line and is designed ptu'tienlarly for Ilse in small rooms. Frequencies
tip to 3.000 eye les are recorded on the narrow film which supplies satisfactory quit litY
where small amplification is needed.

u

Und,-Co'

Bann,ng Beard and

1

A TRIPLE -BAND RECEIVER
BR(i.\l,i'. \s'tl N.; in I:I mope is seat

nn

sepaa to trove bands kuuw'n as long
wen was, Intermediate wares, and short waves
Olds corresponds to our long, broadcast. and
short waves 1. In order to combine in one
cabinet a receiver that will cover all three

of these wave bands. without limiting the
efficiency of any one band, a new receiver
hag just been introduced on the English market. The cabinet in which this set is housed
will be seen in Fig. F. It will be noticed
that there are 3 dials on the slanted sections
of the cabinet. Each of these 3 dials covers
one wave band, and individual input circuits
for each wave band feed into a common I.E.
amplifier, second -detector and A.F. amplifier.
'l'he receiver itself is a superheterodyne, using
an intermediate frequency of 473 kc. It also
has connections for an electric phonograph
pickup.
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New Sylvania Auto -Radio Book contains valuable information used by radio engineers in
their everyday work. Short cuts on difficult
installations, handy reference data on R.M.A.
Resistor Color -Code, what to do after standard suppression methods fail to eliminate
ignition interference, etc.
Send for your free copy. It will help to put
you in on the ground floor of the fast-growing
. a
business that Sylauto -radio industry

vania engineers, themselves, actively advanced with their development of the 6.3
HYGRADE SYLVANIA CORvolt tube!
PORATION.

'

Makers of

Factories

SYLVANIA TUBES

EMPORIUM. PA.
ST. MARY'S. PA.
SALEM, MASS.
CLIFTON, N. J.

HYGRADE LAMPS
ELECTRONIC DEVICES r,Ii1

O II.

S.

Corp., T93

A

`+/
V.:...

THE SET-TESTED RADIO TUBE
HYGRADE SYLVANIA CORPORATION
B -13
Emporium, Pa.
Please send free. without obligation, your new servie,
book "Auto -Radlo Installation and Servicing."

1

Nome
Address

State

L(ity
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of the unit. 'Phis power supply consists of
by the -uu -eili
switch on the front panel.
a motor -generator which operates directly
from the 0 C. source and which is controlled
It bats been carefully designed und built fur
trouble -free, continuous service. The hearings are of the oil -Ions" Iype. eli mtuntiug a
possible source of trouble. The filter unit
employed is constructed with a huge margin
of safety nad is entirely adequate in design, using 40 Inf. for litter condensers,
The phonograph. which is tua integral part
of the assembly. features a heavy-duty 6 V.
motor designed to play either the 78 or 33
1 /:; r.p.m.
records. It is arranged with a
speed -regulating control and a speed-changing
lever.
.1 separate "on -off" switch is employed tu rut off the phonograph motor when
the micropl
is used. .1 weighted turn fahle is furnished, together with
2 .peed
pickup of excellent tins li ty. .1 bracket
provided for anchoring the pickup when is
it

OPERATING NOTES

%2/2/6VOLT

A

1

putt(

is of transformer- coupled push -pull type. We
could not blame coupling condensers as there
are tone in this model
R'1- tried shunting
a 0.25 -meg. resistor from one side of the
secondary to ground, as shown lu Fig. 3 and
away went Mr. Distortion. thereby saving
the price of a new input transformer, which,
In these models. are very expensive due to
the special type used.

MOBILE

A. SYSTEM

P.

foal in till, It

MAJESTIC 230

The only powerful

COMPACT
PORTABLE
6 VOLT

unit

single

Npep;' waS the complaint on this model.
Only the locals were received. :1 checkup proved all voltages correct. so, consulting
a schematic we found n 500 ohm resistor
ordinarily visible, in the grid circuit of (not
the
24 detector tube connected from grid to
ground as shown in Fig. 4. As this Is located inside the coil shield, alongside the coil is not in use.
itself, the shield must be removed before the
resistor can be checked. This unit is a 1/10Methods of Mounting Speakers
W. resistor, which wet found to be open.
As outlined above, 2 sturdy, 14 in. (i
V.
Note that replacement should be made with dynamic speakers
are supplied with the sysa h -W. unit whereupon the set will perform
tems.
For mobile opera thon. they luny be
"better as new."
mounted in the rear windows of a ear. and
against suitable bailles, or they may- be housed
CROSLEY 40S WITH DYNACONE in at trunk carried at the rear
of the ear.
DIS'l'ORTION," again was the complaint. .\n alternative method of installation is to
and when we checked the set we found mount the speakers in attractive, well-loomed
the Mershon condenser to be boiling exces- eases which muy be clamped to the running
sively.
We naturally tried new Mershon boards of the car or fl stenel on the roof.
condensers, but without success in correcting For truck use, the speakers may be mounted
the faulty operation. We then tried all other directly on the side pli nets of the truck,
or
methods of distortion cure known to us -but on top of the truck, employing suitable
bo fille
all to no avail. Then a happy thought -we horns for directional effet.
. \I
[Rum
tried a new speaker. Away went distortion, trumpets with dynamic units may
be are
and at the saine time, the condenser sizzling. ranged for maximum envers
ge by mounting
The trouble was in the speaker field. which at cluster of three Dieing forward,
with a
would check perfectly with the ohmmeter but single horn faring lo the rear,
un top of
in operation would increase resistance and the truck.
cause the symptoms mentioned.
Replacing
the field solved the problem.

compact
Mobile Sound System
built today. Operates
entirely from any 6
Volt storage battery.
lias phono and mike

as

OPERATION

provision, with 6 Volt
two-speed phono motor
built in. Write for
FREE description and

BUILT-IN
PHONO
MIKE INPUT

price.

ALLIED RADIO CORP.

933 W. Jackson Blvd., Dept.

D.

Chicago, Ill.
Send me FREE the following:
Mobile Sound Literature.
1934 Spring and Summer Catalog.

Name
Address
City

.

State

le

a

A MOBILE P.A.
SYSTEM
I Con

nip-vile Model :\V. t:, -iett way to
improve
a
public address syst, tit.
Remarkable } life - like. flat Teaponse
over entire audible range. Directional
quality eliminates acoustical feed back.
y

N

EWJ('j /,

,VAi,

$25.00

"

u,i

Profe-.sional in quality.
life - Ilke.
Special diaphragm stretched so that
resonant point is far above audible
rasage.
Write for Bulletin C.
Assembled, list prise $10.00

Kit.

S8.00

Amperites. Automati
calls. regulates
filaments
of tubes.
Enables 2 volt set to operate un air cell,
storage 'sattere, dry cell. etc.
Write
A new seri. -. of

for Bulletin 2V,

56N BROADWAY
EW YOR K

AMPERITE(rporation

1

SUPERIOR QUALITY
IN ALL CLIMATES
'INS WOULD OVER
ET

LEADING

SOLAR MFG. CORP.
599 I IOADwfl
NEW TOES
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'Mgr 92)

I

The New Class B 6 V. Amplifier
'l'Ire 1; V. uuiplili,i- incorporated in this
sound system is of the class It type. with an
output conservatively rated at 20 W. .1 single 7d tub, is used as n voltage nmplitier.
feeding into s pair of Tas lu push -pull as
drivers, 'l'hesr% In turn. feed into the final
Stage which monsists of four 79s in parallel
push -push or class lt. 'these tubes are readily
accessible through a removable. ventilated
panel at th, rear of the cabinet.
The input is arranged for microphone and
phonograph. with at
position switch in the
center of the control panel to switch the input from "plum. to "mike." tir ..off." The
volume control. left -hand knob, is connected
ill the control -grid circuit of the voltage
simplifier tube in such a manner that bass
is not accentuated.
'rho right -hand knob
con t rois microphone current which is supplied by the nmplitìer from the 0 V. input.
A.
single
-off' api tel. which has placed
above it
ruby bull's -eye controls the entire
power supply. 'l'he output tap is set at 4
ohms for parallel operation of two R ohm
voice coils, which is the correct impedance
of the speakers supplied. An additional tap
is also provided, at R .hms for the parallel
as

PAPER AND MICA CONDENSERS
EICOONIZED DOA

JOIlIAI IVEerwsese

;,

.n

WIT AND DRY ELECTROLYTIC

SOLD

l

top of the cabinet near the phonograph mttor. All plugs are polarized for fool -proof
installation and operation. Two 14 in.. a \-.
dynamic speakers of exceptionally sturdy 1111'tr11ction, and whipped with 12 ft. cords terminating In plugs. are furnished with the
installation. .1 rugged 2 button carbon nderophone, 14 in. banquet stand. and :PI ft.
connecting cord and plug are Moto supplied
with the equipment.

A

Write for Bulletin AV.
Assembled, list pries

ASK FOR

CATALOG
OF EXTREMELY

COMPACT TYPES
HANDY FOR SERVICE

DE LUXE 4 TUBE
SHORT-WAVE SET

Ott:nvn. Ont.. Can.

'o

s

A

R.snuo LABORATORIES,

.

operation of 2 dynamic units (horn type)
which may be used If desired.
A complete high -voltage power supply delivering 2.30 C. of filtered D.C. to the plates
of the tubes, Is built in as an integral part

sf e,,sti at
Ieon, p"9t 92t
and s, lerl ieity of all ordinary broadcast
revolver to 511,11 an extent that their combined
operation will Mill/111y equal. 1111(1 In some
eases ant- perform. nuns' expensive short
-wave
and all -pace receivers.
The essential diaerenee between this converter and the 1.011V1.111 1011111 type is that
pieta rns three Imiportt tit (motions, all it
of
which are prime rerinisites for short-wave reception
,sreadcast receivers.
.1 brief review of these functions will
clearly
iudlca to why Snell :t device, and not the broadoust 1.114.41 1.1.1. is an ilia ports nt fa etor
in the
overall performative of the combination,
The fixer) -tune LI ". stage 1143 lec.l employed
in this deluxe converter is at feature of paramount importance for the following reasons:
first. I.eeaI., it odds an ndditinmt high -gain
stage to the receiciu_ ,c.t,lu nand thereby ínso

tirity

.t

its oc,ra .,u.iticity: 51-1-011(1, because
Stnc, :na readily hr designed for
maximum anplilientiou and more effective supere115e5
lis -il

11

-tut,

to

rei,etfoui of undesired nd,laeent ft...and third, ber11151' the use of
pretoned .I'. input stag, will enable the user
I.e rn silt' .. r,.ounte the input circuits
of the
pression

t

.We/141o,

11

I

seer

to the tuned output of the eonveEer

l unit, the Iero11lieast receiver

time o.1.
When

for "pen k'

Iby

matcher, resonance is thus established, wn xlmmm tansfrr of energy takes
place from the converter to the receiver,
and
perfect rucking of the .seillator is assured
for the entire series of short-wave bands.

Coil Changing Systems
re- c:t'ding the relative
of swi trh ing arrangements and plug-inmerits
colts
.1

few words

might not

be out of plat1-e.
The use of plug-in coils, although conceded
to be good design, is toot always the best
chedce.
first, because some Improvised
method for holding the call I. nearly nlwnys
used, such am it socket and prong arrangement. (lt should be borne in mind that
the tube socket contacts were primarily designed for use with tubes which are rarely
withdrawn from and Inserted into their respective sockets).
Such receptacles lack a

RADIO -CRAFT
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number of

important characteristics which

perfect plug -iu system.
also usually unprotected
from mechanical injury. It being, of course,
known that the handling of exposed coil
are necessary for
Plug -in coils are

a

Replaces 1'B" Cells on 90%

bindings in callable prndureI n detrimental
change of in tin.ta ncc by some slight shitting
of the wires or accidental abrasion. This
may greatly impair the performance of any

Multi -Tap

pmser output

Auto Radio Sets
"It"

"it"

supplies smooth quiet, constant
voltage fur auto amt u tul' boat radios.
permanently modem: Ì:Ises 90 V., 135
or 250 V.. at various taps on connecting
t

Makes them
V., Igo V.,
block shown in Illustration.
The General full-wave Vibrator has oser -Sized contacts

short -wave device.
Switching arrangements on the other hand,
although free from the evils associated with
plug-in coils, and extremely rot venient. are
nevertheless characterized by a number of
lasses usually- inherent in switch contacts,
such as noise, objectionable stray capacity
of the switch and its associated wiring, as
well its the "lend -end" effects of unused
turns or other coupling losses introduced by

Vibrator assembly self- caaained
'limiting lung life.
and housed in I oss -reti st ance, non- magnetic metal case.
No liability of (mechanical injury or spring coming

adjustment.
Inner vibrator ease floated and completely enclosed
sand absorbing sponge rubber container within
Free from annoying hum and
shielding metal r
R.F. disturbances. at Output entirely filtered to eliminate
interference and feed -bark.
All pans and wiring mounted securely direct on
chassis, housed In steel. cadmium- plated cabinet. Easily
Installed.
ALWAYS READY
With the Multi -tap "It" there aro no dead "B"
batteries to worry about when turning on the radlofull soltage is always there when turning the radio

out of

by

"idle coils.'

.

500,000

of

Tuning Circuit Features
The difficulty of tuning in short -wave stalions has been effectively eliminated by carefully coord inar ing the ca pa ri to t ive and inductive relationship of the tuning system.
In order to produce a high 11.1". voltage
in the control -grid of the first- detector a
high L to t' ratio is employed. that is. a
large inductance and small capacity are used
in preference to at small inductance and large

switch.

"B"

for use with 12 V.. 24 V., or 32 V.
D.C. isolated lighting plants may also be had.

Multi -tap

(Trade Mark)

"B"

SERVICE ENGINEERS-DISTRIBUTORS
This field is now ripe for big profits. Let's Go!

POWER SUPPLY UNIT
(Pat. Applied for)

ONE MODEL
Tubeless)
(Tube or

WRITE TODAY FOR ALL DETAILS

'rapacity. This favorable condition Is brought

about by using space -wound coils utilizing
solid. enamel covered copper wire together
with a 2 gang 140 moat., tuning condenser.
In order to further increase the voltage on
the grid of the ti rst- detector tube, the input
antenna "loading" is kept unusually low.
Loose inductive coupling is used in preference to capacitat(ve coupling so as to eliminate the introduction of any capaeitative
losses in the tics t- detector control -grid cir-

CHICAGO. ILL,

THROOP ST.

S.

Operates from the 0 volt storage
battery. Drains only 4.0 amperes
at maximum output.

CORP.

GENERAL TRANSFORMER
504

PUBLIC ADDRESS

cuit.
Four coils are used to cover the short -wave
spectrum in the following steps:
Coll
Coil
Coil
Coil

"A"

12 to 20 meters 122.000 to 9,994 kc.1
to till meters 1111.710 to 4,997 ko. I

"I[ 2S"7
"l''

to tats meters i:1.300 to 2,::00 k.-.1

"D" 120 to 2119 meters t2.l9, to 1,0::0 kt-.l
It will be mated that each coil has an ap-

proximate fregneury ratio of 1.3, which provides for broad separation of congested band_
so as to greatly simplify the process of tnu

tug ns well as the problem of accurate tis. illator trackin_ over the entire tuning rtu,

DuoSpeaker Unit -Opened

Amplifier

Complete -Nothing Else To Buy Ill

The Circuit

A Real Portable Hi -Gain Amplifier System in Beautifully Finished Leatherette Cases.
WITH HEAVY DUTY BROADCAST TYPE 2- BUTTON MICROPHONE
AND SATIN NICKEL FINISHED 12 POUND FLOOR STAND.
100 Feet heavy rubber cable, complete set of tubes and 2 heavy duty dynamic speakers,
POWER OUTPUT 15 WATTS. BEAUTIFUL QUALITY
USES 7 of the NEW TYPE TUBES
Coverage up to 6,000, indoors.
Specially Designed for Orchestras and Solo Work, In Use by the Finest Orchestras.

The circuit of this run Vetter is shown in
1.
It will be noted that it is app"
viably- different from the usual ran of eon
sorter circuits. particularly in respect to th
use of a separate oscillator and let rode lirstof a high
detector. as well as the inclu."
gain 1.1. stage.
adhered
were
(:mud engineering principles
to when it was decided to use t wo separate
tubes for the combined ti rst -detector and
high- frequency oscillator, principally beran
selmra t lug the two fn net joss provides 6.r
greater oscillator stability. In most pent:,
grid converter circuits tiropi ivllI one milli
purpose tithe for froolleny illserslon

l'ig.

COMPLETE

NET PRICE

$129.70

25'0 With Order, Balance C.O.D.
for 1934 Cariog c
RADIO AMPLIFIER LABORATORIES, 291 E. 137th Street, New York City,
F.O.B. NEW YORK CITY.

S-a-d
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NEW SHORT WAVE
RECEIVERS in KIT FORM

the
andd and. complete line .,f
sl e.rt w'ase Iteeelvers In all of It
-r ' t --t
cry requirement (nay be filar i
,d
Via -rat Line consists of a 1 -tune ,..intrus
+t for beginners: a 2 -lune hart-ry set uhicia per torins Ilke a "3" a 3 -tuile A.C. operated set giving
nul speaker reception; a 4-tube A.C. sel of extreme
u ,plirity and amazing Mower: a -tube sel for the
All s .
In the snot" s. \\'. Enthusiast.
I ds e d
In kit font; are licensed under itc.\ and
aeltlne patents and incorlorate esery latest Ininent in timid,. and tubes. Get our new, free
ti r rrlpttve literature which glses ro :.I -te detatis.
\Jdress
entire line.
and dl- canu t. of n

Ira bthtg.

,

a

.

t

--

-

- -

. .

t

rl

IIVSULINE CORP. OF .AMERICA
Fig.

23.25

B

PARK PLACE NEW YORK, N.Y.

Chassis view of 4 tube converter.
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Electric
All-WAVE
3
TheSHORT
RECEIVER

Greatest value on the market. fies III'; -Il" tube. in
special circuit as screen -grid regenerative detector.
audio amplifier.
rectifier and complete bulltln power
au p p ly.
Operates
directly from 110
V. A.C. or D.C.
Sensitive and free
from hum.
Range
15 -200 meters. Coils

wiring diagram
included. Mounted
on heavy black
crackle finish chassis
and panel. Foreign
reception guaranand

Ilae

Ii. iv

N.

Kit

teed.
Wired and tested, extra, $1.25
assembled. $5.95
Tubes, extra, SI.80.

EILEN RADIO LABORATORIES

24 West 20th St., Dept. RC, New York City

HOW TO BUILD, TEST
AND REPAIR
RADIO
SETS
80:60

,.e,

tmAG,1""'

..

`.:

Radio Construction

Library

Including Television, Short -Wave Receivers and Auto
Radios. 3 Volumes. 6,9 -1177 pages, 561 illustrations.
This practical Library includes: l'ILtC'rICAL RADIO
-The fundamental principles of radio, presented in an
understandable manner.
Illustrated with working diaPRACTICAL RADIO CONSTRUCTION AND
grams.
REPAIR- 3lethods of locating trouble and reception
faults and making workmanlike repairs. Discusses modern Short- tt'ase Marchers and Installation of automobile
radios full'.
RA1110 RECEIVING TUILES -Principles
underlying the operation of ell vacuum tubes and their
use In reception, remote control and precision m
-

-

mente.

Helps you

full

to understand

construction

of

asperimenter

-a

10

r

modem type receiving sets
data and practical kinks for the

training course for service men.

Days' Free Examination
Easy Terms
McGRAW -HILL

FREE

EXAMINATION COUPON

MtGRAW -MILL BOOK COMPANY. INC..
330 W. 42nd St., New York.
Gentlensen: -Send me the new RADIO CONSTRUCTION LIILRARY, all charges prepaid. for 10 day?
Free Examination. If satlrfaetory I will send $1.50
In 10 days. and $2.00
paid. If not wanted I

month until $7.50 nos been

will return

the books.

Name
Home Address

City and State
Position
Name of Company

RC -3 -31

modulation or detector( the oscillator efficiency of the tube rapidly diminishes as the
frequencies increase due to decrease of eapacitative reactance of the input circuit. The
employment of a separate triode oscillator
and a separate tetttnie mixer (first -detector)
provides for an unusually efficient form of
frequency inversion, in fact continuous and
dependable reception can be maintained on
the 14 meter und (approximately 20 megacycles) !
For short -wave coverage a higher I.F. is
always preferable in order to avoid interlocking between the carrier frequency and
the oscillator frequency. This converter employs n 543 ke. I.F. for the following reasons first, because it is the lowest frequency
bordering the broadcast band (there is no
danger of any broadcast or police call signal
forcing its way into I.P. amplifier and causing interference(; second, because a more
stable gain is possible at this frequency than
at any other broadcast frequency; third, because a greater inter -channel selectivity (5.45
Ire.) is available nt this frequency as compared with 15 ke. selectivity nt the opposite,
or 1,.í(10 lie. end of the broadcast band.
:

Power Supply System
The unit is completely self- powered. The
standard model operates from 110 V. A.C.
power lines, and consumes less than 25 W.
Its operation however Is possible also with
32 or 110 V. I).('., or from 2 V. aircells, as
well as 0 V. storage batteries.

Universal Antenna Provision
Another valuable feature of great importance In this converter is the provision for
use of any type of antenna. including doublet, transmission line, shielded systems and
special noise- reducing antennas. Practically
all former converters have one side of the
antenna coil grounded. a condition which
necessitated wiring alterations in order to
use a doublet antenna.
However. in this do
luxe converter, the antenna primary is isolated from the chassis by bringing both end
leads out to 2 insulated binding posts, BI'1
and BP2. A third post, BP3, is connected
to the chassis.
When transmission lines are used the line
leads are connected to BP1 and BI'2. A
single -wire antenna is connected to IBPI,
while IiP2 Is grounded to 11i'3, If a special
noise-reducing antenna and its coupling
transformers are employed, the output of the
transformer may be treated as n transmission
line or single-wire aerial (depending upon
the best results obtained by comparative

tests).

RADOLEK CO., 140 Canal Station, Chicano
I am a Dealer p; Serviceman
I operate from Shop or Store
llome O
I own the following Test Equipment
My training and experience is

;

Name
Address

City

Stute

10 WATTS of

i
d

RESISTOR
PERFECTION
Efficient-and

low- priced!

Wire - wound, vitreous - enameled,
and has non -corrosive Mond metal
contacts and lugs. Same type in
sizes, 3 ratings and 67 values.
3
Write for Neu, Catalog "RC-8"

175 Varte!k St.

New York, N.Y.

ELECTRAD
112

CONVERTING OLD
RECEIVERS
I

(',Mtiu lira

1E0111

pllye SII)

concerning this type of tube. transformer
coupling to the 56 S.F. amplifier produced
considerably better results In both volume
and tone over the highly recommended resistance coupling.
The finished job finds the receiver, for
sortie unknown reason, quite a bit more sensitive than it was prior to the revamping
operation. The apparent selectivity suffers
somewhat as a result of the A.Y.C. action.
However, the actual selectivity 1s found to

A.V.C. IN WESTINGHOUSE WR77,
RCA 80, 82, ETC.
IHAVE had six (glasses to remodel for
A.V.C. In the above models. It seems that
the customers who happen to own this type
set usually know what radio performance
means and they all get tired of having to
get up constantly and taro the volume up
or down, and can be sold very easily on a
remodeling job. The procedure, in conjunction with Fig. 3, is a very simple one: first
unsolder the wires from the second- detector
socket, and then replace it with a 6 prong
wafer -type socket, soldering the filament
wires onto the new socket ; solder the same
plate wire back on the socket, but remove
the ,0024 -ml. condenser that was connected
from plate to cathode of the 27 tube, as
this tends to cut down the high- frequency
response of the set. Next, connect the green
wire that was the grid wire on the 27
tube, to one of the diode plates. Solder a
2,500 ohm resistor from cathode to ground,
and you can use the original bypass condenser, but a 5 ref. electrolytic gives a higher
bass -note volume level.
When the volume
control It turned off, connect a .5 -meg. resistor from the other diode plate to ground,
and solder a 100 mmf. condenser from this
plate to the plate of the 24 lust LF. socket.
You are now reedy to start on the coils beginning with the last T.F. coil; disconnect
the grid return wire from ground and solder
to one end of a .2.tneg, resistor; the other
Side of the resistor note _ : to the cathode
of the 55 tube: bypass tI k yellow wire (grid return lead) with a tau to 500 mmf. condenser.
Remove the :inn ohm resistor that
is mounted under the dial (On a bakelite
strip) ; also remove all its connecting wires
and solder a ,05 -meg tit -W. resistor in its
place. Connect one side of this resistor to
the grid- return wire of the last I,F, coil,
and the other side of this resistor connects
to one terminal of a .02 -mf. condenser; the
other terminal of this condenser goes to the
"high" stele of the new . -meg. volume con trol which can now be mounted in place of
the old one. (Jest remove the wires from
this old control and solder both of them to
the chassis). Ground the opposite side of
the new volume control and run a wire
from the arm of the volume control to the
grid cap of the 55 tube. (Bore a hole beside the socket for this wire to go through
the chassis). There is no change to he made
in the second I.F. roil, but there is a change
to be made in the first I.P. coil. Open up
this roil by removing the shield and you
will find that the grid -return of this coil is
soldered to the chassis: unsolder it and connect the lead to the yellow wire that goes
to one side of the secondary trimmer condenser of this same coil. Now. remove the
yellow grid- return wire and connect another
wire from here to one side of a .5 meg., tFaW. resistor ; the other aide of this resistor
goes to the diode plate on the 55 tube that
now has a condenser soldered to it (from
diode plate to plate of the 24 tube). Solder
n small -size .01- to .05 -ml. condenser inside
this coil from the grid -return to the ground,
or to the same place the grid- return wire
was soldered originally.
Now replace the
shield and let's go to the first R.F. coil on
top of the chassis.

rnsolder the ground side of the antenna
coil proper from the soldering lug and solder
to the brace that holds the coil. '('hen remove the ground wire from this terminal
(the return leads of both bnndpass and R.Fbe entirely satisfactory.
grid
windings now are all that connect to
Altogether, the results are such as to
convince the writer that any reasonably this lug), connect a .01- to .fl. -mf. bypass
good receiver of 1929, or later vintage, can condenser from this lug to ground. and solbe very sit tisfactorily and ecrmnnt lea f ly re- der it small .1 -meg.. ?_, -W. resistor to the
vamped in this manner. However, there is same lug. Bore a small hole through the
offered merely as a good starting point for chassis near this coil and run a wire through
a bit of experimenting in capacities anti re- this hole from one side of the .1 -meg. resistances before the hest results ore ob- sistor to the same side of the .5 -meg, resistor
tained. Therefore. the diagram herewith is that connects to the grid -return lead of the
offered merely as a good starling point for first I.F. coil.
this work and not as cut and dried formula
Now remove
wire that connects from
which will be effective on any nod all sets. the local- distancetheswitch
to the plate of the
And our parting hint : he sure to shield first-detector--and
disconnect all of the
the 2A6 tube and the control -grid lend there- remaining wires then
from the local -distance
to, as this baby has n strong tendency to switch, if you want
the set to operate with
generate a lovely 120 cycle limn.
a phono. pickup or, if the chassis is used
JAMES I1. SLE:ISn
iu
the combination, then on the terminal

RADIO- CRAFT
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strip on the back of the chassis you make
the following changes: terminal No. 1 goes to

the ground side of the 2,000 ohm resistor in
the cathode circuit of the last 24 I.F. tube
(this will give better results if changed to
a value of 700 ohms: there is no change otherremove the
wise on No. 1) terminal No.
wire from terminal No. 2 and connect a
wire from here to the high side of the volume control (now, when not using the phono.
pickup do not short terminals 1, 2 and 3 together as formerly, but Just use a single
wire and connect from 1 to 3). Terminal
No. 3 -no change; terminal No. 4 -no
remove all wires
change; terminal No.
and leave open. Now on the combination,
disconnect the yellow with green tracer wire

2-

5-

from the "mike" input transformer terminal No. 4 to the switch terminal No. 4, give the set a good tune up
and set is now ready for delivery.
The set works better with a :5 tube in
the first R-F. and first I.F. sockets: although
It is possible to use the original tubes, try
both and use your own judgment.
Il. L. CIIANEY

that

goes

A

2

TUBE S. -W.

CONVERTER

teen tin o d from pnpr

!101

cannot possibly tune in short -wave stations
(200 meters and below), naturally either a
change in the design of the coils and condensers employed, or else an attachment or

"converter," is necessary.
2 Tube Converter
The unit to be described is a self -powered
Job, operating from 110 V. A.C. or D.C. It
employs two tubes, namely a CA7 (composite
first-detector and oscillator) and a 37 whose
grid and plate are connected together (at the
socket terminals) for half-wave rectification.
The output of this tube is suitably filtered
and employed for plate and screen-grid volt-

If (tufi li ui,,f Jrum papr

THE IC6 AND 76 TUBES

follows:

Fil. V.

(Grid G)
(Grid Gc1
Anode -Grid V. (Grid Gal
Osc: Grid Ohms (Grid Go)
Plate Ma.
C.-G. V.
5;G. V.

S. -G. Ma.

Anode -Grid Ma.
Ose. Grid Ma.
Total Cathode Ma.
Plate Resist., mega.

Conversion Conductance,
Conversion Conductance*

-3.0

67.5
135

50.000
1.3
2.3
2.0
0.2

-3.0

67.5
180
50,000
1.5

0-55
300

2.0
3.3
0.2
6.7
0.75
325

4

4

G,:5
,

With C.-G. V. at -14.0 V.

Less drop through 20.000 ohm resistor.
The tube prongs, looking nt the base of the
tube, are as follows, clockwise: F, I', Ga, Go,

F; the

cap is G.

The 70 is a general-purpose tube designed
as a companion to the 77 and 78. In spite
of the decreased current rating the characteristics and performance obtained are superior to that of the type 37. The 76 may
be used to advantage in resistance -coupled
amplifiers because of the increased amplification factor. Characteristics of this tube are
as

follows:

Operation

.

RADIO -CRAFT

I

(5)

Horn: Armature may

cause inter-

ference.

(6)
Battery Circuit: Loose connections
or intermittent grounds may cause interference.
(7 -5)

Lighting Circuit:

Be- radiates

inter-

ference radiated anywhere in the car.
(0 -10) Electric Windshield Wiper, ElecClot Water Heater: Sparking nt
switch points and commutators causes inter-

tric Fan, or
ference.

for AUGUST,

all present day tubes AND
This instrument
due to use of rotary switch and variable SHUNT
allows the addition of new tubes without removing
from case.
It tests the 2nd plate of all tubes.
DIRECT reading on shaded dial.
ly.
Allows diode and triode tests to be made sep
3s/s" D'Arsonval meter, 2',;, accuracy.
NEON leakage and short test AUTOMATIC and
tat for short or leakage covers all elements.
Accurate line voltage regulation allows uniform
readings. Plate and filament both controlled.
AND provisions are made so that condensers .00025
to 5 M.F. can be tested for leakage- short -good.
Likewise, resistance can be measured though
meter scale is not calibrated for this purpose.
Vacuum tube voltmeter principle is used for this
test -

Portable. Top cover not shown in illustration above.
Verichrome lettered bakelite panel.

Dealen and Servicemen,
quartered oak case, net

--- $2375

Dealers and Servicemen,
leatherette covered case

._
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COMPANY

L. & L. ELECTRIC

Dept. 11 -A
336 Madison Avenue

Memphis, Tenn.

MAIL COUPON TODAY
L. & L. ELECTRIC COMPANY
363 Madison Avenue, Memphis. Tenn.

cc[` 1:IUNICE Engineering Bulletin 101.' con,/ bins, in addit i.tu to the following information (conerning th figure below), considerable data of value to the car -radio Service Man. Send for your free copy.
Spark -plug Cables : Radio interferII
ence is set up by the discharge across the
spark plug points.
(2) Coll to Distributor Cable: Sparking
between distributor points and rotor causes
noisy reception.
(3) Low Tension Breaker to Coil: This
unit may radiate strong interfering signals.
Sparking
Generator Commutator :
(4)
brushes introduce noise in the electrical system.

Model 22

-

SOURCES OF AUTO-RADIO
NOISE (No. 518)

The following procedure should he emplayed in connecting and operating the con-

Tube

180
2.0

135
2.0

Plate V.

-

Disconnect the antenna wire from the
binding post of the radio receiver and connect it to the antenna (green wire) clip lead
of the converter.
Connect the set antenna (red) wire of the
converter to the antenna post of the radio
receiver. and set ground thine) wire of the
converter to the ground post of radio receiver.
Do not disconnect ground connection from
radio receiver.
After these connections have been made,
uncoil the extension cord and plug it into a
110 V. A.C. or D.C. outlet.
Turn the right-hand switch to the "Broadcast" position. This disconnects the con verter and connects the radio receiver for
regular broadcast reception. Turn on the
radio receiver and set its tuning dial to
approximately 1000 kc. or 300 meters. or as
close to this point as freedom from broadcast
interference will permit.
Turn the right -hand switch to the "Shortwave" position and the converter is ready
for tuning in short -wave stations.
If the converter is used with one of the
ultra -small midget A.C. -L.C. receivers, the
set ground wire need not be connected.
In some cases the local broadcast station
may interfere with the reception of short
waves. When this occurs, a simple wave trap consisting of an inductance that has
20 turns of No. 20 RCS'. wire wound on a
2 in. form, and shunted with a variable
condenser of from 700 to 1,200 mmf., should
be inserted in series with the antenna lead -in.
Simply rotate the dial of this tuning condenser until a point is reached where the
interference "fades" out.

new
Tester!

(No. 517)

106 is an improved 2 V. filament type,
15 grid electron -coupled tube for use as a
The
combined oscillator and first -detector.
inter -changing of the 1.1G with the type 106
is recommended only in circuits where the
ballast lamp or filament series resistor can
be changed to accommodate the extra .06 -A.
filament drain required by the 106, The 1C0
is designed especially for all -wave battery
receivers and operates well up to 24 mega Additional characteristics are as
cycles.

THE

Class A Amplifier
G.8
Heater V., A.C. or D.0
0.3Heater A.
ages necessary to the GA7.
250
Two plug-in coils are all that are necessary Plate V.
-13.5
to cover the useful bands within 20) to C.-G. V.
5,0
20 meters. The brown coil permits reception Plate Ma,
0,511)
from 200 to 60 meters; the black coil, 60 to ]'late Rests, t lh nos
1.4.,0
Mutual Conductance, mieromhos
20 meters.
13,8
All values of the various parts employed Amplification
wiring
The tube base connections are as follows
In this converter are indicated in the
diagram shown in I.ig. 1. The layout and (clockwise) : H, P, G, K, H.
location of each individual component is
shown in Fig. A.

verter:

Radically

A

LATEST IN RADIO

Dept.

Il -A

remit* once of E
sill find
for which send me at deader+ and servtremens. net
price. the MODEL 22 Tube Tester checked below:
Enclosed you

] Midst 22 -with quartered oak ease, net 323.73.
[ I Maffei 22-leatherette covered, net. 322.50.
[

Name

Address

J

State

City

LITTLE DYNAMITE
A

POWERFUL high
quality amplifier

yet extremely compact
to size (measuring 3 x
Has ex5 x 6" high.)
cellent response over
the audio band. Espe-

cially suitable for small
or portable P.A. Systems for recording and
for use in conjunction
with photo cells, etc. Uses a 57 high gain
pentode and the dual triode 2B6 tube. An
80 tube provides humless plate supply.
Overall gain 80.5 db. Will supply 1.1000
ohm field. Output 5 watts. List price,
Dealers net
less tubes $22.50.
price

-

__.. _..

...

i38.95

Three Arcturus Tubes net $3.15.
Write in Jor free Alan Sound Handbook
oA the press soon.

ALAN RADIO CORP.

83 -R Cortlandt Street

1934

New York, N. Y.
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A

A VERSATILE

.

In achieve.
ment of flner

performance,

more rugged eon tructlon
and bummed design. the
Postal Auto -Radio of six
tube;. has many superb
features still Ito be found
in other models. Travel
this s ason will be more
enjoyable with the Postal
Auto - Radio.
This tine receiver is
powered by
sir tubes:
2 -7d's; 1 -:5:
1 -41:
-n.51 and l -SI, and has hull( -In
dynamic speaker. It has remote control unit with ¡station
dial to make tuning easier, ...0 and 20 other features.
Write for complete literature
. and FREE attractive brochure covering essentials of auto -radio servicing.
1

of the short -wave band, aside from operating
on the luiwat "standard" broadcast band
of 200 to 550 meters.
'l'o facilitate rending frequency to within
500 cycles there has been developed the dial
shown in the illustration. It Is capable of
reading to 1 /10 of ta division.
Figure 1 shows the circuit diagram employed for wiring the unit. The technical
description of the instrument Is as follows:
The signal generator lises two tubes. a
0A7 and a 37. 'l'he 87 tube nets as a rectifier
In the A.C.-D.C. power supply system used.
The GA7 tube here is employed in a very
unique manner. It generates both radio und

SETS
Matthews
TILE convenience of being able to turn the
radio set on or off from several points.
may be secured by utilizing an automobile
charging relay modified for use in the circuit
shown in Flg. .i. The -high- resistance winding is loft intact for holding, and the lowresistance winding is removed and replaced
by another having about 50 T. of Ntr,
DA''.('. wire.
This winding is energized by
three dry cells ln sertes. Midget pushbuttons
are wired up, using triple- conductor annuucintor wire, as shown.
The '91-" side of the high -voltage supply
in the set must be opened at X, and the
circuit completed through the holding winding of the relay. The two windings of the
relay must be connected "aiding" to secure
correct opera t ion.

W,

A Sales Booster for
Summer P. A. Work

NEW BOOK -BY SYLVANIA
"AUTO -RADIO INSTALLATION
AND SERVICING" (No. 519)

Highest Quality,.. Low Cost

and address

ARE YOU GETTING THE SHURE

TECHNICAL

BULLETIN

?

Send tic for Sample Copy and List of Back
Issues, or 50e for One -('ear Subscription.

SHURE BROTHERS COMPANY
Microphone Headquarters

215

114

W. Huron Street

Chicago,

the
issued.

is

THIS
just

Ask your Jobber about our
Latest Models

III.

title

of

a

helpful 80 page book

It's free -send

us

your name

for your copy, gratis.

Following Is the Table of Contents: Foreword, General Engineering Information, Installation, Interference Suppression, Service Hints,
Miscellaneous Information, Tubes. Operating
notes, receiver intermtdiate frequencies, battery grounds, and antenna data are Included.
Car-radio tubes are discussed as a class.

B.

AN EMERGENCY
HUM ELIMINATOR
Chas.

E.

Gaskill, Jr.

DESiRIN(: to secure emergency operation
of n radio set that insisted on developing
n burned -au filter choke on the Saturday
night preceding a Monday- holiday, the writer
connected the filter circuit as shown in
Fig. O.
'l'he circuit to the defective choke coil was
bridged, as shown by the dotted line. Excessive hum then was greatly reduced by
tuning the remaking choke to 120 cycles, by

POSTAL ©RAIDIC

SHURE MICROPHONES
and Related Equipment
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REMOTE SWITCHING OF RADIO

CONVERTER

USE,

pain

(Continued from page 90)

audio frequencies, the signals of which are
entirely Independent of one another.
When the wavelength range switch, Sw, 1,
is turned "up" the calibrated curve should
be rend which covers the range of 103 to 300
If you like thousands of other lee. When the switch is turned "down," use
the range of 500 to 3,000 ke. The 11.F.
short wave enthusiasts possess a
good broadcast receiver -and If
oscillator circuit is of the electron -coupled
you hase longingly looked fortype, nad is capable of generating extremely
ward to the fascination of short
wave
powerful harmonics up to frequencies as high
rcpt ion-but hesitated to
lase up your costly broadcast rOas 30 megacycles, 'therefore the instrument
cvlser to purchase an expensive
can be employed ta good advantage for testshort wave reecter- -then you
should write for our free pamphing and aligning short -wave receivers.
let, for It tells you hose to
The reader will note from the diagram
equal. If not better the performance of the most expensive
that the three grids connected together serve
short vase receivers with your
as
the plate for the It.r, circuit: grid No, 4
present broadcast set -without
any wiring changes whatsoever.
Get Your COPY Today.
is employed as the grid of the A.F. circuit.
This "electronic" type of A.F. modulation
results in a high -quality modulo ted signal
HEW
135 -K LIBERTY ST.
YORK. N.Y.
at the output posts. Due to the variable -mu
characteristics of grid Ni., 4, which has an
inherent 40 V. cut -off bias, it becomes impossible to over-modulai' the R.F. signals. 'cher
audio circuit generates a signal at IftOO cycles. This signal is helpful In aligning 1.F.
stages as it provides a sharp, clear note
which can be easily recognized. Aside from
this, the signal remains especially sharp due
to the impossibility of over-modulation as
mentioned above.
Titis A.F. signal is entirely independent of
the R.F. signal, it is available at two A.F.
output tip -Jacks und may be employed to
cheek speech amplifiers, condensers, el r., in
field or shop work. 'l'he R.F. signal is taken
directly front the plate of the G.t7 tills,
which element of the tube is entirely- ¡Sala led and separated from the R.F. oscilla for
tuning circuit.
Due to this isolation the
11.F. may be fed to any type of input impedanre without affecting the It.F. signals
generated in the R.1', oscillator circuits,
Although energy delivered nt the R.F. outLEOTONE 15" AMPLITHEATRE DYNAMIC
put posts Is an A.F. modulated signal. It is
A photophone type dynamic speaker capable of
possible to obtain a pure C.W. signal if the
handling up to 18 watts, undistorted and having
A.F. mama posts ans shorted Condensers
a top "push" teat of 25 watts.
Ruggedly conl'5 and CO serve to isolate both the A.F. and
structed, with chamois -floated, 15 "corrugated
cone and Granofiez three -point outside spider.
11.F. circuits from the cathode This is necesHeavy duty field, weighing alone 81;2 lbs.
sary due to the A.C.-D.C. system employed
Entire weight of speaker 35 lbs.
Perfect
for
supplying the power to the oscillator.
acoustic reproduction assured.
'l'he optimum output knpedance of the A.F.
Write for Servire Men's and Public Address
circuit is 0.1 -meg. ohms. Finally, resistor
installers' Attractive price offer.
112 is inserted to keep the voltage on the
LEOTONE RADIO CO.
electron- coupled circuit low in order to allow
63 Dey Street
New York, N. Y.
for an ample amount of modulation as supplied by the A.F. circuit.
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SHORT CUTS IN RADIO

means of a ,05-mf. condenser, C, the value
of which will vary in individual instances.

DUMONT "A" AND "B"
ELIMINATOR
Herman M. Childs
of It.tnto- t'it.t }T rutty Ito iuterested in my 'luck" with a Dumont -Aand "II" eliminator, the schematic circuit of
which Is shown in Fig 7.
There is a sheet of metal spot -welded to
the front and sides, completely covering the
"A" and "II" condensers and choke coil,
wh ich must be removed with heavy pliers:
the condensers and chokes then may be removed by heat. The chassis is "A
the
dry-disc rectilie-r is n Bellwood-Lenz unit.
The "It" choke has a D.C. resistance of
about 300 ohms: the "A" choke has a very
low value of resistance. 'the "B" voltage
divider measures, from "R
about 3.000,
2.500, and 1,500 ohms: the "A" variable
resistor, R, 10 ohms. The power transformer
has secondaries that deliver 'i, 12, and 500 V.
RI.:ADI.:RS

-";

},'

A

TO 15 MEGOHM "MEGGER"

I

C. Bradner Brown

:c:EltS''

have been used by electrieal
engineers for locating high -resistance
faults in cables and condensers for some
time, but the radio profession has not readily
adopted this valuable piece of testing equipment for checking units having resistance
values in the range of. for example, 1 to 13
megohms.
In point -lo-point tests, a condenser should
i ndien to
open -circuit providing It is not
faulty: here, n "megger" would permit high
values of leakage resistance to be accurately
measured. Furthermore, the testing of con densers at low voltages such as is the ease
in the usual resistance- continuity tests may
show the condenser to be satisfactory whereas
in actual operating conditions, leakage may
be excessive.
The megger shown in Fig. S is composed
.rf a high -voltage D.C. supply and a mil lia meter for the purpose of reading the current through the piece of equipment being
tested.
Volume control 111 adjusts the voltage to
the milliammeter and is used to prevent any
change in calibration.
'l'he resistance meter proper consists of
:2, 113, and Ila., a 0-1.ma. millinntmcter.
.\ double throw single pole switch is used

M

b

1
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to obtain n IOW null high range for the testing of low- and high -voltage condensers, Sw.
is provided.
The lust ruinent is so arranged t hat the
m {Iliauunetcr can be used separately by plugging the external circuit into Jack .1., or as
it high -range voltmeter by placing RI on
zero and plugging the test leads into jack
11.

With the S.I'.lu.T, switch set on the "high",
II, position. adjust unit Itl until the meter
ills! reads "(1111- sale" 'rile test leads which

are connected to a phone plug can now be
Tenser
plugged into .11. The resistor or e
n test leads
to be tested Is placed arrose the
and the ureter reading noted. If exact values
are desired. a chart can be prepared and
kept handy. Such a chart, shown in Fig. ti,
is easily ea lotto t et from the formula:
Resist anee under test =
Iul - i
Fixed resistance X
I

1

.

where I1 is the full -scale reading of the
meter and 1 Is t he actual detlectlun of the
needle.
To use the

'low, I., scale, reduce Itl to
the
under 1101f -scale and
toggle switch In the L position !thus
Fleeting the low-voltage resistor to the meseek 'l'he meter sh'nld then be set. dt fullseal. rending either by shorting the test
leads, or removing thorn from .11 and adjesting Ill. 'File advantage of the low scale
that It allows the testing of condensers
having voltage ratings tinder 250. The high
scale must not be used for testing the usual
radio receiver bypass condensers as their
Comet him:

voltage ratings will

AN IMPROVED
"TREASURE LOCATOR
(Continuo/ front pen Sul
of Individuals In penal institutions. .\ large
Imp constructed around a wood frame duorway through which inmates or visitors must
pass, oust be substituted for the smaller
loop described in this !article.
In searching through excavated ruins
(41
of ancient cities or villages for old metallic
ubjctis which leave a historical value.
notch has
Concerning gold treasure,
been read of the va rhos haunts of the pirates of g,'nerativats back, that there is no
determining specifically where one may turn
Practically every seaup as treasure vilest :
coast village front the northern -nest 18rt of
New England to the southern end of Florida
has its pct tale of pirate treasure buried
In ulexica t he
Caine wheres in the vicinity.
Aztecs supposedly buried untold wealth at
the direction of \tau tern tea, to prevent it
from falling into the hands of the Spaniard,
Some of these
Cortez, and his soldiers.
sumo fouudat ion to them
stories may haveinvent
and ore worth
igating. 1'hr actual
cost of the metal locator ha Is' described,
which will facilitate the diseovery of any
buried treasure, is a mere trifle compared to
pleasure and excitement one may derive from
what the explorer may unearth. besides the
pleasure and excitement one may derive from
such an expluratiuu.

WRIGHT- DECOSTER

,

Principle of Operation

be exceeded.

The metal locator consists of two units
or sections, one of which is a single -tube osUses of the Megger
cilia tor--the circuit of which is shown In
The instrument has been used for some Fig. 1.
whlch generates u lixevl nudlufretime in the service shop of a concern with 'luenvy modulated radio- frequency signal.
which the writer has had personal contact tool
The Inductance of the oscillator circuit Is
has proven especially valuable In the case of the loop that is wound around the frame
of
section
ease
a
filter condensers, 1f in one
the cause, which contains the osenattor
Iter 1s blown out, the the[ of
a power are
equipollent. as shown in Fig. 2A. The en,
sec ens are apt
tire easing of the Mitillator 1s utorensi on
this fact will show up as a high leakage car- ten wing -bolts, so that the most sensitive
rent which will cause a low resistance value position may- be determined before the loop
to be obtained when tested. sty the use of Is secured.
the nu-gger, these weak sections coin be lovat ed
tube receiver,
lu the other section Is a
and removed before further trouble arises. the pick -up of which also depends upon a
In some eases, leaky bypass rnndense,us 1n loop constructed similarly to the oscillator
Came of the new autodynr suprrhet, elrcults
This receiver eat plugs 2 stages of
will cause considerable trouble. Saner the loop.
R.F. amplitirat to n, a detector, and 1 or
nusual
the
with
fault cannot he tested
stages l opt Intual iyi of .\.F, limplitica t Pots
nist n nee meter, It Is apt to go unnoticed. but
purpose of the receiver Is to pick up
with at high -resistance tester, the trouble can the'l'hemodulated signal generated and trans
ls readily found. .\ warning at this point milled by the oscilln tor.
The resistance 11.5f or
is perhaps uprnpos,
Now, as this complete device Is carried
will not girt reliable results when applied areand (us shown In the photo of the eomto elertnrlyII' r leasers. 'files, rnndensers plete assembly the loop Of the oscillator.
draw a leakage current at. all t tines alai the which normally has a fixed inductance. VIIrrsiaunce will vary widely with a small tales in its inductance value when it npAlthough some idea of
change In cottage.
cites saeta iiir deposits; t his inductance
thr condition of the condenser can be oil- Valle.
value varies in direct proportion to the mass
tallied, the tests Iiie not SIIfin ently accurate of the metal. Thus. when a variation in the
to warrant replacement on resistance tests note or signal is Ilea rd In the headpl
s it
only.
may be construed as being caused by the inl'a per rondrnsers should not show much fluence of ruetnllic objects. .After some little
Ica knge. esperhally when used as ro11,l1ng
rtirr it will 1.e easy to determine just
condensers. to titis ease, a positive voltage Pen
w'Iael1 the luealer is directly above or in very
ing
of
ádl.,e
the
grid
nn
the
be
placed
may
close proximity to the hidden metal.
tube which will cause distortion and may
The
result in damage to the tube Itself.
of the Two Units

\-

1

1

'

-

megger will lnrnte this difrully in a straight
print -to -point test across the condenser and
its associated grid leak.
Not only can condensers be measured with
this instrument, but any grid leak van be
readily checked. ft can easily be seen that
this Is especially valuable when point -to-point
tests are to be made.

List of Parts
One Weston model 301

millia mmeter.

0 -1. inn..

Ma.;
(Inc Cln rostat volume coot role 11.5 -meg., Itl ;
One Lynch resistor. .7.i -meg., It2;
One Lynch resistor, _5- naeg., 113;
One power transformer, ß0f1 V., renter -tapped
(and supplied with a 2.5 V. winding for
the 271
One filter condenser, 2 mL, 1000 V., Cl ;
One I.C.A. 5 prong socket
Sw.1 ;
One 1.C..\. toggle switch.
One l.a'..\. toggle switch, S.l'.D.T., Sw. 2;
Two jacks. .I1, .12;
One I:vrready-itnytheon ER -27 tube.

I'T.

;

S.i'.I.,
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New Model 425

Reproducer
The patented solid spider protects the al-.
Made esp.gap against filings of all kinds.
daily for manufacturers of high quality radio
The Model 425 has
and sound instruments.
that rich mellow quality of tone so desirable
for radios and phonographs.
Those with whom we have had the pleasure
of doing business know our quality. In manufacturing. this new Model at the extremely
how price of $16.511, we have not deviated one
iota from our rule of manufacturing only high
grade nproducers.
Outside measurement of cone bracket 12s",
depth 7 3/16 ", height overall 12 5/18 ".
Why not order a sample and let the reprvIf you are not thrducer speak tar itself.
oughly pleased. return the unit and
be
refunded.
gladly
will
money

yr

WRIGHT - DeCOSTER, Inc.
2251 University Avenue
St. Paul, Minnesota
Export Dept. M. Simons & Son Co.
25 Warren St., New York
Cable Address: Simontrice, N. Y.
ALSO SEE PAGE

108

Construction

the schemAs can be seen by reference I
at{c ci rru its of the oscillator and receiver
A and It, respectively. in Fig. 1. no special
or highly Involved a ppa To t us are required.
T'se w001l eunstruet inn throughout in preferenee to metallic sub -basses which nuty infincore the efficiency. .\11 values and dimenstone necessary are indicated on the din.
grants.
latyout land runs! rout turd details
are shown in at .\ and Il in Fig. 2. and in
Figs. .t and li.
.VI dimensions should be strictly adhered
tu. although It may be necessary. because of
'tauutped spare, to employ special 45 V. '1t'
blocks. suet as the Eveready No. 702, or its

equivalent.
In connection with the transmitter, an off on switch, not shown in the diagram of l-'ig.

"A-

-"

if
should be Included In the
lead so that the power may be turned off
when the Instrument is not In use. A switch.
for this purpose. Is provided in t he receiver.
as shown in 1'Ig. 1B,
1:1,

for AUGUST,
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demand is
increasing for
The

WARD LEONARD
RESISTORS
Progressive jobbers are
supplying this demand
SERVICE MEN KNOW Ward Leonard resistors are
dependable. The price is so low there is no profit
in taking chances with overrated resistors.
Ward Leonard resistors are wire wound with sliver
soldered joints at the terminals. The resistance does
not change. They assure quiet operation.
Write Jar NEW literature for service men.

WARD LEONARD ELECTRIC CO.
MOUNT VERNON, N.Y.
115
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LaboratoryBuilt
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A.

Equipment

ELECTRO. DYNAMIC

UNITS
CARBON AND CONDENSER

SDtYS

PRIE

MICROPHONES

Trial

4 & 6 FT.

ALL ALUMINUM TRUMPETS
AIR COLUMN

FIELD EXCITERS

HORNS

Try BUD Sound
Equipment
For Fly* Days
Absolutely Free!

LOW AND HIGH

FREQUENCY UNITS FOR WIDE

RANGE THEATRE USE

W m.n. cartlota;uaol.m0ec
of our mere line of BUD
loborotoryudt sound vivo.
1.011

neat We ,ayget1 that you con
duct your

On compose..

.

test

We GutüraE you to duphcot
BUD performance and BUD

DEtNDAnay

AT ANT

ewe

Wrote today for docr,pe.
iotsratare and once, and dealt
of Our Felt FIVE DAY TRIAL offer

BUD SPEAKER

pm

CO.

JACKSON ST
TOLEDO OHIO- u.s.A.

THE SET YOU HAVE
ALWAYS WANTED

'Q.,

r

Both traits, Figs. A and B, are completely
enclosed, the "backs" having been removed
for photographing so as to illustrate the gen-

A LONG -WAVE TUNER

Instructions for Adjustment and Use

A superheterodyne, while desirable from
many standpoints, was ruled out by the difficulty of construction and aligning. Since
most builders already have a
al tica at set

eral construction of each unit.

To assemble the equipment when :I II the
units are toast rutted and wired the follow lug is the procedure.
Place the cabinets flat on the floor or on
a table, and securely fasten
the carrying
sticks of the cabinets in position. 'turn the
soli
t ant
ting (movable) loop at right-angles
to the receiving loop (stationary). The receiving loop Es ea riled horizontally and the
transmitting loop, perpendicularly.
The apparatus Is now reedy for testing and
this should be dune as follows.
Set the instrument on n table, or on some
object about 2 ft. above the ground and several feet from metal ob,ietts. Turn the
switches of the transmitting and receiving
loops to the "on" position. Now, insert the
headphone tips Into t
jacks provided for
them and adjust the transmitting ¡movable
loop until little or no signal is heard in the
headphones. This position should be at right.
angles to the receiving loop.
(Note that
this adjtustment is very important as the
sensitivity of the instrument depends entirely
upon t he eo ipleteOess with which this "null
point" Is secured.)
Next, pass a sheet of copper (preferably),
about 20 ins. square, under the receiving
loop to familiarize yourself with the resulting
sound.
stake several adjustments of the
transmitting loop until the most sensitive
posit lot is obtained. 'l'ighten this loop securely by moans of wing nuts. (If the transmitting Ieiop varies in its proximity to the
receiving loop, sound will be bend in the
hen dphunes, thus giving it Pulse Indite tiun.)
The oscillator Is of the self -modulated type,
and thus it may be necessnry to vary the
resistance of the grid leek within the range
of 3 to 7 noegohnts. When the correct value
has been determined the instrument will
start to "pop" as soon as the switch is

turned on.

j. Y`TBaRE1

To operate the appa rutus in the field the
following instructions will he of great n Id.
Carrying the instrument 1% to 2 ft.

above -ground, explore the "suspected" area
s,galrmal kw Fry by walking back and forth

`..r
ITT'..
'

..

-.7-

the "All" for the truly critical
is no finer all -wave receiver
Write for Details
PIONEER SOUND LABORATORY
135 Liberty St.
New York, N. Y.
There

uEls

1-IER_

in straight rows about 4 ft. apart. When
the receiving loop passes Over it sufficient
quantity of metal a sound still immediately
be heard In the headphones. The "treasure"
(if any) su indicated will lie bleated directly
below the receiving loop.
Finally, attention Ls called to n slight
moditiea thin that has been incorporated for

slightly Increased convenience in unanipulnAlthough the photograph of the retLon.
ceiving unit. Fig. II, shows only 4 tubes (including 1 stage of A.F. amplitttationl, an
additional tills( lins heen incorporated in the
schematic circuit, Fig. llt, and in the parts layout illustration. Fig. 2A, to furnish n
second stage of A.F. amplification.
Due to
the fact that this tube is operated at zero
grid potential its effectiveness le apparent
only on weak inm pu)ses, inasmuch as it tends
to over -load un strong signals (metallic bodies close to the instrument).

Conclusion
BfDUDED E79

incorporating
good .t, I'. amplifier it was
felt that the Ito-lush/11 of this unit would
be needless and expensive duplication.
The omission of the power pack may he
open to some argument but in the interests
of versatility it was decided to leave it out.
an

As the chassis now stands

it

can be operated

from batteries, direct from a I E.I'. power line
or, by using any available -II" eliminator
and suitable filament transformer it can be
A.C. operated.

The Circuit
'rite circuit used is simplicity itself. The
transformers are standard 47,0 ke. intermediates, with the normal tuning condensers

disconnected on one side and led to a 4 pole,
single-throw switch which serves to extend
the tuning range by putting these condensers
in parallel with the 4 gang, 3:10 mmf., tuning capacities. giving a maximum tuning capacity of around 450 unmf. which, with the
inductances used, will serve to tune the circuit to as low as 1 :ffi kc. from a starting
point Just at the edge of the regular broadcast band.
The new type OCO and ODO tubes are used,
which are identical in every particular witlt
the types .7 and :is, except that the heaters
are designed tu operate from 6.3 volts at
.3 -.1.
With the connection block used this
makes possible the operation of the filaments
on iIO V. D.C. lines by connecting ut resistance of 280 ohms (rated at least for 23 W.0
from the terminals marked '11
to 4, then
connecting the grounded or negative side of
the D.(', line tu
and the "high" or
positive side to It4-". This will supply
both heater and plate current for the set.
If trouble is experienced from hum (due to
the I).C. generator's t-, mnua ht' for tipple) this
may be eliminated by connecting n singlesection filter (a 30 lay. choke in series with
a 4 nit. or 8 mt condensera back to the other
side of the line, tm each side of the choke.
In this case, however, the current for the
heaters should be taken from the line side
of this filter to avoid overloading the choke.
For operation on A.C. the pack supplying
the plate torrent is connected to 'It
and "lt
'Then connect 'B
2 and 4
together: also 1 and 3 together and connect a transformer supplying 0. :1 P. at 4 A,
between `B
and L
When using batteries this same connection
holds; the "It" batteries (ISO V. or moret
being Connected in pince of the eliminator,
and the It V. storage battery in place of the

}"

"Il-"

-,"

}"

-"

transformer.
No switch was placed in the heater Ifue
since it is di lfitult to place a single switch
so that It will control the tubes both on series
and parallel connections.
However, if it is
desired to incorporate a switch in the tuner,
combine it with resistor 1112.

The sensitivity of this unit cannot be definitely rated, but tests indicate that It is
possible to obtain a signal at 5 ft. depth
with a mass of metal
lute. squn re.
This
efficiency should prove mote that' sufficient
for ordina rt "treasure locating" work.
The lest features of this instrument are
its stability in field work. when properly constructed, and its simplicity In operation.
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ils opening' chapter. tu "Uaak.s for ShortWave Fans," the closing text page, this 50
page book radiates useful information. Al-

though primarily intended as a catalog of
items dear to the heart of the short -wave
enthusiast, tills publication is also a shortwave printer.
Your copy is now available, gratis.

Fig.

Et

Underside of long -wave tuner.
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The screen -grid voltage of the detector tube
is quite critical and tremendous Increases of
sensitivity can sometimes be made by experimenting with the value of resistor RIO.
Coupling to the output circuit is through

the plate

resistor and condenser network

C21. It is of course assumed that this
coupling will be into the grid of an A.F. amplifier tube. It is quite pmsible, of course, to
use a pair of headphones directly from the
(output tip jacks but the mismatch of impedances results In a tremendous loss of effi-

Itll,

ful listening and a check of the dial position (28) against known stations brought
the conclusion that the station must be Radio
Paris on 1,648 meters (182 kc.) though no
announcement was heard. Since, by that
time, it was growing quite late tin Europe,
that isi and since the foreign stations observe more seemly hours than the American
it was decided to knock off and go at the
business of picking up Europe In n serious
way at sumo later dote. A catch of one
station out of the possible half -dozen ar So
was considered rather good the first time

ciency and if headphones are desired it is
suggested that a battery amplifier consisting ou the air.
For the information of those who are not
of a single. type :10 triode for other type of
low- output- impedn nee triodes be used simply familiar with European stati s a list of
as an impedance- matching coupler. Due to possible catches to fish for appear on pg. 87,
the tremendously high plate impodanee of with other pertinent and helpful information.
the detector tube (greater than 1.5 megohmsl
List of Parts
a transformer is out of the question for this
purpose.
Four special, high -gain, single -tuned LF,
transformers. 456 ke.. L1, L2, I.:i. L4;
Adjustments
One It.I'. choke coil, N.. nth.. lt.F.t'.;
After the wiring is completed and checked 'fire. I.I{.('. L, -\C. carbon resistors, 70,000
you are ready for the rather tedious operaohms, 112. II4. it6
tion of lining up the tuned stages. Since. Two I.R.C. t. -\V, carbon resistors, 25,000
while there are ninny stations operating in
ohms. Itl. It^ ;
the long -wave band, the frequency of the One I.R.C. % -\V. carbon resistor, 10,000
be
will
it
available ones will not be known.
ohms, It8:
asst to use an oscillator for this pu reuse. One I.R.C. % -W. carbon resistor, .1 -meg., R9;
umrsly
c'ont
in
having
a
It a service oscillator
One LIt.C. 14 -W. carbon resistor, .15 -meg..
variable frequency from 500 k.c. is not availRIO :
able it is a simple matter to construct one One I.It.C. %-W. carbon resistor,
5 -meg.,
in accorda nee with Fig. 2. (The frequency
III)
need not be known exactly since the only One I.R.C. 1 NV, carbon resistor, 100 ohms,
purpose is to supply a signal nt several points
R5:
within the band to check the alignment of One lilectrad wire -wound volume control,
the tuned circuits.)
10p00 ohms, It7;
Coil LI in Fig. 2 consists of 260 T. of Two Concourse dual -type paper condensers,
on
3
his.
a
form
wound
wire
No. 28 insulated
non -inductive, .1- .1 -mt.. 400 V.. CI1, C12,
In dia. and 6 ins. long, and tapped at the
(13, C14:
center. l 'irk -up coil L2 should have about Three Concourse paper condensers, non -in50 T. on the same diameter form and
ductive. .1 -nit.. 400 V., C15, C16. C17:
mounted in such a way that the coupling Two Concourse paper condensers. non- inducbetween it and the oscillator coil can be
tive, ._5 -mf.. 400 V., C18, C20:
varied.
One mica condenser, .001 -mf., CIO;
proAdditional data concerning alignment
One mica variable condenser, 80.250 moat,
cedure has appeared in numerous past issues
C9;
of RADIO-CRAFT.
One Concourse electrolytic condenser, 25 V.,
set
find
this
will
constructed
yon
Properly
10 mf., l'19:
sensitive and selective. The ability to secure One 4 gong tuning condenser, 350 mmf. each
circuit oscillation, by adjusting the volume
sect loll, 11. C2, C3, C4:
control to maximum, permits reception of Four I.C.A. 6 hole wafer sockets
weak phone stations by the squeal method. Four I.C.A. glove -type tube shields (far tubes
having size ST12 bulbsI
One I.C.A. electro alloy chassis, 6% x 10 z
Results
;

A listening test was conducted for a short
time during one afternoon under the following conditions.
Location Very poor. in the heart of Newark surrounded by tall, steel frame buildings
and with every ,onecivable form of electrical
Interference present.
Aerial: About 50 feet long and lend -in
approximately the saine length, single wire
and unshielded.
"It" batteries, total voltage. 250.
Headphones used only with no audio amplification.
Time: 4 P.M. to 5 P.M. (which is any whel'es from 10 P.M. to midnight in various
European countries).
Nothing but miscellaneous code and noise
were heard for some time then a faint voice
speaking in what seemed to the writer (who
is, however, no linguist) to be French. Care:

2
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110
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Fig. 2
Oscillator for quick aligning.

RADIO -CRAFT

for

for the whistle 'f

We could easily build
so gosh -darn much D.C.

resistance into our suppressors that you could
not hear a Tesla coil exploding in your gas
tank.
.
But you wouldn't get
any power either. It's
a case of knowing just
the exact ratio of R.F.
to D.C. resistance.
and boy--CEN-

..

TRALABS
answer.

have

the

Central Radio
Laboratories
MILWAUKEE, WIS.

Centralab
MOTOR RADIO
NOISE
SUPPRESSORS

ins.:

I.C.A. spring binding post assembly,
marked "ANT," "l;ltt). ":
One I.C.A. twin tip -jack strip;
One 4 pule. double-throw switch;
Three Sylvania type 61)6 vacuum tubes, VI,
V. V:'
One ,$vI ca uio type OC6 vacuum tube, V4.
One

READERS' DEPARTMENT
(Continued from pape

tINt

"LONG -WAVE CONVERTER"

ILtl.l n -I II. \lT':
After having constructed the "Loin: Wave
Converter" described in the April. I;I:: issue of It.tut o -C a.crr and having had Sur h tin°
results with it, I though that possibly you
would like to hear from someone who has had
constructed the conreal results with It.
verter around n Hartley oscillator circuit
instead of the dynntron incorporated in the
original cnust rota ion.
I have not kept a complete log of stations
received, using the converter in conjunction
with n Majestic 52 superheterodyne. 110wover. I will give you a listing of a few of
the stations I have received but not verified:
FL, 1.446
Paris. France 11,931 meters I
meters; Hilversum. Holland, 1,875 meters;
relaying
Germany
bat
intervals)
Hanover,
Hamburg on 566 meters: and numerous experimental, weather, ship -to-shore, etc., transmissions here in the States. I have been
unable to try any real DX of the past 2
years since where I am we did not have elecI did not find it convenient to
t icity and
construct a battery set. Rut. now. we will
have a line "out our way" and I shall again
be on the hunt for long-distance records.
EDITOR

I

1

500

'Don't use all the steam

AUGUST,

The New Supreme
Precision

Multiwave

Signal Generator
MODEL 180

:

1934

The performance and price
of Model 180 will amaze you.
WRITE FOR COMPLETE

INFORMATION TODAY, fo

Supreme Instruments Corp.
499 Supreme Bldg.

Greenwood, Miss.
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If It

possible, would you please send
a real long -wave receiver,
using a bandpass filter and the new tubes,
either the principle you used in the converter
or the superheterodyne principle. t I would
prefer ping -In coils, t he use of honeycomb
roils will be I t.K. too. if they are the same
size ns the ones used in the converter).
A. L. SEALE,
Route 3, /for 310.1,

E.
ce of One

or ore

me a

of These

Popu/arSboií lYareBools

b'

l'ensaeoia, Fla.

'l'her Is considerable interest in the direct
recept i.m of Inns -wa see stations, and we shall
be glad to tecett,' reports of results obtained
by midi. uen everywhere, with either the
-l.oug -Wave Converter" to which Mr. Seale
refers, or the long -wave tuner described in
ibis issue of It.toto- I2ltAFt.

Here's money put right Into your pocket-here's s saying you never gare a thought to.
You get absolutely
FREE any one or more of the regular 25e and 50e short
wate books with a year's subscription to SHORT RAVE
Cit.t Fr, the Radio Experimenter's Magazine. A one
year's subscription brings you one fifty cent book or two
twenty-five cent books; a two-year subscription brines
you two fifty rent books and any one twenty -fire cent
book. Decide NOW what books are most necessary to
you -then send us your subscription by return mall.
The books will be sent to you immediately.

A COMPLETE
I

No.
50e

No.

I

No.

2

B

50e

250 4

Many Short Wave Sets to Build
3fany excellent short-ware sets with complete construction details with "picture" diagrams, are found in every
blue-these sets vary from vintple one- and two -tube
sets to those of more advanced design, fire and eight
tubes.

Big Silver Trophy FREE!
Recently Inaugurated by Mr, Hugo Gernsbaek, Edit .,,
was
the "Short Wave Scout Contest."
To the Shortwase "fan" who has logged and obtained verification of
the largest number of short -wave stations front all mar
the world. during one month, will be awarded a magnificent sill er Short tt'ave Scoot Trophy.

/ -Color Cover 9"

25

('on t in t.,d from

SET TESTER
pl
/
i

I

sistnce, I)'1,000 /10,000 nhws /O.1- /1.0 mpgohm, and; capacity, 0/0.125- /1,25/12,5 mf,

Popular skertwava magazine Interests the great
THIS
army of "hams," broadcast listeners, and general
radio students who are interested in erperimental u
well as scientific angles of short Wace development and
appihallon. In each monthly Issue appears the largest
and most correct short-wave station call lid. and Important construction articles on receiver. and transmitters, including "pirturized" diagrams easily understood
by anyone a hie feature "originated" by SHORT RAYE
CRAFT. You'll also find the latest news about shortwave physics, Inlero. and ultra -short waves and other
applications of this newest branch of radio.

Over 200

x 12

"-

Illustrations

e the Copy

The "English -reading" Tube Tester
i

1

I

The use of the English-reading meter

is helpful for showing n cost amer that there
is no guess work or secret method involved
in test tug his tubes- -when, in testing n tube,

the pointer of the meter stops at the word
-bad." the customer accepts the verdict without question.
An interesting feature of this tube tester
is its ability to indicate short -circuited conditions between anti 2 elements of any radio
receiver tube, as contrasted with the usual
idle tester, which will indicate short- circuits
between only 2 or 8 elements. This tester
will aceomndate all receiving tubes, inrit"lbig
Theme eriti, :t fila men I I''r-i sala, and filament
or heater potential cana_- of t.' to :;0 t',

The Service Oscillator
.\ rontpletrly- .hi,.ideil service oscil(2t
Intur Is provided for operation from any A.C.
power supply (which automatically accomplishes 100;,ó modulation). 'l'he oscilla tor
i. timed with a precision -type dial; the outwit is controlled by an attenuator (and any
..f the d A.C. potential -measuring ranges of
the analyzer meter may be used for radio
freq:eney output measurements.
Each oscillator is ind iv idnnll' calibrated
over a fundamental range of 100 to 2511 kc.;
the higher I.F, and broadcast frequencies,
up to 1.300 kc., are provided by calibrated
harmonics of the fundamental tuning range.

The "Straight- Forward" Set Analyzer
Cl Simplicity and straight- forwardness

SHORT WAVE CRAFT, Dept. RC -834
Hudson St.. New York, N. Y.
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Gentlemen: Enclosed you will and my remittance for
subscription to SHORT WAVE CRAFT for
[ I One Year Car 92.50 (Canadian and foreign $3.001
I 1 Two Years
95.00 (Canadian and foreign 38.00)
Bend me FREE books whteh are circled below.
1

9

4

B

Name
Addrees

City

State
heck or
ones order. Register LL
contains cash or unused U. S.
S Postage Stamps.)

(Send remittance in

tee

ii

it

MAIL COUPON TODAY

'l'he lowest division of the lowest abut
meter range is 1 ohm, with the :15 ohm division at the center of the dial, which makes
this range ideally suited for low -resistance
continuity tests.
(For those who practice "speed" in sets.Ice work, it is otte of the most interesting
features of this application of the "free reference point" system of set analysis (described in detail in the September, 10:7° issue
of It:u)to- CIt.srr, in the article entitled, °'lhc
Design Principles of an All-Purpose 'rester
that any range, of any function, of the an:Oyer meter can be straight- forwardly connected into or across any circuit of a tube
socket for current, potential or resistance
numsurement.

diagram for

I

I

The Capacity- Measuring Unit
(hi
By utilizing power available in the
radio set, in eonju net ion with this -portable
inborntory," the professional radio nun is
enabled) to test paper condensers for balkage, or to measure the leakage current of
electrolytic condensers.
Three capacity- measuring ranges, 0/0.125/1.25/12.5 mf., are provided for directly reading non -polarized condenser values on nu
evenly -divided scale of the analyzer meter,
In connection with the regular A.C. power
supply system.
Of exceptional Interest is the tact that
condenser capacity and A.C. voltage values
are interpreted on the regular. e cru ill -di Tided
scales used for measuring i).C, values. This
feature, which was secured by special circuit
design, avoids the necessity of resorting
either to an "off-set" scale, or to the type of
scale which, having the divisions crowded at
one end of the scale, is characteristic of the
usual "universal" meter,
The panel is finished in verichrame: the
carrying case is provided with a detachable
enver and a eons pa rt n"'nt for accessories.
Altogether, this portable set tester is an
excellent example of the progress w'hb6 has
been made in
-Ong apparatus.

t

AN IMPROVED
MAGNETIC SPEAKER
(Continued from page fit

i

lion does not require any external power for
Hold excitation, since the magnet is fore,.
which is n pre -requisite of any speaker, is
obtained from prnutnent magnets alwttys cis Ployed in their cunstnutinn,

Construction
i'nfortunately,

some of the major drawbacks to magnetic types of loudspeakers were
sufficient to intluncc radio set enthusiasts.
Probably one of the most important was that
Of
:otUting" nu loud volume. due to the
armature striking the pole pieces. however,
this defect has been completely eliminated
in the construction of the unit shown is
Fig. .t, An idea as to its rigid meehnniral
assembly can be seen in Fig. 1. 'l'he armature in this unit consists of a number of
laminated pieces, which when built up, total
n length appruxinuttely %- x !i -in. in width.
This member is rigidly fastened on one end
by two popper leaves which "rock" nn rocker
arms fitted onto en ell end. 'l'he lead casting
into which these rockers fit are curved purposely SO as to facilitate this motion. t'tr.'fill analysis of the construction of this
speaker will show that armature motion is
transmitted directly to the cone without the
use of any levers or intermediary mechanical

characterize the design of the complete analyzer !twitted in this tester. "Straight -forch
wardness` is n new term in il wn lyzer design,
and is turd to indicate and emphasize the
simplicity and ease with which the "free
reference point" system of set analysis may
be employed with this new test instrument.
The "analyzing cable' of this tester simply
extends the tube circuits to n neat-appearing
and convenient panel annngement of insulated terminals which enable direct or
-straight-forward" meter connections for any
desires] measurement.
As a novel and valuable addition to the
analyzing circuits. a "ground" connection is
rade through the flexible analyzing cable,
similar to the conventional top cap or control -grid circuit. but including instead of
the rap connection a "ground" clip at the
rap of the analyzing plug. and n "GROUND"
terminal on the tester panel, so that the vari- elements.
Two horseshoe- shaped magnets are em.
aIs mensnrements can be made on t he tester
panel with reference to the chassis of the played, as can be seen from Fig, 1. They
serve
to reinforce each other so that an inradio set.
crease In the magnetic flux density at the
air gap results, which increases the sensiThe Multi -Range Ohmmeter
tivity of the unit.
Ins
A divert- rending ohatniet ou. Willi 4
The unit is completely encased to prevent
rnogee, it /I,000.'10,000 nhntsn.
' I.0
nieg- dust or metal particles from entering the
ohm Is provided ill connection with the an- unit and interfering with its efficiency. The
alyzer meter. The 11/1.0 Ill guhw range is cone diameter is 8 ins., with concentric
n calla We when used with nu ordinary 45 Y.
ridges impressed at various circumferences
battery. while the other ranges nre actuated of the cone to improve its response charm-.
a self-contained 4,.5 V. flashlight battery. teristic's.
I

-

>
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INFORMATION BUREAU
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of
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pit,

Mon teadina, kith grid and plat. etonneeted
togethor. ha- loot been exceeded. ontintte to
operate the filament at the .,ut,i above IorI nil
value tip to 2 hours. discardiutg those
tubes which do not reactivate within this
o

time limit.

A SMALL MAGNETIZER
\Ir.

W. A. 'tr,,c1, Warren. Ohio.
wain to build an cicctromagnet
fur re- langnctizing pl ono. pickup and nutgn"lir reproducer magnet. My idea is to
in. In dia.,
take n round, soft -iron bar
about 1 ft. long and have it bent into a
'1"' shape. Over its two. poles place 2 coils
and connect them in series sit that a north
and south pule are created when this assembly is connected to a D.C. supply.
\Vint I want to know is. the size and number of turns required for these coils. Also,
whether this magnetizer ran be used with a
0 V. storage battery, or a radio set "W'
iliminntor, or whether it requires 110 V.
I would rather have
D.C. from a generator.
it operate from a 0 V. storage battery as
there are no D.C. lines in Warren.
1. \.1
A suitable matgnetizer designed along
the lines suggested is shown in Fig- 41.273.
.\ really effective magnetizer, however. would
require the use of a In V. D.C. supply.
(2273)
111.1

I

1

I

AN ELECTRO- ACOUSTIC
WAVEMETER
Mr. Jacob l'ierkopf, Collingsdale,
(274)
Pennsylvania.
tl?,, Whitt are the constants of the circuit shown at 1. in the department. "Recent
lhist ra t ed," in the
Radio I level, q linen t s
.Innuary, 1934 issue of 1GDto- CRAFT, page
The
in
which this "electro31129
manner
aroustic wavemeter" operates is not very

-I

clearly indicated.
IA.) Referring to the Illustration, which
is reproduced here as Fig. 2274, roils It and
L may be honeyconth units or a special A.F.
transformer, Coil It is designed to niati-h
the plate impedance of V1. .1 range of 700
to 3,000 cycles can be covered with an inductance I. of about 130 ni Illihen ries, awl a
Leeds and Northrup decade condenser box
of
mf. capacity, C. to tune the wavemeter
circuit to resonance.
With a 2 stage A.F. amplifier the sensitivity at 1,000 cycles per second Is sufficient
1

n full -scal deflection of a 7% mn.
tl urmoammeter by whistling a 1,000 cycle
note with moderate Intensity at a distance
of 4 or
ft. from the microphone, \I. 'Priorsformer T Is a stands rd mirrophon. coupling
unit. The normal \." "It,' and "t "' voltages are used on the tube, .t, which may be

to produce

are reproducing in Fig. Q.273 4 inuda
mental clrrtllt, which all experimenter, wit
II
athipt to their individual reglireunmt,.
is hoped that this set of circuits will I.e u- of
in the fwnre as al reference by all those w le.
tci,h to add a stage of . \.F. amplification le
we

RCA makes
aerial history !

existing sets.

Tube types VI and \4 nuiy be of any desired type to match the remaining mots ..i
the set. .V A and It are shown connection,
fur. respectively. triode and pentode "direct he:uer'. power ontpnt tubes: ntbes V:: arlid
V1. ill t' and U. respectively. are also of the
t'iode mal pentode types. lout of "indirect
heater" design.
Normal rated roltages may be applied as
"A." -'L " and °C ": or, any conveniently
:nnilable c colt ages, within the ,n fety limits
Of the tube used, may lie applied tu these

ALL

circuits.
I'ontrol-grid or "("' bias voltage for direct
heaters VI and \'2 is indicated to be supplied
lu the instance of indiby at "C" battery.
rect heaters V3 and V4. this ^t' lilas is
inure conveniently tditaiued, ordinarily. as
the drop arras a resistor in the "I:" return circuit of the tube. The Valse of this
unit, resistor It in C and I). may be determined experimentally or by reference to the
table, "RADIO- 4'1(.0,T Illas Resistor Values,"
which appeared ns Rtato S hta Vt r t: DATA

s igrrs Nos. 11:: and 114 in the May. 11134
issue, pages 070 and 4471. This tabulation
roosters the requl rumen is of peaetienlly every
commercial tube; over 233 different operating ctntditions are n'ousidered in connection
u

with over ii:, different types of tithes.

Although a magnetic reproducer is shown
all instances as a matter of convenience
directly connected into the pinto. circuit Of
the power tube. this reprodn "tir folly be inor by
directly coupled through It I.
means of an output n'nnsfnrmr in the manof
lt.ttt0ner shown In numtruus past issues
C4t.irr. Or, It may be entirely replaced by a
permanentmagnet
of
either
the
dynamic unit
or Sleet ro -ma gneiie type: energy for the field
coil of the magneto-dynamic reproducer may
he obtained from an exciter unit i Information pureau, RADIO-CRAFT September, 1933,
page 1681, or front the plate ur filament cirait of the set in which It is used.
In circuits A and It the output of Ili,
radio set or device with which the nmptiia
In

used connects to the .01-Int.
denser and one side of the filament. lrri
much as the filament eooneetion will be m:o,
automatically if the \" supply Is made c..1
mon lo both the external unit and V1
\'3, It will lie necessary only to run the I..
to the plate of the last tube In the extiri
unit in order to setvre Input to Une suppl,
mentatry 1 tube audio frequency amplifier.
'l'he sit me plate connection is made In -ii
"Ills C and O. It is InTcs.flrY. howevi. r.
"xtrcis,- it IIItle ear" iu "oun"ct lug the clonis to be

o

i

A

ANT

"Provides a new source
of profit for the wideawake service man" -says A. H. Prow. Pres.
Phila. Radio Service. Men's Association,

home with an all wave set is an
immediate prospect... so get busy!
Tell your customers how this remarkable
new antenna brings up weak signals,
curs down man-made interference, gives
EVERY

more uniform response because of
special "double doublet" feature. Kit
of essential parts retails for $7.00.
Your installation charge extra.
Special "Dealer Demonstration" Antenna Kit, Net Price $9.85, makes
possible convincing demonstrations in
your store. Connects to four receivers.
Have you seen the remarkable new RCA
Full Range Test Oscillator? 90 to 25,000
K. C. Direct Reading Dial, weighs 5
pounds with batteries. Only $29.50

WEBSTER
CHICAGO
50 WATT
Class "A" Amplifier
for

Wall or Rack Mounting

i

That is. if ill.' ,npplemenlnry v
amplifier is to be ,red in conjunction will.
commercial radio set there Is the passibilill
that this set will not have its filament :rial
connert tans wired to Illy chassis Is
or Koenig resonators to detect sound and to "11
relation shown in these two ci rcn its.
the
quite
pitch.
for
with
the
Even
thostdetermine
Mo Ace et. el a in that eons iiug condnser
well-trained ears the isolation of e posent
frequencies in a complex sound wave is tin- is not shorted. leaky. or open -circuited.
reliable with Helmholtz or Koenig resonators.
\Ir. Coppers' inquiry is best nnswtq'ed by
(tut the new elect ro- ncoustltttl waremeter. reference to the arlicle, "I lour to Build the
when correctly designed and constructed, con- Sa vil 'l'ype 71, 11,4'. l:tt Set." Ito at o- 4'a.t'r.
"Mines a Sensitive, selective, linear wl Vl- Oecemb"r 11Itt2 ig, ::ls, 'l'Iris at't iel, dis nnter circuit which can be used in analyzing casse, the ,t, ign fnrnns govtrning the use
eon plea sound waves. It also can be given of the type 4s tube.
direct Tonal characteristics and used as a
FoII,, iii" i- : lint ing to be used in con sound detector and direction finder.
nectlon with I'ig.
standard triode.
It may be of interest to note that this new
frequency meter for sound vives In air las
been developed for use In place of Helmholtz

a

t

V4

Lend.

-"

t

ONE STAGE OF A.F. AMPLIFI-

CATION
2731
.hire.
I

I

t!

\Ir.

Gregory

Coppers,

Cleveland,

I Sonst rncled n "I tube
(speaker
losing at type : ;s tube which gave satisfactory results on Molls, lint 1 am now confronted with the problem of obtaining greater
volume by the addition of an audio amplifier. As I live in at O.C. district, ran you
suggest a method by which I can couple the
:la regenerative detector to a 48 type tube1
1.\.i \VI. have had so many requests for
diagrams of single-stage .\.F. amplifiers that

.i.
I

I

RADIO-CRAFT

List of Parts
One mien- or paper -dielectric fixed condenser.

.01-inf.;
grid li -ak.

One

Une

quirements)

1

f

o r

vncunn1

rt.

-\V.

0.3-111.12.

:

tali" Ito meet indIVldnal

re-

One tithe socket (for tube s"lecredo:
(Ille bias 1tsf,tar .for ititlh'tet- ltenter tube:
select Value as directed t :
One loins resistor bypass eondenser (for Iu-

direet -Mauer tube circuit i, 10 mf. Inlay
be of elc"Irulyt is type, with negative lend
con n erteil to "It
:
Eight binding Posts 12 for battery ronneclions. and 2 for output).

AUGUST,

-.I
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Type A -66
Webster 50 watt amplifier for wall
or rack mounting. Three stage:
push pull 845 output, for microphone and phonograph. Output
impedance 500 ohms. Special
transformers furnished.
FOR CATALOGUEI
Let ils put cent noun' "n the

mailing

bulletins.

list

to

r.. ice

rate

wester

regular

The Webster Company
3830

WUT LAKE ST.. CHICAGO. ILL.

FREE

48 -Page Supplement

to the Auto -Radio

Service Manual !
OFFICIAL
AUTO -RADIO SERVICE MANUAL this big
48 -page Supplement
is issued FREE.
PncttcIly all of the latest sets, together with servicing Information will be found in these new
To eneryone who now purchases the

Pages.

The new

Supplement does not. Increase

the cost of the book to you. but
Auto -Itedlo Service Manual that
to- theminute with service notes.

is right up-

you're missing
great deal of business. The
auto -radio business had its greatest boom last
summer when thousands of sets were colt By
now many of these same sets require servicing
and with hundreds of them right in your own
community. you can build up a good auto -radio
servicing business.
In
short time you can
easily add
protit or Inure to your regular
servicing business.

le

List of Sets Covered in the Manual
Atwater Kent Mtg.
Audlola RaAlo C..

Co.

Autocrat Radio Company
Automatic Radio Mfg. l'o.
Caner Genemotor Corp.
Century Radio l'mAs. Co.
Chevrolet Motor Company
Consolidated Industries,
Ltd.
Crosleo Radio Corp.
Delco Appliance Corp.
Detrola Radio Corp.
Emerson Electric Mfg. Co.
Fada Radio & Elec. Corp.
Federated Purchaser. Inc.
Ford -Majestic
Franklin Radio Corp,
Galvin Mfg. Corp.
General Electric Co.
General Motors Corp.
A. ll. Grebe & ern.
GAgsby-Gmnow Co.
Chas. Roodwin Company
International Radio Corp.

P. R. Mallory & Co.
Melbom Radio Mfg. Co.

Montgomery Ward & Co.
National Co., Inc.
Nnblitt -Sparks Ind.. Inc.
Phllco Radio A Tel. Corp.
Pier:eAlro, Inc.
Premier Electric Co.
Radio Chassis. Inc.
RCA -Victor Co., Ina
Sentinel Radio Cory
Sparks -Withington Corp.
Stewart Radio & Tel. Corp.
Stewart- Warner Corp.
Stromberg- Carlson Tel.
Mfg. Co.
Transformer Corp. of Am.
United Amer. Bosch Corp.
United Motors Service
U. S. Radio & Tel. Corp.
Utah Radio Prod.. Co.
Wells- Gardner Company
Wholesale Radio Sen. Co.
Rudolph Wurlitxer Mfg.
Co.

Zenith Radio Cory.

$2.50
Over 200 Pages
Over 500 Illustration
9 x I2 Inches
Flexible Loose-Leaf Cover

AIL THIS COUPON TODAY!
GERNSIIACK PUBLICATIONS. Inc.

RC-83I
Street, New York, S. Y.
Enclosed you will end my remittance of $5.50
for which please send me One Copy of the 1933
OFFICIAL AUTO -RADIO SERVICE MANUAL
with FREE 48 -page Supplement. Send remittance in check or money order.
Register letter
If It contains cash or currency. WE PAY
POSTAGE.
99 Hudson

Name
Address
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City
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the
cell
tube
the

most common. The term photoelectric
is generally used to designate a cell or
in which electrons are emitted under

-

influence of electro- magnetic radiation
usually visible, ultra -violet. or Infra -red radiation.
The photo- condn(tire effect refers to
devices in which light produces a change In
lectrical conductance.
Such devices are
known as photo -c luctive tells of which the

most common eXIun the is the selenium cell.
The third classification Is that of photo -rouai.
MIS of which there are the so-called electrolytic and electronic types. Such cells require
no external source of voltage and have relatively low internal resistance.
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THE P.E. CELL
(Continued fruni pane Stil

State

Photo -Emissive Cells
Photo- emissive cells have been made with
many different types of sensitive surfaces.
For use in the visible spectrum most cells
have a surface of a pure or compounded
alkali moue 1. Such surfaces must be prepared
and maintained in a vacuum or an atmosphere
of inert gas at low pressure. The cells generally take the form of a glass envelope
within which the sensitive cathode is either
deposited on the inner wall of the bulb or
on a suitable plate Structure. The anode is
usually of considerably smaller area than the
cathode and may take the fora of a wire or
ring which serves to collect the electron
emission from the cathode. If the finished
cell Is highly evacuated it is known as a
vacuum cell, in which the photo- electrons
are the onl current carriers. If the cell is
filled with an inert gas at low pressure it is
called a gas -tilled cell, in which the primary
electrons ionize the gas, resulting in a total
photoelectric current of from one to 50 times
Its great as that in a similar vacuum cell.
Some of the principle characteristics of
photo- emissive cells are sl .n t Figs. I to Si,
In Fig. 1 the relative response of the various
alkali metals to various wave lengths of light
is shown. It will be noted that all of the
alkalis are sensitive in the visible spectrum
which extends approximately from 4,000 to
S.01141 angstrom units.
The tnaxlnua of sensitivity are found farther toward the longer
wavelengths for Increasing atomic weight of
the alkali metals. Sodium and potassium are
generally sensitized with hyd rugen, which process shifts the inn xinm of these two alkalis
slightly toward the red end. Tungsten incandescent bumps are generally used as light
sources with photoelectric tells. The distribution of energy from a amgsten filament
operated nt 3.0007 K is shown in Fig. 4.
Because this source emits most of Its emrgy
in the red and infra -red, it 11115 been desirable to produce photoelectric cells which have
greater sensitivity for long waveiengtils of
light. Progress has been made in this direction at the Bell 'i'clephone Laboratories as
Illustrated by the curves In Fig. 2
The most generally used cell today is that
k mown as
the t's- t'S,u --\g or simply the
caesium oxide type. -'l'he sensitive surface
consists of a silver film or plate which Is oxidized and upon which a carefully controlled
quantity of metallic caesium is deposited.
Caesium resets with .Ag,0 to form an oxide of
caestums with which at very thin film of
metallic caesium is associated. The pr.u'.,
is one Willett requltos n cInsiderabie
Of control and manipulation but it results in
cells which are many times more sensitive to
red light than any heretofore produced.
A typitai color sensitivity response curve
of this cell is shown in Fig. :t. In the same
figure is shown the color response of the
human eye. In Fig. 4 is shown the response
of the caesium oxide cell to the light from
a tungsten filament.
Photo- emissive cells have a substantially
linear current response with respect to incident light intensity as shown in Fig. 5.
The output of gas -tilled cells increases with
applied voltage until the curve of Fig. G
approaches a vertical line, at which point the
ionization becomes self-sustaining and the
cells glow.
This generally reduces or destroys the sensitivity of the surface and
should be avoided by maintaining the applied
voltage below the maximum safe voltage
given in Fig. T. Vacuum cells, however,

;
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Comparing Light- Responsive Cells

THE P.E. CELL

The photo -emissive cell is in most general
mercial use for the following reasons:

(Continued from page 121)

characteristics of oxidized thallium sulphide.
The latter serves to bridge the conductors of
F. Michelson
a grid as in the selenium cell.
has alloyed :selenium and tellurium to obtain
reel

sensit it

I

>.

Photo -Voltaic Cells
Photo- voltaic cells are among the oldest
of light -sensitive electrical devices. Becquerel
in IS:itt observed that light on one of two
electrodes lu an electrolyte produced an c.m.f.

111gh

111

red

I21

Stability.

1:11

111a1

com-

sensitivity.

impedance resulting in large
when used with electronic
amplifier tubes.
(41 Linearity of response.
(5) Good dynamic response.

voltage

signal

as

Its principal limitations are:

(1) It generally requires amplification

Mr. E. II. Rietzke, President of
a
C'REI, former chief Instructor
at Naval Research Laboratory,
and an outstanding figure in the Radio profession.

in

relay equipment.
121 It requires an operating potential of
50 V. or more.
1:1, Operating current should be limited to
not more than 50 microamperes -generally
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m

over short- waves;

t. ,., receivers are making
them even wilder.
..Ili their men and Lane Obi
ne
u

rar-

result...Others
.,
hate planhased them already built
anti have obtained even better results.
And why shouldn't
they? These receivers, fundamentally,
Lms

they

are

absolutely

are so simple that

As

fool -proof.

result,

they week
ANYWHERE -not only in this country -but
In any bastion. Day after day, night after night and with
amazing
regularity, they pull In stations from the far
corners of

DOERLE

a

the earth -REGULARLY -always on
the same points of
the dial.
Y.

Only' parts of the highest quality, such
as Ilammarlund
satiable condensers, etc., are employed; for
we fully appreciate that "a short -wave receiver is no better
than the
poorest part going into its construction." Ali
fancy
gets and embellishments have been entirely removed, gadonly
the past funianlental parts necessary for
successful operation are employed. You win be impressed
simplicity. You will be even more impressed with their
with their
operation. These nretvers will convince
you
reception CAN be obtained -and with uncanny that foreign
regularity
whenever they are on the air.

Short-Wave

RECEIVERS
15 -200

"wild'

arc going

and tit.

No, 2140
No,

í'

Just Imagine

No.
Iles.

Complete Arcessories.

2145

OUR

mvI

R
$12,84

Shipping

I

txrlgn

39

$7.19

rit

ti

leer

r

$10.44

YOUR PRICE
No. 2176 complete Set of Tubes for Above;
Either I 5I
and 1 -56 for A.C. Operation or 1 -77
and 1 -37 fir battery
Pima.
YOUR PRICE
No. 2177 Eirrtritled 3 -Tube Doerle Signal Orh,eet- e .
prettily Wired and Tested. Ship. \\'t, 7 lbs.
YOUR PRICE
No. 2179 Complete Set of Tubes_ Either l
s;
I -511 for A.C. operation or 1 -78; 1 -77
and
battery oPerellott
YOUR PRICE
No. 2149 Special limn -Free A.C. Potter
l'a.:,
a Ito. -t itIer
l'ubr.
Q
YOUR PRICE

$1.60
$15.29
t

-f

-

$2.50

.

$7.25

_

11Nó

f
..a

,

in one

22

$5.38

YOUR PRICE
No. 2174 Elect-tilled 2 -Tube I2,5ti0 Mlle Doe
Completely Wired and Tested. Shipping

FAMOUS
Oscillodyne

2 -TUBES

tt,ight

PRICE

1111

!

$9.88

5 lies.

Shipping

YOUR PRICE

'

,

Complete Accessories.

No. 2143 3 -Tutee Doerle Signal 1:rippe,
Complett It
and Tested.
Shipping Weight 7 lbs.

It may be possible fur you to purchase similar
receivers
or parts for such receivers at greatly
reduced prices elsewhere- We admit (ht's at once, Itut
Unless you, to, wish
to join the ranks of the disillusioned
and skeptical shortwave fans y'ott will insist upon
the Official Doerle Receivers
-Iterrhers which contain only highest quality
parts. All
Doerle receivers are built on beautiful,
crackle -finished
chassis and bear the official name-plate
of the only recognised leoerle manufacturer. All
2 -tube nndels mc.I,un
t
,
;I tnbr
noels Im
7" x s
!

2142

YOUR

The Doerle receivers are available
In two types, each
type consisting of two models. The Electrified
Ihterle,
both the 2 -tube and 3 -tube models were
designed for those
localities where electric service is available.
They
must
be used In conjunction with a speciallydesigned hum -free
A.C. power park. The 2 -volt battery
were designed
tyres
for the rural districts. They, too, may be
had In 2 and
3 -tube models.

4111

Shipping Weight

?

-

Meters

2-Tube 12.'. eo Nine D. n-rle Iieti is er Ceopl ttei7

Wired
d 'rested.
YOUR PRICE

1-TUBE

GLASS BULB

WONDER SET
15 -200 Meters

that's the

.tml

a

Wonder

It

set

D
a that! \Itherigh the entilt of this unique little reriser is of the regenerative
type. It arts like a super -re-

I

.

"TWINPLEX"

grnerative set: yet II
I

15 to 200 Meters
The new type 53

tube

contaisame
;mikes possible

1

11

more.
It actually performs like a ' -tube set.
The
the 2 -tube Doerle- extremely simple and therefore is practically the same as
entirely fool -proof.
will rosette stations width you Ie r knew men
existed before. \\'e have received many' letters from satisfied users of
the Twinplex riteiver ;raising It to
the skies.
And justly so.
It Is a woii,t,rful little set. It aloud. (rill bumf
men tie of from 15 to tun for
meters iddele includes Ior amateur bands,
airplane calls, foreign reception and numerous code stations.
pollee and

tin-lt

V.

-

No.

Complete Accessories.
the following: One 37 tuh,;
-landed headolvon-s; four No. ei including
dry cells; two 45 -volt
tl.g
battede

WE ISSUE NO CATALOG
are F. O. It. New York. Term.:
deposit of snr ;, is required with even' unier.
Ildnnee mav lie paid on delivery. Deduct 2%
if full amount is sent,

'

2148

YOUR

"It"

PRICE

.k

101

111111111111

II:IiH:Nl'AIiK COMPANY
Hudson
E.

Ì

i$6.35
shin -

Q

111111111111

All onion

S

$7.20

uand

S7 50

S

t

Onit the finest etnier pans w..
emploari.
variable condensers, Kum
in
rautele- liar... Ir., arc
are
I there Pans are
in a beautiful, rmrkle- finished metal
with
chassis whloh entirely does away with
rhossis
"hand eaPUpty "
The re-civet Is universal in operation wldrh
means that it may be operated
either with batteries or with an A.C. short-wave
park. 1x0 volts Is renuked for the plates of the tubes and 'Ai4 volts, power
either A.C. or D.C. for the
tihuuents. For a fan who Is first starting In
is the most economical receiver with which the short wave game, the Twinple0
to begin.
No. 2115 Twinplex "Dodds -Aiti tn" Short-Wave
Iteret nr Cnmpletett tl'i tel
Tested. Including dlacranl but Ie.s tubes. Shipping
Weight g dins
YOUR PRICE

dues not

Due to Its

-

rids Twiteolex

"double -action" reThis tithe rtnally contains
tubes In the sae glass enw elope.
lust - imagine what this means! It 2 separate
s that a 2 -tube reenter
ow be
built for the ;tire of a
-iube set.
Tins Is exactly what has bent can
done In the
Twinplex irenon'. A comparison of pr!ees
with the Doerle 2 -tube receivers
listed :Mote will immediately s ihstantihte this
.statement.
and what's

rel

-clone In that Class.

en-altar elnsill It has the senslticity and serest lvity of mater 2 and
ten 3 -tube short -wave receivers
Read what the editor of the
Short
Wave Craft Magarine says :bout
Ip.13.
Isstte: 'We are pleased flog at in the April.
to present to our readers
development in radio circuits
an entirely new
the regenerative variety. acts -the Oscillodyne.
This circuit which is of
like a super -regenerative
is tremendous. The editor, in
set.
Its sensitivib
his
home
on
Riverside
Drive, New York City. In
steel apartment building. was able
to listen to amateurs
NO AERIAL AND NO
midwest. USING
With the ground alone,in athe
stations were brought in,GROUND.
number
of Canadian
and with a short aerial of 40
feet, many foreign stations
were easily pulled in."
Here then Is a
which brings In stations tioesamis
chilli frequently setbrings
of
mile.
a
set
In Australia. laud enough to
,t 'W power in spare;
rattle your
a set which if yon do not
wish extreme distmce phones and
stations
e
l thousand
nlles
y itithont aerial or ground. will hrtng
any hundreds` M test ttmmndat letters
And
the
from short-wan
mhelr own or have pun-based
alto hate either built
then, fully substantiate fans
The rrvte
these remarkable results.
may be used either with batteries
\.C, rat
.a7 tiite for
park.sa Requires a
re operation and 227 for A.C.
?rages ti
eta
wind trade to
de either
in use or In kith set .0
Four
Iionhlr'sly
of detailed hnigh z
The aluminum
' Iv" wide.
The teakettle base is 5!4" long
x 4i.,
wide.
N. 2146 Official One -Tube Wonder Set, cougllel
Idea \\lelgh
lbs.
elv wired and torten
YOUR PRICE
No. 2147 Official One -Tube Wonder
Set, In kit fono, with detailed
'i -m plans. Shipping Weight 3 Iles.
n.restron YOUR PRICE

Dept. RC

$ 5.50
NIA

New York. N. Y.
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PORTABLE

(Continued front

parle 791

supregulating resistor is the usual filament
ply for 2 V. tubes. Suppose we are using
Fig.
four ::0s and one 21 or their equivalent,series
If we use four dry cells lin
3.1.
battery
parallel. of course, instead of two, the
life will be more. than doubled, because of
ReconnectUne lower discharge rate per cell.
and the
ing the tubes In two parallel groupswill
give
four dry cells to serbes, Fig. 311,
Ille same life, but it will he noted that 2 V.
in
excess initial voltage must he dissipatedsupthe resistor. Since this seems excessive.
pose we reduce the number Of dry cells to
the battery
three. Fig. 2C. This will reduce
life to about 75% of that of the arrangebe
ment using four cells, but the cost will
reduced a similar amount and there Is one
1.
less dry cell to carry at
Choice of "B" batteries will depend on
space and weight limitations.

104

Toke Deutschmann Corp.

5 -TUBE

Sensitivity and Selectivity

A simple T.R.F. circuit is adequate for the
reception of local stations in a metropolitan
area. but where real performance is n desired
pente a superheterodyne circuit employing
grid converter tube is the logical choice.
Referring to the circuit diagram in Fig. 2,
it will be noted tluit a Sportou 2.5 -S tube, the
only 2 V. duo -diode triode tube available.

its
ail
as the second -detector,
inefficiency, diode detection is not used, rather
and
the triode portion is used as detector,
the diode plates used only for A.V.C.
used

Volume and Quality
of midget sets that have
thousands
The
been sold is evidence that there is entertainthat
ment value for most people in a radio
tines not have the highest possible Ildelity of
deficient
Is
portable
reproduction, so if our
greatly
in this respect we need not In tan will
be
chagrined. The very lowest notes
missing -for it takes eoosiderable poorer, n
fairly henry dgna m it reproducer, and large
bass

Build Your Own
TESTER & ANALYZER
Save b $ $

Complete

KIT
Only
$1475

ring sununer spare
Equip for busy fall and winter du TUBE
TESTER Is
time. Model 303A DEPENDABLE
todas tubes -afore
of
Tests
all
-date.
up-to
Perpetually
ones.
more
50
than 130 types -and provides for toil meter-newquicker.
moving
Highest grade D'Arsonval type
short
alas
swiurbe..
selector
two
Only
mere accurate.
for all
tester, pilot light indicator, gas test, second platy
leatherette
line voltage adjusment.
Completely assembled and wired.
panel.
ease.
If desired. $18.75.
MU ITITESTF.R No. 403. Thoroughly ellicient, modernly rouiiii ed
4 -range vit
3 -range ohmmeter.
needs.
for all future
meter. Also mirruanuneter. Kit $10.95. Complete 314.95.
connection
for
Designed
SUPER TEST UNIT No 500.
present analyzer
to MULTITESTER or to bring your want
for
years to
9vut'Il
feature
even
Has
up-to -date.
Kit $10.85. Complete $13.85.
foutue.
and
MULTITESTE11
Combines
ANALYZER No. 5400.
SUPER TEST UNIT in one compact, deluxe instrument

Other Kits

service man will be proud to own.

eery

RADIO CITY PRODUCTS CO.

RCP

RCP

RCP

RCP

RCP

for
Build
PERMANENCE
For efficient short -wave receivers and
transmitters of lasting quality use the

world -famous Ifammarlund Condensers, Coils, Chokes. Sockets and Shields.
Backed by 33 years of engineering

leadership.
Write for flew FREE CATALOG "RC-8"
HAMMARLUND MFG. CO.
424-438 West 33d Street
NEW YORK CITY
si0't.. A22A)t. ßÁd1.0'

ammarlund
PRECIS/ON

PRODUCTS

Spen¡red Parts for the
PRACTICAL ALL -WAVE

LINE NOISE FILTER

as described Page 28, July RADIO-CRAFT
FOUNDATION KIT
- l'alewet 007,1 Mira Uosulensrrs
5-Speclal Duo- lateral Culls
1- Trimmer fond. mer.

$x.75

1

World Wide

2 -Tube
2.500
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Short Wave Receiver
Mlle

rereptinn

trend established: "ace.
as

$4 e75

length range 15 to
meters. Bet foreign broadcasts.
pollee calls. airplanes, amateurs.
DIRECT!
clear Instructionst to
drillingi
build this renmrkable receiver.

The two front
panels are also made of presdwood : the lower

Send

1111

NOT a toy or

142

Liberty St.

C.O.D.

Resul s

an

t chmenli
ail-wave

HARRISON
O HARRISON

123

Try -Mo Radio Company, Inc.

Lam -

N. Y.
48 WEST BROADWAY, Dept. RC -8, NEW YORK.

piece of en iallu,aa rd covered on one

117

$26.

Write for free Wiring Diagrams and Data Sheets

hen lier
side with artificial leather.

n

Kit

piste $34.50.

baffle area to properly reproduce the
frequencies, and those conditions can not he
niet very well in a portable.
The pentode is probably the most satisfac-

because
tory output tube for the portable set.efficiency-,
of its high power sensitivity, high
and simple circuit requirements.
The Portable Receiver
The sides of the ea rrying case. which Is
11omenuule, are made of l/ -In. tempered presdwnod and are securely fastened with long
which are
thin screws to the tap and bottom,
of wood 5/10 -in. thick. Inside dimensions of
Cross
deep.
in.
fir/
the case are 10 x 11 x
pieces. on which the chassis rests, are fastened In the middle of the front and back
and
and stop strips for the front panels case
back cover put In. The outside of the
handle
is covered with artificial leather, n
"feet"
fastened to the top, and four rubberwhich
is
to the bottom. The loop antenna.
the front cover, is made of 1444n.thewooden
who
strips as shown in Fig. A, with
wound In saw slots in the cross pieces. it is
covered on each side with light. st Ill cardboard, and in addition the outside and edges
covered with artificial leather. The back is

RCP

RCP

RCP

RCP

RCP

Dept.

R -8

Guaranteed

REAL, complete

eA

COMPANY

New York City

U
United Sound Engineering Co.

w

Webster Company
Wellworth Trading Company
Wireless Egert Engineering. Inc
Wright- DeCoster, Inc.

108

(While every precaution is taken to insure accuracy, we cannot guarantee against the possibility of an occasional change or omission in the
preparation of this Index.)
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-BARGAINS

All Merchandise Offered On Page
Is Absolutely New And Unused

HERE IS A GREAT VALUE!

BARGAIN PRICE ON

Electrical Portable Sprayer Outfit

$2

G. E.

sc

J

0e gneiss aun
trnrnb-d below
Supplied with
Portable
oaSprayer

MPL EYE

Forrrttrly soll for $68.50

Mounted on base with three
ballbearing rollers. Shipping
weight of complete outfit.
"5 lbs.

This 6 the ideal outfit for all-around spraying work
wherever rurrent Is available.
With this elertrie sprayer you ran spray
rish. dump enamel, lacquer,
paint,
Insemir ides. ate., with steed You can
aloe it from one room to another with
Simply insert plug into electric socket
to do a man -size job -and do it efficiently. and this marvelous meditate is ready
This electric parable sprayer saves as cost over
and over again on your torn
work. It will make money for you dolna
jobs for others.
Outfit ta.
i,wtic complete
Gun,
niun
which nales
u
rund et l fan r ay.
11' heavy
h
duty
sator, 110 -volt, 60-cycle, AC air obtain
filter,
spy
Kellogg Air- Cooled Compressor, 1 Kxl%, 15 feet of hose, cord and safetyvalve.
plug. Pint mason jars can be used u
for
extra containers,
gun
^

ollo

swel. 1.,

These

Motors

Motors

were

manufactured by the
General Electric Company and originally intended for use by a
large manufacturing
company. Since they
were not used, we are
enabled to offer them at
an unusually low price.
Here are the specifications: 1/30 H.P. -4800 R.P.M. Universal
A.C. and D.C. 110 volts
-instant reverse. Size:
Diameter 3 i n c h e s,
length 5 inches.
Shipping weight.

lb..

8

Add 25e for parking and shipping
Charges to any point in U. S. A.

orfxinnl

Prit

$12.00

$2"
Each
WHILE THEY LAST

Westinghouse

Price of complete outfit with gun, $27.50
Price of outfit without motor, $20.00

Manufactured by the Westinghouse for U. S. Signal Corps.
Ballbearing Rotor, case dimensions 4 1 rr x 6 % rr diam.
Guaranteed new and perfect.

De Vilbiss Spray Gun

$C 95

fast ruction -feed attached
attached r,.;. ,erns
for use with low pres.an r /son
units of small displacement.
Operates from 20 to 50 lbs. pressure,
produces fan spray 5' In width, Tit,
adjustable for either round or flat spray. Material
flow control, will spray lacquer, enamel. paint, varnish, and duce. Produces smooth, even finish, displacement 2 cu. ft. per minute, equipped with
aluminum quart cup. Pint glass mason jar can be
taped for extra tosrtainer.
A

gun

',main

Shipping weight,

3

Shipping weight,

Big
Bargain

Filter Tank

25

Complete with tank, gauge and 601b. safety valve

"These generators are being used
small fishing village, where the of
current is supplied from a 2K.R'. -D.C.in generator,
As it
transmitter using two '45 ubes, one of the sets
to supply my two A.Creceivers and the ether to supply tower for
the transmitter.
generators sr,
run by
K horsepower D.C. motor, These generators perform Both
perfectly and hart
been absolutely trouble See. The voltage
and current regulation is remarkahl,
stable, taking a considerable overload.'
(Name supplied on request,

t

Compressed

air filter and expansion tank. equipped with
gauge and safety valve.
taps in tank and base ready to install. Eliminates
oil and mold,, re.
Same as illustrated in Electric Portable Sprayer
Outfit shown above.

llar standard

7

Absolatily Brand NEW:

Speed

75 lbs.
100 lbs.
125 lbs.
175 lbs.

600
600
600
500

14,

and

Price

$7.60
9.00
10.50
12.50
18 lbs.

WELLWORTH TRADING CO.

following:

These G.E.

a hundred other uses.
Electric Motors are brand
factory r:r rt, ins.

new, in original
Same motor that

for-

merly sold for 315.00
only
Shipping weight,

$395
11

168.

for which please send me the

Fonm,ly ',dd for
SI

,

i

01111E11

RC -834

560 West Washington St -, Chicago, HI.
$

winding speed motor.
Also ideal for display

turn table, and

Motor
% H.P.
14 H.P
1/8 H.P
1/8 H.P

Shipping weight, 12, 13,

I enclose

to 200 RI'M. Can be
installed in place of
old -fashioned,
hand-

Electric Portable Sprayer outfit shown above.

Pressure

Phonograph Motor

Variable speed induction type self starting, 110 volt, 60 cycle, AC. with
lever control. Speed range from 6

Maximum

Size
1% x 1%
134 x 2
2 x 2
2% x 2

G. E.

lbs.

Kellogg
Air -Cooled Compressors
at less than half price !

Same as Illustrated in

lbs.

Here is what one of our customers writes:

lbs.

Shipping weight,

13

110M1 TATS PAGE

Since We Do Not Publish Any Catalog

-

Remit by check or money order for full amount of each item
shipped by express if sufficient money is not enclosed
ship by parcel
post. No C.O.D. order accepted. Money refunded to
if not
Re sure to state shipping point if expresa or freight office satisfied.
is not in
your town.

Name

Address
126

City

State

WEI.I.WDh1TuI TRADING CO.

560 West W:ehlringloft St.

Chicago,
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A

5 -TUBE
((' "HI i.un

d

PORTABLE
from pmlc 1251

one, to which the speaker is fastened, measures 5% x III in.. the upper one is just
enough smaller to enable It to slide easily
made
in and out of the case. The chassis is
of 1 /:12 -in. aluminum, and measures 5% x
t.% x % -in. high.
Referring to the control panel, in the lower
loft corner is the on -oft switch Sw. 1, above
the three tip -jacks for the loop connec-

that

tions. and in the upper corner is the filament
resistor shorting switch SW. 2. In the 3,upper
and
right corner is the A.V.C. switch SW.
On
in the lower corner the phone jack
the
above,
either side of the tuning dial are,
two volume controls RI and 112, and below,
the two regeneration controls t'10 andin Cll.
Fig.
'l'he tube filaments are connected as
switch Sw.
:3C. Instead of using a rheostat,
about
2 is used to short out resistor It 10 after
50 hours of operation to compensate for the
desired,
If
decreased ".\" battery voltage.
2 ohm reIt111 may be replaced by a 1 or
sistor, and Se. 2 dispensed with.
turns
In determining the correct number of Fig.
1
on the loop, the temporary hookup in oscilwas used. With the lAn tube circuit
lating. the heterodyne note of an unmoduphones.
lated oscillator could be heard in the
adThen the number of turns across CI wasband,
broadcast
justed to property cover the
the
with sufficient additional turns to cause
near
tube circuit to oscillate with CIO setcircuit
maximum. Since tuning the oscillator on the
of a convert er tube does not react
calibration
control -grid circuit, this same adjustments.
holds in making the tracking
L.C. C.
24
of
No.
This loop consists of 30 T.
outside
wire, tapped nt the 22nd turn, theoscillator
The
turn going to the eoat rot -grid.
coif consists of 70 T. of No. 32 enameled wire
wound on a 1 in. form. A couple of thickthe ground
nesses of paper are wrapped over(anode
grid)
end, and over this the plate
size wire,
same
coil, consisting of :15 T. of the
is wound.

voltage. (choke 11.F.C. 2 is quite necessary
for stable operation. Condenser C14 determines the amount of energy fed back through
of V3 may
Cll. If too small, the circuit
oscillate continuously, if too large, little or
no regeneration will be obtained. Its value
is determined by experiment. It was found
-grid
necessary to shield the exposed coitrulshort
lend to V2. This is done by slipping a
length of braided copper shielding over the
insulated lead.
No trimmer is used across C3. Its approximate value is determined by experiment, awl
the
the final tracking adjustment made withshiftI.i "_T. trimmers. It will be seen that
ing the 1.1'. slightly lutas the attune effect as
the
varying C:i. C2.\ is used to adjust
Since
ne
usual.
Ing at the high -frequency end as
of
varying CIO and C11 affects the peaking_
the IA,. transformers, they must all be adjusted together.
With C10 and C11 set near minimum, the

Adjustments

more
When regeneration is used, a little
shielding
attention nui st be paid to proper
denot
and Olt1ring, however, since it was
sired to load the chassis with unnecessary
was
bypass condensers, a little experimenting
necessay.
dune to determine where they were

screen It was found necessary to isolate the
R.F.
grid of Vl. This Is ,lone with a small
reducing
choke Instead of a resistor to avoid draws
its
the screen -grid voltage. Since V4
plate current through Intl. it acts as a bleeder

resistance, helping to regulate the screen-grid
30

30

51,
DRY
CELLS
1

30

30

30

30

UNIVERSAL
TESTER
For $41.50 Complete
VOLTS
A.C.-D.C.

5- 1a0- 250-1000
lotto ohms
per soit

MILLIAMPERES
D.C.
1- 10 -:oo -1000

CAPACITY
.sot

ANCE
1- uuus Mows
.5. 5,000,000 ohms D.C. Resistance

Send 6# in stamps for the new Bulletin
No. 611 -P containing the complete
wiring diagram and operating in-

structions for this modern serviceman's instrument.

HALLCPOSS MfG. COMPANY
Efeclncal _lfcalafiay iallu fcaá.
.aacl, ccuialc RohlalL.

C13;

One Utica condenser, (H -of., C14; 500 V.,
One midget paper condenser, .IoM -mf.,
1

C13;
secTwo dual paper condensers. .1 -mf. per
tion, 200 V., (.i, l'0, C7, 2n0 V.. CO, I' It;
Two paper condensers..1 -mf.,
V., C17:
One electrolytic condenser, 5 cot.. 25
section.
One dont paper condenser, .3 -1111, per
200 V., CIS, C19;
(Inc oscillator coil:
he..
One I.F. transformer, double tuned, 403
LF':C. 1:
center One LF. Uansformer, double tuned,
tapped sec lacy, 4113 k.., I.F.T. 2;
One .t.I'. transformer:
une Volume control potentiunater. 1000 ohms.
:

:

COLLINGDALi:, PA.

FREE! CATARADIO
LOG

Packed with new -rn .Ici radio VALUES at roekbottom
wholesale prices. Money -back guarantee and '30-DAY
FREE TRIAL IN YOUR IIOltE on every set! All
types. Send for big. new FREE eatalog
p
TODAY. Prices

59.451

FORDSON RADIO, Inc.

-mt'g.

-A-

oWR TUBE

carbon resistors, .1 -meg. 1 W It3,
Its, RS:
One carbon resistor, 50.000 ohms, t W., 114
une en rbon resistor. 2 Beg., Ih W., ItO:
One variant resistor, .5 -meg., 1 W., It7 :
W.. RO:
1
0111. cnrbnn resistor, 10,000 ohms.
One wire-wva0nl resistor, 4 ohms, RIO:
Ione Ii.I'. choke, nbaut 3 !idly.. It.F.l'. 1
111 unity, 11.1'.1', 2:
I lue RI' choke. abutit
Three battery switches, Sw.1, Sw,2, Sw.3:
One 5 spring, filament control type. Pi
jack :
Two 11 prong wafer sockets, for VI. V3
V2. V4;
Two 4 prong wafer sockets, forV5;
Oa1. 5 prong wafer socket, for
Three tube shields, for VI, V2, V3:
one 1.\ti tube, VI
une 34 tube, V2:
One 23-S tube,
One 30 tube, V4;
One 99511 tube V3:
One 5 in. magnetic reproducer:

DETROIT. MICH.

Dept. 9.39. Oakmen Bldg.

AGENTS WANTED!

It 2:
'l'h sec

PWR 3úBE

yod.

INDUCT-

condenser):
variTwo panel mounting c,mtpressiun type
able odes condensers ICrosley "intensifiers"). S5 nuuf., ('10, 4'11;
One mica condenser, 500 mmf.. C3;
Three mica condensers, 250 [oint., C4, Cl2,

volume control potentiometer.

or

condensers

2

t

10

erect rolytic

gang condenser, 350 mmf. per section,
Cl, C2;
(not
One trimmer condenser, 33 mmf., C2:\,Outing
needed if there are trimmers on
One

-

Pater

List of Parts

tine
30

SHALLCROSS

at
I.F. transformers are tentatively aligned
the correct frequency for proper tracking.
the
')'hen a station or modulated oscillator in t'lI
broadcast band is tuned in and CIO andIs obadvanced until maximum regeneration
tained in both circuits without oscillation
same
anywhere in the broadcast bend, at the
time keeping the I.F. tta nsfortners Inarealignnot
ment. The regeneration condensers
but
touched when tuning in most stations,extra
are advanced slightly when a little
selectivity and sensitivity are needed.

It
30

BUILD YOUR OWN

MOTION PICTURE SOUND
Service

Most fascinating field awaits live Radio
Men -quick, sure profits
ASK FOR FREE CATALOG

S.O.S. CORPORATION

New York, N. Y.
1600 Broadway
Cable Address: "Sosound" New York

SERVICEMEN!

TRE MOST COMPLETE LINE OF CONDENSERS
AND RESISTORS FOR EVERY RADIO USE
Wnlelor our new 10 -page Catalog lower Ire, of charge

;

30

3D

30

30

Ow

4

Awn
2

1.5V

One vender

-C-

Fig. 3
Optional "A" battery connections.

Brooklyn. N.

Washington Street

Y

dial;

Four knobs:
Three tip -jacks;
Three dry cells, "A" battery;
Four 22'_ V. "IC' batteries.

ins.;

DM CELLS

7E,

One
al
l
panels and
rover.r anti pancase,
described in text:

4

x

'_'IC_

x

2y.

built into
chassis as

i imam

grom'Miscellaneous hardware, screws, rubber
mets, short length of braided shielding,
and hook -up wire,

a

Wirt,
Operates

16111 pLANiS

i

AC radins,

elaralcai

amplifier,

other

h shoÌappianes.
and up. [trite for

Interesting
watti
descriptive literature.
KATO ENGINEERING CO.
Mankato,

Minn.. U. S. A.

and
3lfgs.f of AC Generators
g AC Radio. on 32 and tn

voltsDCratn
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RTC's Big August SPECIALS
-

YOUR DOLLAR
IS WORTH MORE

BIG 8 -TUBE SET BARGAIN

When You Buy From Us
I. the dollar Inflated?

These d..
verybody Is
speaking of inflation but wits
r about It,
whether the duller Is Inflated or or it is worth
more when you buy from us. The prices shown
on
this page are so radically low that no one can
possibly undersell them. Our consistent advertisements present to you each mouth. on this page.
certain STAR
Items which are of listed In
our regular catalog.
These are all
of
which the small quantity on hand does specials
not permit
on to catalog then.
ONCE SOLD
NO
MORE CAN BE HAD AT ANY PRICE. OUT
ORDER
TODAY -NOW. Order direct from this page
and
MO moony.
100% satisfaction guaranteed on
every transaction.
We are
wholesale house and
accept
orders for less than $3.00. if C.O.D.cannot
is
desired. please remit 20% of the total shipment
amount of
your order. Balance will go forward C.O.D.

*Complete with 11" Dynamic Speaker
Limited Supply

()

cash

discount.
funt.Sendefnmoney Iorder,trcertifiedecheck f or
U. S. stamps.
t
Its sure to include sufficient extra remittance
if
order is to be shipped via parcel
-post;
any
excess
will be refunded.

FREE
RADIO
and
Short -Wave

TREATISE
108 Pages
1500 Illus.
Completely revised and cillarged. this new 1934
lion contains 100 solid pages of useful radio
in ormation. diagrams, Illustrations. radii" kinks
and real live radio merchandise. It contains more
ea uable radio Information -men real live "meat"
han many text books on the subject. PARTIAL
LIST OF CONTENTS. Fundamental Principles of
R dio for the Beginner. Chapter
Fundamental
Circuits and Uses of New Tubes -Revamping Sir
Volt Battery Sets for Two Volt Tubes-Public Addr ss Systems -How to Build Short Rave Trans mitters and Receivers -Up to Date Tube Chart
and Socket Connections, etc., etc. WRITE TODAY- Enclose five cents (coin) for postage.
Treatise sent by return mail. Print name and
address clearly on request.
ed

-

2-

3X1-

only

"THE GREATEST SET BUT
IN A.i EitlC1" is by all mean=
mild description of the value which
are offering here. This sery

we

site

8 -tube

receiver as recent as

eight m,xuhs ago, sold for more
than $95.00, yet now because of
the advent of even later type tubes,
you ran purchase this receiver for
only
small fraction of that price.
The tubes employed in this set

are still comparatively new; and
not only that but all modem features such as. 2.t5 push -pull output, tone control, phonograph attachment provisions. full dynamic
speaker. etc., are Incororated,

this 8- tubeim
4
as

er.s

tuned
thos

0f ¶iuTVi/

but ufull-sized CONSOLE Crwssis

electivity and

Time

of

duet) toy its

-tube
e ssuperhtrrrndvne. The construction
of the set Is best described as "standard."
for its circuit
is none other than the "good old stand
-by" T.H.F. type
modified and Improved to use these Later
type tubes. It
tuned
type OS triple grid tubes; l
ed b y.
detector. Fromm
there the signal Is amplified by a a
type 30 first audio
tube. and from there still further amplified by the
powerful
push -pull 2/t5 power output tubes.
the time the
signai miles out of these tubes, it is By
strong
ta
operate 4 to 5 dynamic speakers very easily, enough
many
tines that number magnetic speakers. A type 80 and
full -wave
rectifier is etnployed. All provisions for supplying
paner to the 11" genuine Oxford dynamic speaker.field
is
In poated.
Tuning Is extremely simple and very sharp, being rom
11

m

6

-

enuloyed.rr
newlmtypeu tra-elingng "ghost light'ete
Tlu
three rontroLs on the front of the chassis consist of
tuning
knob. tone control knob and volume control respectively.
The chassis itself is nude of heavy steel, beautifully black
enameled. All tuned circuits are thoroughly sblekl,d
including the tubes and condensen.
This prevents feedback, whistling and howling. The use of 4 tuned
circuits
employing the new triple grid. screen
grid tubes Ind
high gain ILF. transformers, together with ra reful
wiring
s

and by- passing. results In extremely high sensitivity.
Many of our satisfied customers
us that
good
variety of distant stations come Ininform
regularly
locals.
And why shouldn't they, for 4 tuned stages is like
than
hat even more recent sets are employing andmore
everyone
that the more tuned stases you hoe
greater is
the sensitivity and particularly the selectivity the
of
receiver.
Tone quality too, is extremely fine and can
to suit the individual, from sery high treble be controlled
down to deep
bass.

Why

set

fully
and ready to use
with isspeaker
all modem
features. can be bought at such a phemaneaand
ally low Prier.
saln . s
e se
"There
toes
u
are littlermorer then 50 of these
excellent chassis available, hence "first come.
first served."
Judging
with sihendmie
sold a fewwpnmonth
had
a sale on
therm. the supply of these ensi,erably
perirlr receivers
ouOverall
m

;a

1

r

orldernotoday.d

s155í
Shipping weight. 40 lbs.
List lyric $95.00
No. 2000 --8 -Tube T.R.F. Receiver Inelud-

ldsize of chassis.

Sib ".
Ina

Dynamic Speaker
YOUR PRICE

WORLDWIDE

But

Less

Tubes

tldelay,

S

: _;

RECEPTION

WITH-THE -FAMOUS

,,.

TWINPLEX/
Short -Wave Receiver

2-Sets in-1

Economical 2 -Volt Operation
Complete with Headphone

SHORT

wares are the talk of the- hour. The whole country,
nay, the whole world. has
gone crazy to receive foreign stations.
far as 12,500 miles distant. Usually, such
reception is had only with expensive multi as
-tube sets.
tube has
function of two tubes In
single( tube.
sinventionof the T\ \' Nh
radio circuit of unheard of aen.sitisity, using the
"19" tube; it Is new possible LF'X,hn
with
single tube of this type to receive short wave stations
from all over the world, loudly and
elearly- REGULARLY, night after night. day after day,
always in the same place on the
dial.
Every radio man know that In a short -wave set
it Is highly Imtortant to hare the
wiring as short as possible. By inventing
a radically new design. that is. by mounting

all connecting wires, withethehi result that an UNHEARDh
OFb SIGNALS SENSITIVITY
has now been achieved for the first
time,
set.
But the TWINPLe1X is ACTUALLY InTWOsingle-tube
-TUBE SET: yea. we repeat, A FULLFLEDGED TWO -TUBE SET AT THE APRICE
OF A ONE -TUBE SET.
JUST
IN
ENVELOPE.
the
of thenew19tub.
i to 2 -volt tube. whirh has a DOUBLEThat
SET a OF ELEMENTS.
This set has been so designed that It will receive ordinary
stations which cone in with great volume, pan irulorly local broadcast stations too
stations. These come In

f `Ees
i

OC

-

RADIO TRADING COMPANY, 97
128

ONLY $4.941

loud

that If you have a loudspeaker. this little
one -tube set will ACTUALLY
GIVE YOU LOUDSPEAKER
RECEPTION.
With this set, we furnish regularly, two coils, one
a
short -wave plug -in roil. which
rereises all the popular stations In the 33
which receives nearly all broadcast stations. to 65 meter band, and a broadcast coil
A simplified instruction sheet with
Instructions and pictorial diagrams
shows you how to build the set In a few detailed
hours' tine, nd once you have completed
set, FROM THEN ON. YOU DON'T SLEEP
the
ANY MORE.
so

Pmoperly,build the `reet eriin
weight

pounds.

5

available
11

et02 hour.

kANYONEnaANcomprises
DO eIP.

Sapping

No.

INCLUDING SINGLE PHEADPH
HEADPHONE AND BAND BUT No Tube
YOUR PRICE
No. SW309 Complete Accessories For TW1NVLEX
Receiver. Comprising -Type 19 Tube,
No. 6 Dry
terlea
Shipping weight 20 pounds. Cells, 2-45 volt "B" Bat -

54'94

1

53.55

YOUR PRICE
,

10nal

Plug -In Coils for the 20, 80 and 160 meter bands -45e

e

Street, New York City

RADIO -CRAFT

for

AUGUST,

1934

Penny Wjsc-BUJT
Dollar PROFIT
To Every

aia

Radio Manufacturer

Jobber and

Mail Order

House

IV,.r`"ro

June issue of RADIO -CRAFT
concluded the first five-year period
since the magazines inception.
With no little effort and persistence,
the publishers have succeeded in
bringing out sixty consecutive issues.
It is a testimonial to the merits of
any magazine that, in its infancy, it
was able to pass successfully through
the crucial, depression days. And,
NOW, RADIO -CRAFT has become
the second largest radio monthly
magazine in the country. Such success is due in great measure to its
splendid, enthusiastic organization.
The
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In this half- decade, RADIO -CRAFT
has attained a circulation for in excess of 50,000 monthly readers, com-

prising manufacturers, jobbers, radio
dealers, service men, radio engineers,
experimenters and professional set
builders. Present indications point to
a fair percentage of increase during
the next few months. What does the
future hold? Well, we're confident
of continued success.
We recall the early days when
only a handful of advertisers were
represented in the pages of RADIO CRAFT. Today, we find an average
of 50 or more advertisers using space
regularly month after month. Many
of them have never missed on issue
since July, 1929.
The growth of RADIO -CRAFT in circulation, in prestige, in editorial interest, in value as an advertising
medium, is conclusively proved by
the results obtained by one of many
advertisers. The letter reproduced is
JUST ONE of any number of un-
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solicited letters received from time
to time. It points out clearly the
profits derived from advertising exit
penditures in RADIO - CRAFT
shows reader response to advertising
in RADIO - CRAFT- and it proves
leadership in the radio field.

-

Advertisers and agencies are alert in
taking advantage of new, prosperous
markets. What greater prospects in a
constantly buying field can be found?
Where can a more active radio market be established? We know by
confidential reports from other advertising accounts that results have
It s money
ALWAYS been good.
invested wisely to bring dollar profits.
THE PUBLISHERS.

JS

RADIO-CRAFT
Published by Continental Publications, Inc.

99 HUDSON STREET

New York, N. Y.

RADIO'S LIVIST MAGAZINE
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tanthemoe
Fil trainYou Quickly for
Radio's GOOD spare time
and

full timeJobs

\Chy slave -oar life suey i, a ,o-fnture
Why skimp, why scrape, trying tu
pay \Our hills? I'll train you quickly for
the live -wife field -the field with a futul'eRAlilO, $40. $60, 75 a week -that's what
many liadlo Experts make. >$s, Sill, $15
a week extra np,tier -that's what many of
my students maki in their spate time
shortly after enrolling. My free book tells
you about Radiais spare tim,' Illlel full time opportunities-about my
tested training-about my at adents and graduates -what they are
doing and making.
Get this book.
Be a Radio Expert. The
Radio field ì. big enough to absorb many mure properly trained
men.

Mail Coupon

for FREE

Rob':

Here's Proof

Information

itr'na ,...sting

etationss employ managers. engineers. operators, installation
and p,1{intenanee men for Jobs paying
up to $5,000 a year.

"Made ;MOO in
lob, Lut

a

Save -Learn

-WM. SPARTIVENT. Sparty Radio
Service, 93 Broadway, Newark, N. J.

Set servicing
men $200 to
spare time.
much as

has paid many N. R. I
$1,000 a year for thei
Full time men make as
$40, $60, $75 a week.

"Made ;17 in One Night"
"Who says there's
depression?
I have

made more money In
Radio then ever before. I and btey day
and night. Last night
I nude $17. Last week
I had
tough
s45.
struggle at first' but
you fellows helped:mo
bark in the race and kept me gulag."
\11.1.1AM J. MARL Creighton

at home in your spare time

don't have to leave bon
ltadlu. .I'll 'truth, you quicki>
home and In your spare time fo
a high school or college education. ,
didn't even finish grade school. My
of training -half with lessons, half
broad practical experience -makes
ing, practical and rapid.

.p..
good L ali, Jab. You don't need
\laity of my successful graduates

-\
)tine.

,

amazingly practical 50 -50 method
with Radio equipment-gives you
learning at home easy, fascinat-

tint.. t'.3i,ala.

"5503

a

men for Radio
careers hav,4 helped many students slake $ton to $1,000 a year
quickly in their spare time. ,1y Course is famous as "the one that
payd for itself.

"-

Road, Ladner. R. C.. Canada.

Your money back if not satisfied

"Good Position, Good
Pay"

I'm so sure You will be satisfied with my training that I agree in
writing to refund every penny of your money if you are not entirely
satisfied with my Lesson and Instruction Service when you finish.

"I

am Chief Operator
Radio Station
WS\IK.
Thl< Is a
goal position with
pap.
1111,e adianrr,I
In
Radio right

Find out what Radio offers you
1

Sonne

Other Jobs

Trains Men For

N.R.I.

irnaleast Engineer.

Operator

In

Broadcast Station.

ft Radin Operator.
Operator of Airway Beacons.
tiovernment Radio Operator.
Ship Operator.
Serviceman on Loud Speaker Systems.
Installation Engineer un Loud Speaker
Systems.
Sales Manager for Retail Stores.
Service Malinger for Retail Stores.
Auto Radio Installation and Serviceman.
Television Broadcast Operator.
Television Engineer.
Set Servicing Expert.
A ire ra

1

i

I

Act today. Mall the coupon. My 64 -page book will be sent free to
:ambitious fellow over 15 years of age. It tells about Radio's
ertunities- explains the eighteen star features of my Courseo
:3h evs letters of what others are doing and making. There is no 1,llga31on.. Mail the coupon in an envelope, tir paste it on a lc post card.

alongiti

surressNl In

JOHN

J.

E. SMITH, President,
Naticnal Radio Institute
Department 4-HX, Washington, D.

Year in Spare

Time"

"Although dol.,
tinte Radio work nisi.
I haie averaged about
Ehsle a year extra In
addition to my regular
income.
Full time
Radio work would net
nie many times that
F.I)W. 11.
amount.
Slouch
FAWCETT.

Many make $5, $10, $15 a week extra
in spare time almost at once
3Iy book si..
h
special training, instruction material, plans,
Ideas, and my ni neteea years experience training
it

Television, the coming field of gra
opportunities, is co r, in toy l' tirs,

was well

in a little over two years."

Week

Spare time and full time Radio Servicing, Operating Broadcast, Aircraft Radio, Conunc ri jaI Land, Ship anti Te lev lama stations, a Radio
service business of your own. I'll train you for these and other
good Jobs in the manufacture, sale and service of Radio and Television apparatus. My Flt1313 Look tells you about the flans' 1110110.making opportunities in Radio.
YOU

I

protected with N.R.I.
1
swung
training.
right to full time
Radio Servicing and I
here made mer $0,000
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